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Abstract

The advances of high-throughput technologies in genomics and proteomics have
revolutionized the biological research field. The increased resolution capabilities
have strengthened the focus on quantification analysis and the massively paral-
lel nature of the instruments ultimately enables quantification at a genome- and
proteome-wide scale. The field has experienced an explosion of applications, which
is accompanied by many computational challenges and a strong demand for novel
quantification analysis tools.
Quantitative workflows are complex, involving many steps from sample prepara-
tion to data acquisition, processing, and the inference of quantitative estimates.
Multiple sources within this process cause different bias in quantification. The goal
to retrieve best estimates of the true underlying quantities from a sample remains
a difficult task. It leaves a constant need for new method development to reduce
systematic errors and biases in the data.

In this thesis, new statistical and computational strategies are presented to im-
prove the quantification accuracy of data types from high-throughput omics appli-
cations. The aim is to correct biases and minimize the overall variance; therefore
understanding the potential error sources and data characteristics is essential. One
focus in this work is to identify biases and solutions which are common to different
omics workflows and data types. A second aim is to assess the statistical confi-
dence of resulting quantitative measures. A general lack persists in high-throughput
quantification on how to measure and report reliability of quantitative estimates,
especially in quantitative proteomics research. A lot of knowledge on statistical
methodology for large-scale data analysis has been acquired in the microarray era.
Generally, independent of underlying technologies, final quantitative values often
exhibit similar properties from a statistical point of view. Hence, a strong potential
lies in revealing parallels between different omics fields and in the transfer of estab-
lished statistical concepts. In addition, however, it is equally important to precisely
integrate and account for specific data characteristics and technique-induced biases.
Overall, quantitative analyses are highly heterogeneous and one-fit-all methods are
not appropriate.
The contribution of this thesis comprises three major projects which address differ-
ent biological objectives and different data types based on three quantitative high-
throughput techniques. New approaches concerning data pre-processing, quantifi-
cation inference and resolution, and quantitative comparisons, are introduced.

In the first project, affinity purification is coupled with mass spectrometry (AP-
MS) aiming to identify protein-protein-interactions. Here, quantitative counts of
proteins obtained from pull-down experiments are compared with counts from neg-
ative controls in order to separate true interactions from false-positive hits. Current
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methods for AP-MS analysis mainly rely on scoring systems to rank potential inter-
action proteins. However, uncertainty on where to set the cutoff score remains for
candidate selection and also no estimation on the expected number of false positives
is given. Statistical pre-and postprocessing is an underrepresented topic in AP-MS
analysis. A thorough statistical framework is introduced, which can embed any
scoring method and enables to replace scores by statistical p-values using a permu-
tation principle. In addition, a two-stage poisson model adapted from RNA-Seq to
AP-MS data is proposed as an alternative method for assessing interactions. For
pre-processing, different normalization methods and statistical filtering, adjusted to
AP-MS data, are investigated. Several experiments demonstrate how the number
of true interactions can be significantly increased while controlling a false detection
rate.

The second project concerns the accurate inference of protein quantities. In
mass spectrometry, measurements are assessed at the peptide spectrum level. Al-
though all peptide spectra assigned to the same protein are assumed to share similar
intensity values, in fact, a substantial heterogeneity exists due to random and sys-
tematic biases. Clever summarization strategies are needed. Current methods rely
exclusively on peptide quantitative information. However, this work hypothesizes
that a wealth of other peptide features are available that reflect spectra reliability.
Several features are correlated with the observed variance heterogeneity and their
relation to quantification accuracy in the spectra is investigated. As a result, a new
peptide-to-protein summarization method is presented, referred to as iPQF (iso-
baric Protein Quantification based on Features), which integrates peptide features
with quantitative values for protein quantification. As a novelty, peptide spectra
are weighted according to their feature reliability. Extensive evaluation of iPQF in
comparison to nine other summarization methods proves the added value of feature
information to enhance protein ratio accuracy.

NGS-based quantification equivalently relies on shotgun measurements and re-
quires summarization strategies. The third project focuses on accurate inference
of quantities on strain level in NGS-based metagenomics data. Specific challenges
arise on strain level due to the presence of highly similar reference sequences, which
underlie a strong quantification bias due to shared read mappings. There is increas-
ing demand for analyzing microbial communities at higher resolution, but only few
tools provide quantitative profiling beyond species level. In this work, DiTASiC
(Differential Taxa Abundance including Similarity Correction) is presented as a
novel tool for abundance estimation and also for differential analysis applicable
down to exact genome level in metagenomics samples. A new generalized linear
model framework is introduced for the resolution of shared read counts, addition-
ally including an error term to assess abundance estimation uncertainties. In a new
statistical approach, the abundance variances are integrated to infer abundance dis-
tributions for differential testing sensitive to strain level. Performance evaluations
on latest benchmark studies show highly accurate abundance estimations down to
sub-strain level and improved detection of differentially abundant taxa.

Altogether, these three contributions improve the current repertoire of computa-
tional methods in high-throughput quantification of omics data. This work intends
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to raise awareness for the complexity of quantification analysis. On one side, it
highlights the comprehensive usage and transfer of established statistical concepts
across different omics techniques. Equally, it aims to emphasize the importance to
specifically address underlying data characteristics and the need to offer individu-
alized strategies in order to achieve high quantification accuracy.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Quantification of high-throughput omics data

The identification and quantification of components in a sample is fundamental in
virtually all branches of biological research. The questions which components are
present in a sample, how much of them, and how the quantities change between
different samples, are main objectives in data studies. Most state of the art tech-
nologies allow both qualitative as well as quantitative measurements, and often
identifications are required as prerequisite for subsequent quantitative assessments.
However, pure qualitative analyses are not sufficient to capture the complexity of
biological systems, and quantitative investigations are crucial to achieve deeper
understanding of the underlying processes.

Genomics and proteomics are two major research fields which thoroughly study
all levels from gene to phenotype level. Quantitative genomics gives insight into
the functional elements of the genome. On cell level, gene regulation and signaling
pathways are investigated, while overall transcriptome dynamics during develop-
ment or in a disease state are studied on a global scale. Therein, differential gene
expression research has attained extreme popularity. Quantitative proteomics ad-
dresses the gene products present in a cell state and enables a direct picture of
protein directed processes, revealing protein dynamics and function, protein inter-
actions as well as their subcellular distributions [1, 2].

This chapter is devoted to the quantification process of high-throughput genomics
and proteomics data. The corresponding technologies are introduced and aspects
of the quantification process from the view of both fields are presented.

Established workhorses for proteomics analyses have been for a long period the
two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2-DE) and the western blot. However, the
methods have been shown to meet limitations concerning low resolution and quan-
tification range, frequently only displaying the most abundant proteins [3]. The
popular western-blot method tends to be more qualitative and is commonly only
used for semi-quantitative analysis. In the genomics field, hybridization based ap-
proaches, such as custom-made or commercially high-density oligo microarrays, are
well-established quantification methods, high-throughput and inexpensive [4]. Yet,
these arrays require prior knowledge of the target sequences and have a limited
detection range due to both high background levels and signal saturation.
In the last decade, new developments of high-throughput technologies have emerged
and have revolutionized the biological research field. The fields of genomics and
proteomics have experienced an enormous increase in sensitivity, speed, accuracy
and overall resolution by the advances of novel instrumentation. The increased
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1. Introduction

capabilities on high resolution have significantly shifted the focus towards quanti-
tative analyses which has become central in studies today. Especially the massively
parallel sequencing techniques have empowered to address quantitative questions
at a genome- and proteome-wide scale.
For proteomics, mass spectrometry (MS) is the most powerful approach present
with its main platforms available being Orbitraps, QTOF instruments and triple-
quadrupole instruments. All are characterized by highly increased sensitivity and
data acquisition speed. The new platforms enable measuring hundreds to thou-
sands of proteins (depth of 5000-10000) from a given proteome of any biological
system within a single experiment [5].
The breakthrough of next-generation DNA-RNA sequencing technologies, referred
to as NGS, has further enlarged the reach of proteomic research to practically any
species. The new sequencing era enables to survey entire genomes, transcriptomes
and epigenomes within a single sequencing run by deep-sequencing techniques [6].
It directly assesses the DNA or RNA sequence and provides single base resolution
of the target sequence. Thereby, no prior sequence knowledge is required and an
unbiased detection of also novel sequences in the sample is possible. Quantifica-
tion has changed from signal intensity-based approaches in arrays to the form of
discrete digital counting in NGS technologies. As a result, high sensitivity and a
large dynamic range of abundance levels can be achieved as no physical saturation
or upper limit exists. Another advancement is the large generation of sequence
data at decreasing costs, with prospects of up to one billion short sequences per
instrument run. A variety of platforms are on the market, to name Illumina, Pacific
Biosciences, Oxford Nanopore technologies, Thermo Fisher Scientific and Roche,
which vary in sequencing technology and specialize either on low or high output
(from 100 Mb to 35 Gb) with correspondingly long or short sequence fragments
(from 50nt to 120kb) [7].

Given high resolution in combination with high parallelization enables conduct-
ing analyses at all biological levels. Target objects range from small peptides in
MS applications, gene fragments or splice isoforms in NGS, to the study of all
transcripts or respectively all proteins present in a cell or any tissue sample. In
addition, processing large numbers of samples simultaneously enables the inves-
tigation of samples with different conditions as well as the examination of whole
communities comprising different organisms.
The past years have seen an explosion of MS and NGS based applications in all
areas of the life sciences [8–11]. In this work, three applications will be addressed
in more detail. Two popular areas in MS-based quantitative proteomics are protein
interaction studies, in which affinity approaches are coupled with mass spectrome-
try, and second, abundance studies of whole proteomes using techniques based on
stable isotopes. The new advances of NGS to measure genetic material directly
from environmental samples and to assess hundreds of different genomes within
a sample gave rise to the field of metagenomics [12]. One of its objectives is to
unravel composition and change of microbial communities, discover novel species
and to understand their interactions with the host and environment.

A broad range of technical and experimental variations regarding mass spectrom-
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1. Introduction

etry and next-generation-sequencing protocols have been devised and are adjusted
to the various applications. The fast progression of the technical field is further
accompanied by a rapid development of computational methodology. The rate
and volume of the new data generation creates a strong demand for data storage
strategies, data processing and efficient analysis methods. Analysis methods need
to address the complexity of the data sets as well as to account for the individual
characteristics and shortcomings of the instruments. To sum up, it can be said
that the era of high-throughput technologies have brought enormous statistical and
computational challenges to the field of bioinformatics.

A large variety of computational methods has been developed in the last decade
and most effort was initially concentrated on identification tools. The identification
of components in a sample is a prerequisite for the process of quantification. NGS
and MS techniques share the concept to identify resulting fragments by matching
reads or spectra, respectively, against a reference database [13, 14]. Here, already
a few unique fragment mappings are sufficient to identify the full target sequence
and to confirm its presence in the sample.
In contrast, quantitative analyses are more sensitive, here a failed detection of sin-
gle fragments or a false assignment already causes a bias in quantification. For
accurate quantification of targets in a sample, a precise resolution and a highly
accurate back-tracing of obtained fragments to their sequence of origin is crucial.
Quantitative workflows are in need of several processing steps, on experimental as
well as on computational analysis side, to reduce quantitative biases. Generally,
quantification processes are strongly dependent on the given technology, as each
is characterized by specific systematic and non-systematic error profiles impacting
quantification (see section 1.2). Overall, as underlying techniques and resulting data
sets are very heterogeneous, there is no easy or one-fits-all method in quantification
research [15–17]. A strong demand for the development of specified quantification
approaches persists, which more precisely account for characteristics and potential
biases in the data to improve accuracy in quantification.

Quantitative data can have different forms. It is commonly classified into absolute
and relative quantification of compounds in one sample or into quantitative com-
parisons between two or more samples. Absolute quantification aims to determine
the actual amounts or concentrations of the compounds considered in a sample,
measured e.g. in ng, ml−1 or discrete numbers of copies. Whereas, in relative
quantification, the quantity of compounds is described in relation to the amount of
all other compounds present in the sample by setting the total abundance to 100%.
In quantitative comparison studies, the relative abundance change of a compound
between different conditions or samples is assessed and commonly fold-changes are
reported. Naturally, absolute quantification comprises relative quantification, as
relative ratios can always be inferred from known absolute amounts. However, de-
riving precise absolute quantities by high-throughput techniques is very difficult
due to several experimental impacts, while some biases can be countervailed by
relative quantification (refer to section 1.1.2 and 1.2).
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1. Introduction

1.1.1. Next-Generation-Sequencing

Genome sequencing started with the automated Sanger sequencing method, which
has dominated the field for almost two decades and is referred to as the first gen-
eration. However, it is considered rather low-throughput and was not effectually
designed for quantification purpose. Instead hybridization based arrays dictated
the quantitative genomics field [18]. With next-generation-sequencing technologies
the previous limitations are overcome, providing high resolution and capabilities
for accurate quantification analyses [6, 10].

The new sequencing process comprises a number of steps [7], which can be broadly
grouped into 1) template preparation, 2) sequencing, 3) imaging, and 4) data anal-
ysis. The combination of specific protocol parts characterizes different sequencing
technologies and adaptions to different data objects. In a first step, the DNA to be
sequenced is fragmented into a library of smaller fragments and synthetic adapters
are added to each end. These adapters are universal and specific to each plat-
form and are used for fragment amplification in the next step. The reaction takes
place in situ and clusters of amplified DNA for each fragment are formed either on
beads or on a glass microfluidic channel. All fragment clusters are then sequenced
in a massively parallel fashion, thus, millions of reactions take place simultane-
ously in one run. Key feature of the sequencing technique is to utilize fluorescence
to achieve a base-by-base view of the target sequence. For this, most sequencers
follow the principle of sequencing-by-synthesis (SBS), in which single bases are de-
tected during incorporation into growing DNA strands. Each fragment sequence
is consecutively resynthesized and with each incorporation step a unique emission
signal of the corresponding base is released. The series of signals determines the
resulting sequence read, which derives from a single DNA fragment. The length of
the read depends on the number of sequencing cycles. In the setup of paired-end
sequencing, the instrument sequences from both ends of a fragment and generates
two reads of opposite direction.

The total number of reads for a gene, transcript or whole genome can be directly
correlated to its abundance level, as each read is directly related to a single li-
brary fragment in a one-to-one relationship. The main challenge in quantification
of next-generation-sequencing data concerns how to convert the output of reads to
reasonable abundance estimates. Three steps need to be pursued: (1) identifica-
tion of the origin of the reads by applying assignment approaches, (2) counting the
number of classified reads per target sequence, and (3) potential corrections of the
initial count estimates to infer accurate quantitative estimates.

Read assignment can be conducted in different ways and a large number of tools
are available [19]. Methods can be divided into reference-based and reference inde-
pendent approaches. In case the sample comprises known and previously sequenced
genomes, referred to as reference genomes, mapping the reads against a reference
database using sequence homology is a common approach [20]. This can be realized
either by full alignment approaches, which yield the exact matching base positions
of a read to the corresponding reference sequence, or by applying so called pseudo-
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1. Introduction

alignment approaches [21]. The latter is based on fast k-mer hashing strategies to
assign reads to reference sequences without executing exact base alignments, which
significantly accelerates read assignments in large data sets. For quantification
purposes, pseudo-alignment approaches are often considered sufficient as inferring
the reference sequence of origin is necessary, while the exact mapping position is
not. Reference independent approaches use unsupervised clustering to group simi-
lar reads or conduct an assembly of reads into genes or draft genomes [22]. These
methods do not rely on homologies to known sequences, thus enable to detect and
quantify novel genomes as well.
In summary, an appropriate read mapping approach has to be chosen according to
the application and the target of interest. It is very important to note, that the se-
lected read assignment approach significantly determines the read count measure.
The read count refers to the initial abundance estimate for target transcripts or
taxa, and thus has a crucial impact on overall quantification accuracy.

The second fundamental point to consider is that each data type comes with
specific characteristics and individual challenges for quantification. For instance,
the analysis of RNA expression levels by an RNA-seq experiment faces the com-
plexity of the transcriptome and the fact that not all transcripts are known. In
the mapping step, the reference genome only serves as a proxy for the transcrip-
tome. Challenges arise from the exon intron structure as well as from different
transcript isoforms due to alternative splicing events. One approach is to infer gene
expression by counting the number of reads mapped to the exon sequence regions
and normalize by the total sequence length of unique exons [23]. In the setting of
metagenomics, one encounters vast sizes of data sets, a generation of millions of
reads, which are derived from different genomic origins [24]. Here, users are also
confronted with the challenge that a large majority of microbes are still unidenti-
fied and largely not represented in reference databases. Additionally, in order to
resolve a complex mix of microbial genomes present in a sample, reads need to be
mapped to thousands of potential reference sequences simultaneously. This gave
rise to new sequence homology approaches using short k-mers, which are more run-
time and memory efficient, to assign taxonomies [21]. Moreover, many different
aspects of a microbial community can be investigated, ranging from the gene to
the functional level, as well as considering taxonomic levels at different resolution.
Further, different abundance parameters exist, differentiating between absolute and
relative abundance and copy numbers of a taxon or gene [22]. Therein, absolute
abundances are difficult to infer from only sequence data and need to be combined
with density techniques such as flow cytometry [25] or quantitative PCR [26].
The main focus in this work is on metagenomics data aiming to describe the com-
position of a community by relative amounts of taxa present in a sample (see
Chapter 4). In a standard approach, the proportion of classified reads that map to
a reference sequence is used to define taxa relative abundance; however, challenges
arise for higher resolution levels and correction strategies for initial read counts are
needed.

Most notably, quantification in genomics has gone through a significant change,
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1. Introduction

from former signal intensity based approaches to discrete digital counting of se-
quence reads. This enables new levels of resolution and improved sensitivity in
quantification, as the number of sequencing reads can be unlimitedly increased or
decreased according to sample processing. The digital count nature of the sequence
data facilitates abundance comparisons between samples and whole populations,
as the need to correct for differing background signal levels is not given. Thereby,
most important for the computational analysis field is that the wealth of discrete
statistical models, designed for quantitative comparisons, becomes applicable to
comparative genomics.

1.1.2. Protein quantification techniques

A large variety of different quantitative proteomic protocols exists. They share the
following steps of a typical proteomic bottom-up experiment: (1) sample prepara-
tion, (2) protein digestion, (3) peptide separation, (4) ionization, (5) mass spec-
trometry, and (6) data analysis [27].
First, proteins of a sample are purified and subsequently digested into peptides by
using proteases such as trypsin, which cleave proteins at their arginine and lysine
residues. The peptide mixture is injected to a high performance liquid chromatog-
raphy (HPLC) column and peptides elute according to their hydrophobicity. At the
end of the column, peptides are ionized by a process called electrospray ionization
and are further transferred into the mass spectrometer for analysis. As a result, the
instrument generates mass spectra. At first, MS1 spectra report signal intensities
of peptide ions at a mass-to-charge (m/z) scale. Tandem MS instruments then pro-
ceed to select the high intensity peptide ions, also referred to as ‘precursor’ ions, for
further fragmentation. This results in MS2 spectra exhibiting a series of different
ion types, among them b- or y-ions of a specific peptide with mass differences indi-
cating the single amino acids present. The peptide sequence can be correspondingly
inferred from the MS2 spectrum by applying database search strategies.

Quantification measures can be retrieved either from the MS1 or MS2 spectra
level. Generally, we can distinguish between direct quantification via signal in-
tensity based approaches and indirect inference using spectrum count approaches.

Each peptide signal in the MS1 spectrum effectively consists of a cluster of inten-
sity peaks. Peak picking algorithms are applied to detect the peak patterns of each
peptide. The area under the peaks is considered to be proportional to the peptide
abundance and can be calculated by integrating all assigned peak intensities [28].
The corresponding protein abundance can be subsequently inferred by averaging
the total intensities of all spectra matched to the protein. The latter step is re-
ferred to as peptide-to-protein summarization and is addressed in more detail in
this thesis (see Chapter 3).
Spectrum count approaches are based on the assumption that with increasing pro-
tein amount, the number of MS2 spectra identifying a protein will increase pro-
portionally. The simplest protein abundance metric refers to the number of dis-
tinct peptides identified. However, using the number of actual peptide-to-spectrum
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1. Introduction

matches (PSMs) is recommended as a more reasonable abundance measure. Fur-
ther, so called protein abundance indices (PAIs) also take into account that larger
proteins yield more measurable peptides compared to smaller ones [3]. The basic
PAI normalizes the number of identified peptides by the number of theoretically
observable peptides [29]. A more robust version, the exponentially modified PAI
is defined by emPAI = 10PAI − 1 and is a popular measure in many software
suites [30]. In other variations of the PAI, the spectrum counts are normalized for
protein length (SAF index) [31], and additionally normalized for the sum of all pro-
tein abundances in the sample (NSAF), or normalized for molecular weight of the
protein [32]. Generally, the spectrum count methods rely heavily on the quality of
the peptide identification step. Incorrect identifications have a direct impact on the
quantification quality and also the number of PSMs per protein affects the accu-
racy. Low PSM numbers make meaningful quantitative comparisons more difficult.
The described quantification measures are commonly used in the label-free ap-
proach. As the term label-free implies, quantities are purely extracted from the
MS scans without introducing any form of labelling in the experiment. Label-free
approaches allow absolute and relative quantification in single samples as well as
non-limited sample processing and enable all combinations of quantitative compar-
isons between samples.

Overall, the field of quantitative proteomics can be classified into the two main
families of label-free and label-based methods [28]. An application using label-free
quantification is presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 is based on data derived
from labelling techniques.

Label-based methods enable direct comparison of two or more proteome states
within the same analysis and are by design ideal for relative quantification as-
sessments. Key of the labeling concept is to use stable isotope substitutions to
introduce a mass difference between labeled and unlabeled peptides or between dif-
ferently labeled peptides. The peptides maintain an identical behavior in an MS
experiment as the isotope label only induces a shift at the m/z scale. As a con-
sequence, quantitative comparisons of peptides from different samples can directly
take place within an MS spectrum. The family of labeling strategies is further sub-
classified according to the label incorporation process and whether quantitative
information is retrieved from the MS1 or MS2 spectrum level. Labeling methods
based on MS1 level are further subdivided into in vivo (metabolic) and in vitro
(chemical and enzymatic) approaches [28]. One prominent in vivo approach is sta-
ble isotope labeling of amino acids in cell culture (SILAC) [33]. Here, proteins are
labeled inside living cells in culture during growth and replication. In contrast,
in in vitro strategies, labeling takes place after the cell lysis and chemical or en-
zymatic steps are applied to couple the label to the peptide. Different chemical
labeling options exist, such as the O18 method [34] or the ICAT method labeling
reduced cysteines [35]. Both methods result in a 4 Da or respectively 8 Da mass
shift between a light (unlabeled)and heavy (labeled) peptide in an MS1 spectrum
allowing differential quantification assessment of two samples.

The second category of isotope labeling methods applies different isobaric mass
tags to the peptides of each sample after protein digestion. It enables a multi-
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1. Introduction

plexed analysis, measuring diverse samples simultaneously within one experiment
run. Here, quantification takes place in the MS2 spectrum. The quantitative infor-
mation is concealed in so called reporter ions which are released after fragmentation.
The labels are designed to contain different parts, one reactive tag which can bind
to the peptide, and commonly a spacer group and a reporter group. The key idea is
that the masses of the spacer and reporter group are chosen to balance each other
to ensure exactly the same mass for all labels. Consequently, the same peptide, la-
beled differently for different samples, will be represented by only one intensity peak
in the MS1 spectrum. However, labels are precisely fragmented in the subsequent
MS2 step. The intensity signals of the reporter tags will provide the quantitative
information at the known reporter masses, while fragment ions of higher m/z val-
ues serve for peptide identification. Among the most popular methods is iTRAQ,
according to isobaric mass tags for absolute and relative quantification [36], and the
TMT method referred to as tandem mass tag [37]. iTRAQ labels allow multiplex-
ing up to eight samples, while TMT isobaric tags are available till 6-plex forms.
The expected output of an n-plex are (n-1) peptide ratios per MS2 spectrum as
one label is usually defined as reference.

Altogether, all presented proteomic quantification techniques allow relative and
absolute quantification and hold specific advantages and disadvantages correspond-
ingly [3,17,28]. Label-free and label-based approaches significantly differ when con-
sidering relative quantification of proteomes from different conditions. Label-free
methods essentially relate to the comparison of peptide abundances extracted from
different MS runs, while label-based methods provide direct quantitative compar-
isons of proteomes within the same run. With it, labeling approaches clearly benefit
from the fact that the same experimental conditions are assured for the differently
labelled samples and experimental biases can cancel each other as a consequence.
Further, the mass tags of the labels clearly define where the quantitative informa-
tion is found. In contrast, in label-free approaches, a main requirement is to first
identify and associate the same peptide from different experimental runs, quantify,
and pre-process it separately, before a quantitative comparison can be conducted.
Thereby, different biases can arise in each sample process independently. Addition-
ally, the method can be challenged by the fact that not every peptide is necessarily
selected for fragmentation in each run or drops below the background signal level.
Thus, accuracy of relative quantification in label-free methods is highly dependent
on reproducible sample processing and peptide separation. High-resolution instru-
ments are advantageous to enhance collective peptide detection in the different runs.
However, the method holds the advantage to be simple as no additional labeling
preparation step is needed and allows an unlimited number of samples to be com-
pared. A high dynamic range and resolution of abundance fold changes up to 60:1
is promised in label-free approaches in comparison to 20:1 stated for label-based
ones [30,38].
Assessment of the absolute quantity of a protein poses an even greater challenge, as
the MS response for each peptide is influenced by many different factors (see also
next section) [17]. Among others, not all peptides can be captured by MS tech-
nologies, e.g. some fall beyond the analyzable mass range or cannot be retained on
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the chromatographic column. But strategies are available to infer absolute quanti-
ties. For example, adding an isotope label to a reference peptide of known absolute
quantity in the iTRAQ method is one strategy. In label-free methods, taking the
sum of all peptide intensities observed for a protein and divided by the number of
theoretically expected peptides, is used as an approximation for absolute protein
concentration [39]. Equivalently popular is the ‘best-flyer’ approach, based on the
assumption that few unique proteotypic peptides with strong signal are present for
each protein. The average of the three most intense signals given for a protein is
computed [40].

In summary, a broad set of high-throughput techniques are available for quan-
tification in genomic and proteomic samples. A wealth of different experimental
protocols has been introduced to specifically target various applications. The previ-
ous sections have demonstrated many different forms on how to quantify transcripts
and peptides, for genome- and proteome-based analyses, respectively. Naturally, all
these methods come with individual characteristics, strength and weaknesses, how-
ever, also share common aspects in the quantification process. The next section
specifically focuses on arising quantification biases and the associated computa-
tional challenges.

1.2. Quantification biases: Challenges and common
concepts between different fields

The objective of accurate quantification in proteomics as well as genomics means
a multi-disciplinary challenge. It requires a joint effort of the fields, chemistry,
physics, biology, computer science and statistics. Within the process, sample prepa-
ration and data analysis are the steps which can be influenced most by the individual
scientist conducting the experiment. The importance of data processing is often
underestimated and, with regard to the fast technical advances, the development
of statistical data analysis methods is lagging behind. The objectives of this thesis
are therefore dedicated to provide approaches of data processing to solve the com-
putational challenges to improve quantification accuracy in high-throughput omics
applications.
Particularly in large-scale data scenarios, data sets from genomics and proteomics
are often noisy or incomplete. Quantitative workflows in either MS-based pro-
teomics or NGS-based genomics are quite complex, involving sample preparation,
data acquisition, processing of raw data, and final inference of quantitative esti-
mates. Multiple sources within this process cause different bias in quantification.
It is necessary to understand the potential error sources and characteristics of each
resulting data type. One important conclusion drawn in the past years in the re-
search field of omics data quantification is that no ’one-fits-all’ method exists and
it is also not reasonable to define one [17].
In this section, different biases influencing quantification workflows are discussed.
Therein, one aim is to particularly highlight biases which are common to different
quantification techniques. The importance to correct for systematic errors as well
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as individual biases is emphasized. Corresponding bioinformatics approaches are
presented and especially concepts which can be transferred between fields are in-
vestigated.

Several factors impact precision and accuracy of quantification on the technical
side, which are specific for either NGS or MS data acquisition. Here, a summary is
given to depict the large number of experimental influences in the two technologies.
Pre-processing of raw data is the first important step to control technical biases
and to ensure a certain level of data quality.

In proteomics-based quantification, a precise extraction of the peptide signal in-
tensity peaks from the raw spectra is the first essential step. This step can be
challenged by the presence of double peaks due to peptide isotope overlaps, sur-
rounding artefactual spectral peaks and the difficulty to detect and separate low
signal peaks from noise [28]. Good performance of a peak picker algorithm is crucial
as errors are carried forward through the entire analysis with substantial impact
on the final quantification result. Particularly in isobaric labelling approaches, co-
elution of peptides is a well-known effect to distort quantification [41–43]. Other
ions additional to the peptide precursor ion of interest are co-isolated within the
same selection window for further MS/MS analysis. As a consequence, generated
reporter ions, which provide the quantitative information upon fragmentation in
the MS2 spectrum, are indistinguishable. In most cases, co-isolated ions are not
biologically meaningful and hold constant abundances. Hence, this causes a ratio
compression towards a fold change of 1 for an up- or downregulated peptide of
interest. This effect can be severe, especially for low abundant peptides, and can
result in heavily biased quantitative peptide ratios. Different solutions to reduce
peptide interference have been proposed [44–46]. One computational approach is
to conduct the analysis using only peptides with most extreme fold changes [47].
A promising technical strategy is the application of triple-stage mass spectrom-
etry (MS3) by adding a third fragmentation step and corresponding studies by
Ting et al. [48] demonstrated significant reduction of the interference effect. Quan-
tification accuracy is further influenced by experimental factors such as varying
ionization, fragmentation efficiency, or by limited labelling efficiency [49]. An im-
portant computational step concerns the step of baseline correction in which the
background intensity is estimated and peaks are adjusted by subtracting the back-
ground correspondingly. This step has potentially strong impact on final quantities
and requires careful execution [28]. In contrast, count-based quantification is free
of complex intensity processing steps and is primarily dependent on the number
of generated spectra and their accurate identification. Here, experimental factors
are scan speed, peak width, retention time stability, and protein length itself which
together determine the number of detectable peptides. In summary, diverse pre-
processing methods need to be applied dependent on the protocol and techniques
used. A variety of computational tools are available for processing and correction
of raw quantitative MS data. Some tools are also specifically designed to adjust for
technical biases known in iTRAQ, SILAC or label-free approaches [50–55].

In NGS based quantification, equivalently, experimental protocols and computa-
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tional processing affect the difference between true abundances and the actual ob-
served amount of reads. Some biases are inherent due to sample storage, DNA
extraction, and the library preparation process [6]. In particular, errors introduced
during DNA fragmentation and within the PCR cycles can cause a non-uniform
representation of sequencing reads. It has been shown that sampling is frequently
distorted for genomic fragments which exhibit low or high GC content [56]. Also
the generation of duplicate reads can arise from biases in the PCR step. The re-
sulting non-uniform read coverage can have a significant impact on final abundance
estimates and requires correction methods [22]. The sequencing process itself is
prone to different sequencing read errors dependent on the technology used. Com-
mon are base substitution errors or insertions and deletions due to homopolymer
and carry-forward errors [57]. Diverse error correction algorithms are available and
all are based on the assumption that errors occur infrequent and random, while the
majority of reads will call a base at a specific position correctly [58–62]. Erroneous
sequence reads potentially challenge the subsequent read mapping. However due
to advanced mapping tools, they have been reported to have overall small effects
on final abundance estimates [63]. Overall, bioinformatics processing methods are
applied to raw read sequence data to establish a high quality data level for sub-
sequent read mapping. Methods typically comprise trimming of reads with low
quality bases at the ends, and different filtering steps to remove overall low-quality
reads, sequence adaptors, contaminants as well as unwanted host sequences, or po-
tential duplicate reads [22].
However, filtering steps always present a compromise between data quality en-
hancement and the risk of removing potentially important information. Wrong
filtering can also cause biases: in case of duplicate reads, for example, reads might
be PCR artefacts or might stem from abundant and deeply sequenced organisms in
a metagenomics sample. Likewise in proteomics experiments, redundant spectra,
referring to several MS/MS events received for one peptide, can either result from
a highly abundant protein or arise due to a selection bias. A distinction is generally
difficult and filtering needs to be highly sensitive in both applications.

Further, in both technologies, the use of counts as abundance measure is strongly
dependent on high quality identifications of spectra or reads, respectively. Iden-
tification tools commonly report read assignments or PSMs along with confidence
scores. Again, filtering plays a crucial role to identify all reliable identifications
and simultaneously discard false-positive hits. However, the challenge remains of
defining an optimal filter threshold to also capture low supported but abundant
proteins or genomic sequences . Further, selection of a threshold also depends on
the objective; filtering strictly for high-scoring PSMs, for example, can be beneficial
to detect significantly smaller abundance changes as reported by Cooper et al. [64].

Generally, quantitative measurements are assessed only at the peptide spectrum
and genomic read level, and inference strategies are needed to receive actual quan-
tities of proteins, transcripts or taxa of interest. As described, the most straightfor-
ward aggregation method is to simply count reads or peptide spectra. Considering
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intensity-based measures, all peptide spectra originating from the same protein
should ideally possess similar intensity values. In reality, however, significant signal
heterogeneity is observed at the peptide spectrum level. This heterogeneity arises
as a consequence of previously described random and systematic biases or due to
biological influences such as modifications or present isoforms [65,66]. Hence, pep-
tide intensities of a protein are not necessarily of equal quality. Combining peptide
measures to one final protein abundance estimate, or selecting the ‘best’ peptide
spectra to be used for protein quantification, poses a challenging bioinformatics
task. For solving this problem, several peptide-to-protein summarization meth-
ods have been proposed [17] and a new solution is presented in this work (refer
to Chapter 3). Frequently, standard statistical approaches such as the mean or
the median are used to retrieve an average intensity measure of multiple spectra
assigned to a protein. More sophisticated approaches integrate the fact that low
intensity peptides suffer from larger variances due to decreased signal-to-noise ratio
compared to high intensity peaks. Corresponding methods for weighting peptides
according to their absolute intensity, as well as for low intensity peptide filtering,
and for variance stabilization have evolved [66–69]. Further, tailored noise models
accounting for specific error structures and underlying ratio distributions are avail-
able [47,70]. Overall, the quantitative aggregation of the shotgun measurements is
an important and often neglected step in the quantification process, which has an
immediate impact on resulting quantification accuracy.

Moreover, the summarization process is often challenged by the problem that
certain reads and spectra map equally well to different genome or protein refer-
ence sequences and their origin cannot be inferred explicitly. These are defined
as shared reads or shared spectra respectively. The ambiguity issue arises for MS
as well as NGS data as a consequence of present protein, transcript or genome
sequences sharing sequence similarities. Thereby, the read length is also an in-
fluential factor as short reads complicate homology detections, while long reads
help to reduce the multi-matching problem when high sequence quality is given.
Same is observed according to low and high precision in MS/MS spectra resolution.
Generally, standard mapping tools do not resolve shared read assignments. Using
pure mapping counts may result in biased quantification, specifically in abundance
overestimation or positive abundance calls for similar but absent sequences. Com-
putational correction algorithms are required for the resolution of shared counts
(refer to the contribution of this thesis in Chapter 4). In a simple heuristic pro-
teomics approach, shared peptides are assigned to the most detected protein within
the possible set [2]( or shared counts are proportionally distributed according to the
number of unique spectra identified for each individual peptide of a protein [71].
An equivalent strategy is applied to NGS data in the metagenomics field, multiply
mapped reads are heuristically assigned to reference genomes according to uniquely
mapped read proportions [22,72]. More sophisticated models [73,74] evolved which
integrate the genome sequence similarities to achieve more precise count resolution.
In the RNA-Seq field, kallisto with its EM algorithm became popular to correct
ambigious read counts for transcript abundance estimation [75].
In intensity-based quantification, however, shared peptides can cause severe quan-
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tification errors and are more difficult to resolve. Shared peptides show significantly
increased intensity signals in the MS1 spectrum in comparison to uniquely mapped
peptides of the same protein. The MS1 signal of a shared peptide effectively reflects
the quantitative signal sum of all precursor proteins sharing the peptide [28, 49] .
Likewise in isobaric labelling experiments, the extracted ratio of a shared peptide in
the MS2 spectrum refers to a weighted average ratio with weights according to the
absolute quantities of proteins involved [76]. Hence, a strong bias is introduced if
combining unique and shared peptide intensities in the summarization step. A con-
trol step before peptide aggregation is crucial and commonly shared peptide signals,
which often appear as outlier measures, are discarded [77]. Alternatively, instead
of individual protein quantification, the abundance of protein groups sharing many
peptides can be assessed [78].

Another issue arises with peptide spectra or genomic reads which cannot be
mapped and assigned to any reference sequence. This means that they fall through
the mapping step and are omitted for quantification correspondingly. Reasons for
unmapped reads in a metagenomics scenario can be either novel taxa, for which no
sequenced genome is available yet, or concern taxa which are only represented by
certain strains in the reference database. Thus, in the latter case, not all sequence
variations of a taxon are covered to enable accurate mapping. Generally, unmapped
reads provoke a significant abundance bias as the relative abundance of known and
identified genes or taxa are correspondingly overestimated [22]. Especially quan-
titative comparisons between samples, which hold different amounts of unmapped
reads, risk strongly biased results. Notably in metagenomics studies, even in well-
studied environments such as the human gut 43% of prokaryotic species are assumed
not to be covered by reference genomes. It becomes even more problematic in soil
or seawater samples in which above 90% of the microbes are expected to be un-
known [79]. One approach is to estimate relative taxa abundances proportional to
the total number of sequenced reads or define and estimate a separate ‘unclassified’
category [74]. However, unmapped reads can also occur because of contamination,
host DNA or sequencing errors. Thus detection and removal of the latter is crucial
while distinguishing them from novel taxa findings. The same points and challenges
also apply to non-identifiable spectra which may stem from novel proteins, or from
different isoforms, as well as from contaminants in MS experiments.

A standard data processing step, common to any quantitative experiment, is the
detection and filtering of outliers. This concerns measurements observed outside
the range of the majority of data points, atypically low or high values suspected
to arise due to different reasons. However, important biological information can be
hidden in outliers, for example the modification of a peptide. Further, single identi-
fications of peptides or genes referred to as one-hit wonders also deserve attention as
they may indicate novel findings [49]. The challenge lies in distinguishing between
error, novelty and extremely large data variability. A popular method applied to
continuous measurements is to compute z-scores and classify outliers according to
exceeding 2-3 fold standard deviations [80].

A last important point concerns missing values which bring a large unknown
factor into quantification assessment. If no reads or spectra are reported for a pep-
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tide, gene, taxon or protein, at the same time no evidence is given that those are
actually absent. As described before, loss can occur in various sample processing
steps due to biochemical or bioinformatics flaws. Corresponding reasons can be,
for example, signals that fall beyond the detection range, signals being concealed
by noise, suppression due to GC content or false positive identifications. Missing
values naturally imply an abundance underestimation, while also causing relative
abundance overestimation of detected components in composition studies. Major
difficulties arise in proteomic labelling experiments with different conditions, here,
a missed state evokes an infinity ratio for the corresponding peptide. Ignoring miss-
ing values is the simplest and often applied method. But numerous methods for
substituting missing values, so called imputation strategies, are available according
to three missing mechanisms: values are missing completely at random (MCAR),
missing at random (MAR) but conditional dependent on known values, or missing
not at random (MNAR), e.g. falling beyond detection limits [81–84]. Common sta-
tistical methods, to name k nearest neighbours, bayesian and maximum likelihood
methods are applied to random missing values, while more data-adapted methods
are required for MNAR. Overall, the choice of a suitable imputation strategy is
highly dependent on the data set and its characteristics.

This section demonstrates different sources which cause errors and biases in quan-
tification workflows, examining steps from sample preparation to quantification
calculation. It reveals how different errors affect quantitative estimates in different
ways and why specified solutions are required. Generally, reduction of biases can
be either approached by technical and experimental advances or by applying com-
putational correction strategies.
A general rule is that accuracy and precision of quantification is always increased
with an increasing number of measurements. More data yields more overall robust-
ness, higher identification reliability, less mis-assignments and results in reduced
variance of abundance measures. Hence, higher read coverage in NGS experiments
as well as increased numbers of PSMs naturally improve gene, protein and taxa
quantification. At the same time, individual modifications, sequence errors, false
-positive identifications and any outliers have less impact within a large number of
measurements, which are assumed to largely reflect the true underlying abundance.

Overall, all potential quantification errors presented in this section contribute to
the uncertainty of a final abundance estimate and combined give rise to the total
variance per estimate. This variance will be referred to as abundance variance in
this thesis. In the next section, the focus is on the comparison of abundance es-
timates obtained from different samples and the view will be extended to further
global variances.

1.3. Differential quantification

Accurate quantification in a sample forms the base for successful differential quan-
tification analysis when comparing two or more samples. Correct detection of sig-
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nificant abundance change of proteins, genes or taxa between samples and a precise
inference of log-fold changes is primarily determined by the accuracy of estimations
given in each sample. Further, it has to be noted that errors and corresponding
biases occurring during the quantification process of a sample are not reproducible.
Each experiment replication is influenced by already slightly varying factors such
as temperature, instrument calibration or even a different person conducting the
experiment [17]. As a result, variances of abundance estimations vary for each sam-
ple.

When comparing samples, the number of influences and the complexity of variances
increases for the assessment of relative abundances. In addition to the variance
emerging from uncertainties in the abundance estimation process within each sam-
ple, one needs to account for the variance arising between samples. Here we need
to distinguish between variances as a result of technical, experimental or biological
reasons [85]. We refer to technical replicates as an experimental repetition of two
identical sample probes and the observed variance is reflecting the error variation in
the quantification process, whereas the variance from experimental replicates com-
prises influences from different experimental sets. However, samples taken from
different tissue or under different external conditions bear variances due to bio-
logical origin. In a complex study with several samples, all these variances are
mixed up and contribute together to an uncertainty in relative abundance estima-
tion. The challenge for bioinformatics methods is to decouple these variances and
choose appropriate thresholds to capture significant abundance changes of interest.
Aim of most differential studies is to identify biological induced abundance changes
and separate them from abundance shifts evolved solely due to experimental and
technical aspects.

In order to minimize experimental biases for sample comparisons ensuring the
same experimental conditions is key. This is a clear advantage of isobaric labelling
in proteomics in which multiple samples can be processed together and run under
the exact same conditions, which allows certain errors to cancel each other [49]. In
contrast, in label-free approaches, samples are processed independently and arising
errors are not balanced naturally [3, 17].

Another challenge in quantitative comparison studies concerns the fact that ini-
tial sample loads are often varying between samples. This results in the generation
of different total amounts of reads or spectra respectively, which in turn is reflected
by shifted signal intensity scales or overall shifted read numbers in the different sam-
ples. Normalization of the samples is crucial to account for this variation and make
samples comparable for differential analysis [86, 87] . An extensive development of
normalization methods for genomics data has taken place during the microarray
era. The main assumption followed in gene expression analysis is that the majority
of genes do not alter in expression between different samples [88]. Hence, most
normalization methods aim to scale the majority of abundance measurements to
the same level in all samples. This is traditionally implemented by aligning cer-
tain data metrics or entire data distributions between samples. Well known is the
sumtotal normalization at which each measure of a sample is divided by the to-
tal sum of measures of the sample [87, 89]. Other scaling methods align samples
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according to the median, mean or the 75th percentile [88]. A popular and strong
approach is the quantile normalization method, which forces all sample measures
to the same quantiles, resulting in equalized sample distributions [86]. These nor-
malization concepts are used in many quantitative fields and have been transferred
from microarray to RNA-Seq as well as to metagenomics and to diverse applications
in proteomics. They all do share expectations that measurements reflect certain
biological stability across samples. However, it is crucial to carefully investigate for
each data type whether the assumptions are met and are meaningful with regard to
the question of interest. For example, no abundance consistency is expected across
samples of pull-down experiments and corresponding negative controls (see also
Chapter 2). Inappropriate data normalization can impede detection of differential
abundant candidates and strongly bias data sets. A chosen normalization method
should ideally capture data characteristics as best as possible. It should be adapted
to continuous or discrete measures, handle sparsity or be robust to outliers. Fur-
ther, in very heterogeneous data cases the use of housekeeping proteins or specific
spike-ins can be beneficial [90].

Generally, at this stage of data post-processing, independent of the individual un-
derlying experimental techniques, when dealing directly with continuous or discrete
abundance measures, common concepts and principles from statistics and computa-
tional approaches come together. In the end, we are facing discrete count measures
as a quantitative output from RNA-Seq, from NGS-based metagenomics experi-
ments, and in all MS-proteomic experiments relying on spectral counts. Equiva-
lently, continuous intensity measures are in the center of microarray analyses and
of proteomic studies, which utilize peak signal information. Finally, the statistical
questions of interest mainly revolve around comparisons of quantities from either
different samples or labels, aiming to identify significant differentially abundant can-
didates. Hence, despite all disparities within genomic and proteomic techniques,
quantitative analyses of taxa in a metagenomics study or of transcripts in an RNA-
Seq study or of proteins in a shotgun proteomics experiment can become analogous
problems from a statistical point of view.
Thus, Gaussian or Beta distributions are frequently used to model gene expressions
of microarrays or peptide MS signal intensities, while Poisson and Binomial distri-
butions, appropriate for modelling discrete count data, are popular in RNA-Seq,
metagenomics and corresponding MS studies [91]. Standard statistical tests for
assessing quantitative differences, such as the well-established t-test, Welch-test,
Gauß-test or Wilcoxon-test and others, however require adaptions to the new high-
dimensional data set specificities. Commonly the amount of quantified genes or
proteins within samples greatly exceeds the total number of samples considered.
Hence a many-features-few-replicates problem arises. Various statistical methods
evolved or were adjusted to analyze microarray data, one of the most prominent
methods being LIMMA [92]. The innovation of LIMMA is to makes use of the
highly parallel measurements and to borrow strength between gene-wise models.
The introduced empirical Bayes approach, using a moderated t-statistic, enables
variance stabilization across gene measures, even when the number of samples is
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small. This concept of LIMMA was extensively transferred to methods for high-
throughput data from all kind of technologies [93]. Various new tools have emerged
keeping the core idea of LIMMA and integrating data specific characteristics. It
is important to note that methods for microarray data are not directly applica-
ble to NGS data. The latter consists of discrete counts of reads and often sample
variances occur to be greater than the sample means, referring to an issue called
overdispersion. As a consequence, models based on negative binomial distributions,
suitable to account for overdispersion, have been developed for NGS-based anal-
ysis [89, 91]. Therein, the tool edgeR [94] was introduced as natural follow-up of
LIMMA by the Smyth lab and Anders and Huber proposed their tool DESeq as
further improvement to edgeR in the RNA-Seq field [95,96]. And further, the most
recently published tool sleuth [97] by the Pachter lab again incorporates the variance
stabilization concept of LIMMA. Because of many similarities between transcrip-
tomics and metagenomics data, many methods originally developed for RNA-Seq
are equivalently applied in comparative metagenomics studies [22, 98]. One of the
main differences that transcripts are significantly shorter than genome sequences
has rather computational implications. But, one important aspect to consider in
metagenomics studies is that metagenomes are frequently undersampled, which
causes potential sparsity in the count data. This can bias differential abundance
testing as zero counts cannot be equalized with absence. A group of zero-inflated
models have evolved to explicitly account for undersampling and are combined,
for example, with a Gaussian mixture distribution in metagenomeSeq [99], with a
log-normal distribution in RAIDA [100] or with a beta-regression in ZIBSeq [101].

Differential testing methods from genomics and transcriptomics are also slowly
seeping into the younger comparative quantitative proteomics field [102]. Different
studies have confirmed similar statistical properties of transcript and protein abun-
dance values. Pavelka et al. even attested microarray and NSAF values to follow
the same global error model [103]. Further, particularly proteomic studies based on
spectral counts benefit from developments in the RNA-Seq field. Correspondingly,
methods ranging from modified Students t-test to DESeq are applied to shotgun
proteomics data in the literature [104]. However, overall, differential quantitative
methodology in proteomics is still lagging behind, leaving a great demand for inves-
tigations on method transfers and the need for tools that precisely capture spectra
data complexities.

A last statistical correction step equally concerns all genomic and proteomic high-
throughput data types in a differential abundance study. The fact of having large
numbers of measured genes and proteins in a sample and a corresponding large
number of differential tests conducted comes with the risk for a certain amount of
false-positive candidates and the need to control the type-1 error rate. Application
of multiple testing procedures is crucial to retain a prescribed false-discovery rate
(FDR) or a more conservative family-wise-error rate (FWER) to ensure a final reli-
able differential candidate list. Well-established methods are the Holm-Bonferroni
correction [105] or the less stringent Benjamini-Hochberg method [106] which can
be directly applied to the resulting p-values from any test.
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In summary, many statistical methods can be shared between comparative genomics
and proteomics analyses. After technique specific data acquisition and processing,
final quantitative values exhibit many similarities, and statistical problems in differ-
ential analysis become very much the same. There is a strong potential in re-using
and adapting given methods and transferring statistical concepts between the dif-
ferent fields, which is by far not exploited extensively.

1.4. Thesis objectives

Accurate quantification in high-throughput data is a highly challenging task. The
previous sections show the overall complexity of quantification workflows and reveal
multiple sources that cause diverse biases in quantification. Although various ef-
forts have been undertaken to enhance individual steps in the process, the challenge
to retrieve true underlying quantities in a sample is not solved. An urgent demand
persists to provide adapted solutions that minimize the variance of abundance esti-
mates. Existing parallels and common biases between different techniques but also
specific technique-induced biases are depicted. One-fit-all methods are considered
to be not appropriate. New methods are strongly desired that inherit established
statistical concepts and are also customized to data types of different technologies.
Furthermore, a general lack persists in the quantitative field on how to measure
and report the reliability of quantification results. Statistical assessments are often
under-represented in analysis tools, especially in quantitative proteomics research.
Aim of this thesis is to introduce new statistical analysis strategies and enhance
data pre-processing in certain data types to achieve improved quantification accu-
racy.

This thesis comprises three major projects focusing on different data types stem-
ming from three quantitative high-throughput techniques. Two projects consider
MS-based proteomics data, one project is based on affinity-purification MS experi-
ments and the other on isobaric labelling techniques. The third project addresses
NGS-based metagenomics data. All projects pursue to answer different biological
questions, however also share common problems in quantitative analysis. The the-
sis focuses on accounting for the individual data characteristics and challenges and
on developing adapted methods for enhanced quantification accuracy. This work
aims to highlight how established strategies from other fields can be transferred
and utilized, while at the same time data-specific features need to be integrated.
Overall, the three projects cover the main topics of pre-processing of quantitative
measures, quantification inference and resolution, and comparison of quantities.

In the first project, affinity purification (AP) is coupled with mass spectrometry
aiming to identify protein-protein-interactions [107–109]. In the purification step,
a tagged bait protein is applied to capture potential interaction partners (preys),
which are subsequently sequenced in a label-free MS approach. Simultaneously,
negative controls are conducted to identify contaminant proteins. Protein abun-
dances are inferred by spectral counts. As a result of the AP-MS study, a list of
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possible interaction proteins are obtained, accompanied by their count measures
for bait and control samples. The challenge in the analysis of AP-MS data is to
reliably separate truly interacting proteins from false-positives by contrasting the
quantitative information in bait versus control samples. A variety of methods ex-
ists, which use scoring schemes to describe the likelihood of true interactions, the
most popular one is the SAINT software [110]. However, often the question remains
which cutoff score to choose to find highly reliable interaction candidates and how
many false-positives are expected in a final list. An assessment by statistical mea-
sures is frequently missing in the analysis of AP-MS data. Generally, the field of
AP-MS analysis shows little method exchange with other quantitative disciplines.
However, on a more abstract level, the identification of enriched truly interacting
proteins can be related to a standard differential abundance analysis between two
conditions. Further, as the quantitative comparison is based on discrete counts,
parallels between AP-MS and RNA-Seq analysis can be revealed. Thus, the suit-
ability of models developed for RNA-Seq is investigated and how AP-MS data can
benefit from it. Yet a main difference concerns the two-sided focus in RNA-Seq
analysis in comparison with a one-sided interest in AP-MS data. Here only an
increase of counts in bait samples indicates true interaction. In this work, a two-
stage Poisson model (TSPM) [111]), developed for RNA-Seq data, is consequently
adapted to the features of AP-MS data. It is introduced as a new scoring method to
identify interaction candidates in an AP-MS study. Further, a permutation frame-
work embedding scoring methods like SAINT is proposed. This allows assessing
the actual significance of scores by testing whether they could have been derived by
chance and replaces scores by proper statistical p-values. The permutation princi-
ple applied is a well-established method in statistics [112–114]. It can be further
coupled with the algorithm of Westfall and Young, which yields p-values that con-
trol the family-wise-error rate (FWER) [115]. This finally enables the user to select
cutoffs in candidate lists according to a defined significance level. Moreover, data
pre-processing plays a big role in microarray and NGS analysis, however is rarely
considered in AP-MS workflows. Several normalization methods and also a com-
mon statistical filtering strategy are adapted to the characteristics of AP-MS data
in this work. Their benefit and impact on detecting true interactions is examined.
As a result, the detection of truly interaction protein candidates is shown to be sig-
nificantly improved by the application of pre- and postprocessing methods. In this
project, a new statistical thorough framework is provided for candidate evaluation
in AP-MS protein interaction analysis.

The second project is also involved with MS-based proteomics data, but focusing on
quantification based on signal intensity measures instead of spectral counts. While
spectral counting refers to a very robust and easy approach for protein abundance
inference, more in-depth information is hidden in spectra intensities and PSMs.
MS-based measurements are generally assessed at the peptide spectrum level and
all peptide measures assigned to the same protein need to be summarized to infer
the final protein abundance. Generally, peptide intensities stemming from the same
protein are assumed to hold similar values. However, in fact, a substantial hetero-
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geneity of peptide measures is observed per protein due to the impact of random
and systematic biases [65,66]. Hence, not all spectra measures are of equal quality.
Clever peptide-to-protein summarization methods are crucial to account for this
variation to accurately infer the true underlying protein abundance. This project
concentrates on this specific and very important pre-processing step in quantifica-
tion, which is often addressed poorly.
Investigations and method development was conducted on isobaric labelling data,
primarily iTRAQ and TMT studies [47, 68, 70, 74]. However, the presented con-
cepts are generally transferrable to SILAC and label-free approaches. As presented
in the previous section 1.2, most summarization methods purely rely on given
peptide quantitative information. The only feature which has been studied and
acknowledged to indicate reliability of peptide measures is the absolute signal in-
tensity [66,116,117]. Peptides reported with low absolute ion intensities have been
shown to be more prone to noise and error, while high-intensity peptides improve
protein quantification accuracy. However, this work hypothesizes that a wealth
of additional peptide features does exist with the potential to hold more valuable
information concerning the quality of peptide measures. It is the aim to answer
the question whether the observed peptide signal heterogeneity can be described
and explained by underlying peptide spectra characteristics. Several peptide fea-
tures are studied, such as charge state, sequence length, peptide mass, identification
score, modification state, absolute ion intensities, and distances within redundantly
measured spectra derived from the same precursor. A systematic investigation is
conducted on how individual features correlate with the observed variance hetero-
geneity and how they impact quantification accuracy. We believe that particularly
the combination of features and their opposed strength enables to assess the quality
of spectra measurements. A feature-based weighting of peptide spectra is developed,
so that individual spectra contribute to the protein quantification according to their
feature reliability. In summary, this work provides a novel peptide-to-protein sum-
marization method, referred to as iPQF, which integrates peptide features with
quantitative measures. It demonstrates the added value of spectra feature informa-
tion to improve the accuracy of final protein quantification.

The challenge of correct summarization and quantification inference based on shot-
gun measurements plays a crucial role in MS and NGS-based quantifications alike.
In place of peptide spectra, genomic reads need to be assigned and summarized to
infer final transcript or taxa abundances. Equivalently to the concept of spectral
counting, counting the number of mapped reads per reference sequence is most
straightforward; however, the genomic origin of reads cannot always be determined
precisely and may cause biased count abundances.
This issue of shared read mappings becomes particularly crucial in metagenomics
settings when aiming for higher taxonomic resolution. Considering strain and sub-
strain levels relates to the study of highly similar genomes sequences and a signifi-
cant amount of reads will map equally well to different genome sequences. In this
third project, we address NGS-based metagenomics data with a focus on strain
level quantification and its special challenges. Most tools only provide resolutions
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down to species level and many developments have concentrated more on identi-
fication and speed advances [118]. One of the few tools explicitly accounting for
genome similarities and the shared count problem are GRAMMy [74] and GA-
SiC [73], which are still alignment-based. Key idea of this project is to utilize the
new and fast k-mer based pseudo-alignment strategies in the field and combine it
with an improved model for read ambiguity resolution. The aim is to provide ac-
curate quantitative resolution on strain- and sub-strain level to enable the analysis
of samples comprising even many similar strain clusters. This refers to an urgently
needed step in metagenomics profiling. Further, while many differential abundance
methods exist, none are adapted to strain level specificities.
Here, a new generalized linear model (GLM) framework for shared read count reso-
lution is introduced, which is designed to capture more precisely the data structure
of mapping count data given for taxa. Further, as no method can assure perfect am-
biguity resolution, it is important to acknowledge the uncertainty in the abundance
estimates. The proposed model integrates this variance in form of an additional
error term. The integration of the abundance variance is of particular importance
for differential abundance analysis in the presence of similar reference genomes. It
plays a crucial role in the detection of small but significant fold-changes between
metagenomes holding many strain clusters. As described in the previous section,
many statistical models are available in the genomics field for differential analysis,
however focusing almost exclusively on biological and technical between-sample
variances. This project specifically concentrates on modelling and integrating the
variance that arises within the abundance estimation. A novel statistical approach
is introduced, in which the taxa abundance estimates along with standard errors
are used to derive abundance distributions. Hence, instead of comparing point
estimates, the divergence of two abundance distributions indicates the differential
abundance change of a taxon. It refers to an empirical approach without imposing
prior assumptions on overall abundance change between samples. Overall, a com-
prehensive approach, to which we refer as DiTASiC (Differential Taxa Abundance
including Similarity Correction) is provided for abundance estimation and differen-
tial testing sensitive to strain level, along with statistical measures for evaluation.

1.4.1. Thesis Outline

This thesis presents new computational and statistical strategies to improve the
quantification accuracy of data types from high-throughput omics applications.
The three main contributions are described in detail in the following chapters 2,
3, and 4. In chapter 5, the impact of the three contributions is summarized and a
future outlook is given. All contributions were developed under the supervision of
Bernhard Renard, who is Co-author in each project.

In Chapter 2, a comprehensive and novel statistical framework, referred to as
APMS-WAPP, for the analysis of AP-MS data to identify protein-protein inter-
action candidates is presented. Experimental data for evaluation and method de-
velopment was provided by Susann Zilkenat and Samuel Wagner (both from the
Institute of Microbiology and Infection Medicine (IMIT) in Tübingen), and by Ro-
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man Gerlach (Robert Koch Institute). Samuel Wagner also contributed to drafting
the result section of the Salmonella study in the manuscript. The chapter is based
on the publication:

Pre-and post-processing workflow for affinity purification mass spectrometry
data. M. Fischer, S. Zilkenat, R. G. Gerlach, S. Wagner, B. Y. Renard.
Journal of Proteome Research (2014), 13(5), 2239-2249.

Chapter 3 is dedicated to the step of peptide-to-protein summarization. It ad-
dresses the challenge to infer protein quantities from heterogeneous peptide spectra
measurements and integrates feature information as a novelty. The introduced
method iPQF was published in:

iPQF: a new peptide-to-protein summarization method using peptide spectra
characteristics to improve protein quantification. M. Fischer, B. Y. Renard.
Bioinformatics (2015), 32(7), 1040-1047.

Chapter 4 approaches higher taxonomic resolution in NGS-based metagenomics
data. DiTASiC is presented as a new approach enabling accurate taxa abundance
estimation and differential testing sensitive to strain and sub-strain level. This
project was developed with Benjamin Strauch, who contributed to software devel-
opment and performance evaluations. The chapter is based on the publication:

Abundance estimation and differential testing on strain level in metagenomics
data. M. Fischer, B. Strauch, B. Y. Renard. Bioinformatics (2017), 33(14),
i124-i132.
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2. APMS-WAPP: pre- and
postprocessing of AP-MS data

The reliable detection of protein−protein interactions by affinity purification mass
spectrometry (AP-MS) is crucial for the understanding of biological processes.
Quantitative information can be used to separate truly interacting proteins from
false-positives by contrasting counts of proteins binding to specific baits with counts
of negative controls. Several approaches have been proposed for computing scores
for potential interaction proteins, for example, the commonly used SAINT soft-
ware. However, it remains a subjective decision where to set the cutoff score for
candidate selection; furthermore, no precise control for the expected number of
falsepositives is provided. In related fields, successful data analysis strongly relies
on statistical pre- and post-processing steps, which, so far, have played only a minor
role in AP-MS data analysis. We introduce a complete workflow, embedding either
the scoring method SAINT or alternatively a two-stage Poisson model into a pre-
and post-processing framework. To this end, we investigate different normalization
methods and apply a statistical filter adjusted to AP-MS data. Furthermore, we
propose permutation and adjustment procedures, which allow the replacement of
scores by statistical p values. The performance of the workflow is assessed on sim-
ulations as well as on a study focusing on interactions with the T3SS in Salmonella
Typhimurium. Preprocessing methods significantly increase the number of detected
truly interacting proteins, while a constant false-discovery rate is maintained. The
developed R-package APMS-WAPP is freely available.

2.1. Study of protein interactions by AP-MS

The reliable identification of protein−protein interactions plays a key role in nu-
merous biological questions, for instance, in the search for components forming a
protein complex or for inferring the function of a protein by its known interaction
partners.
Affinity purification combined with mass spectrometry analysis (AP-MS) has emerged
as a popular technique to study protein interactions [107–109]. A protein of inter-
est, the baitprotein, is purified in the AP step with potential interaction partners
binding to it. This is followed by a digestion of the extracted protein mixture into
peptides, which are separated by liquid chromatography (LC) and subsequently
sequenced by mass spectrometry. On the basis of the acquired MS/MSspectra,
peptides are identified by database search strategies and proteins are subsequently
inferred. The abundance of the proteins in label-free MS experiments can be as-
sessed by determining continuous MS intensities or by MS/MS spectral counting.
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The outcome of a label-free AP-MS study is a list of possible interaction partners
(preys) of the bait protein supported by quantitative information.
However, these raw AP-MS data sets bear a large number of false-positive interac-
tions (here referred to as contaminants). Contaminants frequently occur as proteins
that bind nonspecifically, for example, to affinity matrix, antibody, or tag [107]. It
is crucial to have negative controls, in which the affinity purification is repeated in
the same setting but without the bait protein because these may indicate contami-
nant proteins. Hence, the main challenge in the analysis of AP-MS data lies in the
reliable separation of true interaction proteins from contaminants.
Different computational approaches have been proposed to address this task in
label-free AP-MS data using the stronger quantitative evidence of true interactions
in bait than in control purifications. These methods range from heuristic filtering
methods to empirical and probabilistic scoring approaches [108,119,120].

Eliminating all proteins that were detected in the negative controls constitutes
the most rigid treatment, whereas filtering for proteins with a ratio of spectral
counts in the bait versus control experiments exceeding a certain threshold is of-
ten a more suitable alternative. Furthermore, different frequency filters have been
introduced, judging the reproducibility in replicates as well as the abundance of a
protein in different baits within a large-scale study. In a serial dilution approach
of bait and control samples, quantification profiles are used to characterize true
and false interaction proteins [121]. Widespread is the application of a statistical
t-test to compute the significance for an interaction based on spectral counts, which
can be misleading because the underlying discrete counts do not follow a normal
distribution as required for the test. Minimal fold change requirements as well as
positions in volcano plots have been added as additional criteria to the p value [122].
In the empirical method CompPass, [123] a D-score is calculated corresponding to
an adjusted spectral count based on the uniqueness and the abundance of the prey
proteins as well as the reproducibility of interactions. Truly interacting proteins
are defined by a D-score threshold estimated by simulations. In another empirical
approach, the relative protein abundance is estimated by normalized spectral abun-
dance factors (NSAFs) [124]. A prey is regarded as a contaminant if the ratio of its
NSAF values between bait and control samples lies below an empirically selected
threshold. A sophisticated, probabilistic approach, SAINT [110], was developed on
spectral count data and later extended to include MS-intensity data [125]. Scoring
the interaction of a bait-prey pair by SAINT is based on a Bayesian model, esti-
mating the distribution of true and false interactions including different features.

The main challenge in the analysis of AP-MS data is the reliable generation of a
cutoff score for candidate selection and the estimation of the expected number of
false-positives. This is similar to existing standards in other areas of proteomic re-
search, for example, for the identification of peptides and proteins [126,127]. Some
scoring methods give instructions on how to at least approximate a false-discovery
rate (FDR); however, the accuracy of this estimation cannot be guaranteed and has
not been assessed so far due to the lack of appropriate benchmark data sets [108].
Finally, the aim is to provide wet-lab scientists with a highly reliable list of protein
interaction candidates, which gives valuable advice on how many and which vali-
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dation experiments are worth conducting.
In related fields, such as the analysis of microarray and nextgeneration sequencing
data, it has been shown that successful data analysis relies on the impact of statis-
tical preprocessing steps [86, 87]. However, normalization or statistical filtering is
not considered or has played only a minor role in AP-MS data analysis so far.

In this contribution, we investigate the impact of pre- and post-processing steps
on AP-MS data analysis. Considering different normalization methods adapted
from microarray and RNA-seq analysis and applying a statistical filter adjusted to
APMS data, we show how the detection of truly interacting proteins can signifi-
cantly be improved by preprocessing of the data. For postprocessing, we propose
a permutation methodology with the application of the Westfall and Young algo-
rithm [115] to replace ad hoc interaction scores with a more proper and interpretable
statistical measure. This allows setting the cutoff in the list of potential interaction
proteins according to a desired significance level or, respectively, to the expected
number of false-positive interactions one is willing to accept in the final output list.
We focus on single-bait data sets that are designed to specifically identify the true
interaction partners of a protein of interest, a common objective in particular in
bacterial experiments [128]. The experiment should include replicates to ensure
a certain level of confidence, and additional negative controls are required. The
label-free quantification method considered is spectral counting.

We use SAINT as a current de facto gold standard for these experiments and
introduce a complete pipeline for the analysis of AP-MS data with pre- and post-
processing steps framing the scoring method SAINT.In addition, we investigate if
the analysis of AP-MS data can benefit from existing techniques established for the
analysis of RNA-seq data. Studies of differential expression between two conditions
on RNA-seq data also result in discrete count data and exhibit many parallels to the
identification of interaction proteins in AP-MS data, yet a major difference is that
all methods proposed for RNA-seq data are two-sided tests. They simultaneously
consider up- and down-regulation in expression, while in AP-MS data the focus is
entirely on one-sided strategies identifying significantly higher values in bait samples
than in controls. We focus on a two-stage Poisson model (TSPM) [111] and adapt
it to AP-MS data.

We introduce two alternative workflows for the analysis of AP-MS data with pre-
and post-processing procedures but replace SAINT with the adapted TSPM ap-
proach for evaluating the interactions. TSPM can be combined with two different
postprocessing procedures, the procedure of Westfall and Young and the method
of Benjamini−Hochberg [106], providing different controls of false-positive interac-
tions. The performance of the three proposed workflows is assessed on simulated
data as well as on experimental data focusing on interactions with export apparatus
components of the type-III secretion system on pathogenicity island 1 of Salmonella
Typhimurium. Thereby, we comprehensively study and discuss the added value of
each single component within the workflow. As a result, we show the impact of
pre- and post-processing methods and how the detected number of truly interacting
proteins can significantly be increased while maintaining a constant false detection
rate.
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2.2. Statistical framework for AP-MS data

As shown in Figure 2.1, the proposed workflow for the analysis of AP-MS data con-
sists of three main parts: preprocessing, scoring, and p-value assessment for each
protein. Preprocessing comprises normalization and filtering of the data. Normal-
ization is necessary to make samples comparable by removing systematic biases.
Here we compare five different normalization methods. Next, a filtering step allows
early elimination of obvious contaminants from further analysis. To determine the
interaction potential of a protein and to provide an initial ranking of interaction
candidates, we can apply either SAINT or TSPM. SAINT delivers a score, and
TSPM provides a test statistic from an LRT for each individual protein. To eval-
uate the significance of the scores, a permutation procedure is performed to assess
whether it could have been derived by chance. The permutation procedure builds
the empirical distribution of scores, and subsequent application of the Westfall and
Young algorithm allows the replacement of scores by p values that can be inter-
preted in a statistical way. In the case of TSPM, p values can alternatively be
derived from the known underlying χ2 distribution. Further adjustment methods
account for the total number of candidate proteins. Finally, the approach enables
the estimation of the portion of false-positives in a list of interaction candidates by
a family-wise error rate (FWER) or an FDR.

2.2.1. Data requirements

The workflow focuses on single-bait experiments with the goal of identifying all
detectable interaction partners with high confidence. For scoring and postprocess-
ing, a minimum of three replicate bait samples is a prerequisite to account for
variation in the experiment and to ensure reliable results. Preprocessing is also
applicable to two replicates. The method works for single-bait replicates generated
by independent sample preparation, purification, and MS runs as well as on tech-
nical replicates. Furthermore, negative control experiments are essential for the
detection of contaminant proteins; also, here at least three replicates are advisable.
The CRAPome database [129] offers new possibilities to integrate negative controls
in the case that the same purification condition is met in the repository. Protein
abundances are assessed by spectral counting.

2.2.2. Preprocessing: Normalization

The purpose of normalization is to remove systematic biases from the data and to
enable a comparison between the samples [86]. Biases in LC−MS/MS data can
evolve from different sources [130]: varying sample-processing conditions can lead
to different amounts of probe material in the samples; furthermore, instrument
calibration, LC columns, or changes in temperature during the experiment may
influence measured protein abundances. When investigating differential protein
abundances, the detection of a change could be due to technical and experimental
aspects. Hence, normalization of the data is crucial to remove these biases to enable
the detection of existing biological changes caused by truly interacting proteins.
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Figure 2.1.: Workflow overview showing the three main parts for the analysis of AP-MS
data: preprocessing, scoring, and postprocessing of interaction proteins. Preprocessing
comprises normalization and filtering of the data; here we compare five different normal-
ization methods. Purpose of the filter is the early elimination of obvious contaminants.
In the next step, scoring of the interaction proteins is conducted by either SAINT or
TSPM. A permutation framework in combination with the subsequent WY-adjustment
replaces the scores by p values. In the case of the TSPM model, p values can alterna-
tively be derived from a distribution coupled to a BH adjustment. Finally, a control of
false-positive interaction proteins is provided.

Normalization methods have been a major focus of research in genomics, and
main ideas are transferable. The assumption made in most of these normalization
methods is that the majority of genes are not differentially expressed between dif-
ferent conditions [86, 88], and thus normalization is performed across all samples
to align these genes. This concept can be transferred to proteome analysis when
the abundance of most proteins remains unchanged; however, this assumption does
not hold for AP-MS data. In an AP-MS setting, proteins are measured only if
they purify either with the bait or in the control. Thus, proteins showing the same
quantities in both samples are likely contaminants and will not be common. Hence,
the idea of scaling the abundance of the majority of proteins to the same level in
all samples is not appropriate. However, we do expect a uniform expression of the
protein abundances within the replicate samples for either control or bait, which
justifies the separate application of normalization procedures to remove technical
and experimental biases.

A second issue is that generally fewer identified proteins are expected in control
than in bait samples. Thus, a sample-wise normalization procedure can boost lower
abundant proteins in the controls relative to higher abundant proteins in the baits.
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We balance this effect by rescaling normalized counts by the median count level in
baits and controls, respectively.

We adapted, implemented, and applied different normalization methods com-
monly known from the analysis of microarray and RNA-seq data [87] to AP-MS
data. Up to date, the most prevalent and, to our knowledge, the only commonly
available normalization method for AP-MS data is the sumtotal method [87, 89].
Here each protein count within a sample is divided by the total number of counts
being measured within that sample. Difficulties can occur if a sample contains an
outlier in terms of an extremely high count; as a consequence, all counts in the cor-
responding sample are decreased by the normalization. A more robust version with
regard to outliers is the scaling method referred to as upperquartile [88]. Instead of
the sum of counts, the 75th percentile (the upper quartile) of all counts within each
sample is calculated and serves as a denominator. An even stronger approach to
align count distributions in terms of quantiles is the quantile normalization, which
has become popular in microarray analysis [86]. The goal of this method is to ad-
just the distributions of protein counts across the samples by forcing them to the
same quantiles.
Furthermore, two normalization methods that evolved with RNA-seq data, thus be-
ing designed for discrete count data, are applied: the DESeq approach by Anders
and Huber [95] and the TMM method by Robinson and Oshlack [131]. In DESeq,
a ratio is calculated for each protein by dividing the counts of a protein in a given
sample by the geometric mean of counts for that protein across all samples. Finally,
each count is corrected by dividing it by the median of all ratios determined in the
corresponding sample. TMM requires the selection of a test and a reference sample
to compute scaling factors. Each count in the chosen test sample is then divided
by a weighted mean of log ratios between test and reference sample.

All normalization methods align replicates and remove systematic biases. How-
ever, the choice of the most appropriate normalization method may depend on data
characteristics. (See also Appendix A)

2.2.3. Preprocessing: Filtering

Another crucial preprocessing step concerns the filtering of the data [132] to elim-
inate obvious contaminants from further analysis. The overall aim of filtering is
to enrich the data for truly interacting proteins while simultaneously reducing the
number of potentially interacting proteins. This is especially important for the
subsequent testing procedure, as reducing the number of proteins to be tested de-
creases the multiple testing problem. The proposed method comprises two different
filters, a biologically motivated filter and a statistical variance filter.

The role of the biological filter is to account for proteins showing higher counts
in the control samples than in the bait samples. Exhibiting a stronger binding
affinity to the matrices than to the bait protein is pointing to a clear contaminant.
These proteins are identified by contrasting their median count in the controls to
the median in the bait samples and are removed from the data set.

The second filter is motivated by the idea that a truly interacting protein should
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show an increase in counts in the bait samples compared with the controls. A
protein is assumed to be a contaminant in case it shows similar counts across all
samples. This is indicated by a low variance of the counts. It is important that
the filtering involves all samples independently of the underlying class labels (bait
and control); this approach is termed nonspecific filtering. As a filtering criterion,
the overall variance of the counts is computed for each protein, and the fraction
of proteins with the lowest overall variance is removed. A more robust criterion is
to derive the interquantile range (IQR) of the protein counts corresponding to the
difference between the 25 and 75% quantiles. The computation of the IQR is useful
if outlying counts are expected and the sample size is large enough (≥8).

The subsequent challenge is to define the cutoff for filtering, specifying the group
of proteins having a variance or IQR below the cutoff and thus being considered as
contaminants. One possibility is to set the cutoff according to a quantile. In the
case that no prior knowledge is available for defining a quantile cutoff, a common
approach is to determine the shortest interval containing 50% of the data in the
variance distribution, assuming that the majority of proteins holds a small variance.
The mean of the calculated interval can be used as cutoff [133]. (See Appendix A
for more details on the biological filter and the cutoff choice.)

2.2.4. Scoring

SAINT

SAINT (significance analysis of interactome) [110, 125, 134–136] was developed for
scoring protein−protein interactions in label-free quantitative AP-MS data. A
Bayesian model calculates the posterior probability of observing a true interaction
based on the count of a specific prey protein. By further averaging over replicate
samples, a confidence score for each protein−protein interaction is obtained. A
score in close proximity to one represents a true interaction, while a score decreas-
ing to zero refers to a likely contaminant.

TSPM model

We adapt a two-stage Poisson model (TSPM) [111] to AP-MS data, which was
originally developed for the analysis of RNAseq data and apply it for scoring
protein−protein interactions. TSPM considers generalized linear models under the
assumption that the observed counts for each protein are derived from a Poisson
distribution. A reduced model is fitted under the null hypothesis that the counts
for each protein have no discriminative character between bait and control samples,
and hence all samples are treated the same, ignoring their labels. An alternative
full model is fitted assuming that there is an association between the counts of
a protein and the corresponding sample labels. This means that different count
profiles are expected in the bait and control samples.
In the following step, a likelihood ratio test (LRT) is applied to compare the two
models. In case the LRT leads to the rejection of the null model in favor of the
alternative model, the considered protein is likely to be a true interaction protein.
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The model fitting and the subsequent LRT are carried out proteinwise, and thus a
LRT statistic is obtained for each individual interaction candidate.
The procedure was adapted to a one-sided test, as we are only interested in cases
where counts in the bait samples exceed the ones measured in the controls. A
second adaptation concerns overdispersion in the data. (See also Appendix A)

2.2.5. Postprocessing: Permutation framework and adjustment
procedures

Independently of the scoring method, we aim at replacing the score by a true
significance level. This allows revealing how valuable a score is or whether it could
have been derived by chance. In the case that the underlying distribution of the
scores is known, a statistical p value can easily be inferred. The distribution of
SAINT scores is not known, and p values cannot be calculated directly. Using
other scoring schemes, distributions might also be uncertain due to a small sample
size, which is a common issue in AP-MS experiments. Therefore, we propose the
application of a permutation procedure, which builds an empirical distribution to
assess statistical p values for the given scores.

The permutation principle is a well-established method [89, 113, 114, 137], orig-
inally introduced by Fisher [112]. First, the original score is calculated for each
protein by the scoring method. In the following step, the sample labels are per-
muted to simulate the effect of having a known distribution of false results. This
means that a former control replicate is now labeled as a bait replicate while a bait
replicate turns into a control, and thus a permuted data set is created. A subsequent
score is calculated for each protein of the permuted data set. All possible permu-
tations between bait and control labels are conducted, and each time the scores
are computed. The number of possible permutations corresponds to the binomial
coefficient

(
n+m
n

)
, with n and m being the number of replicates of bait or control,

respectively. For instance, 69 permutation scores are obtained for each protein in
a four versus four setting of bait and control replicates. The resulting empirical
distribution of scores for a considered protein corresponds to an estimation of the
underlying count distribution. If the original score of the protein exceeds its per-
mutation scores, this indicates that it is better than random chance. In contrast,
a protein receives a very weak support if the exchange of control and bait labels
leads to a better score than the original one.

The standard approach to estimate a p value for a protein is by calculating
the fraction of its permutation scores that are at least as extreme as the score
obtained from the original data set. Here a major problem arises in the case of
a small number of replicates. Considering three replicates per group corresponds
to 20 possible permutations, which leads to a smallest attainable p value of 0.05.
In AP-MS settings, the number of replicates tends to be small and requires an
integrative procedure. A powerful method in small sample number, large feature
number situations is the algorithm introduced by Westfall and Young [115]. It
integrates the overall ranking of the original scores and accounts for the number of
exceeding permutation scores by regarding each protein individually as well as in
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the context of other candidate proteins. In addition, the total number of proteins
is incorporated in a stepwise manner. The entire procedure results in p values
controlling the FWER. Thereby, the algorithm of Westfall and Young constitutes
a less conservative method compared with other FWER controlling methods, for
example, Bonferroni [138], Holm [105], or Hochberg [139]. Because it computes an
FWER, the selection of proteins below a threshold of 0.05 refers to the expectation
that no falsepositives are contained in the corresponding list of interaction proteins
with a probability of 95%. SAINT as well as TSPM can be combined with the
Westfall and Young procedure, and their results become comparable based on the
FWER.

For TSPM, a second procedure is applicable to calculate p values without the
need for permutation sampling, as the underlying distribution is already known.
Each protein receives an LRT statistic, which converges to an asymptotic χ2 distri-
bution [111]. Thus, p values for each protein can directly be inferred from the χ2 dis-
tribution. An additional adjustment of the p values is necessary to account for the
number of proteins tested: Here the method of Benjamini−Hochberg [106](which
is less conservative than the Westfall and Young method) can be applied to control
the FDR. Selecting candidate proteins below a threshold of 0.05 provides a list of
interaction proteins while restricting the expected number of false-positives in the
list to 5%. This constitutes a different concept to control false-positive interactions
in a final list of candidate proteins.

Implementation

The introduced framework is implemented in the package apmsWAPP for R [140]
(available from version 2.14), and the TSPM-based workflows are also available in
the OpenMS framework [141] and can be downloaded from https://sourceforge.

net/projects/apmswapp/. Application of the three different workflows in R is
based on two main commands, enabling researchers with little knowledge of R to
use it, and the OpenMS framework provides a graphical user interface.

2.3. Experimental setup

We conducted two experiments to evaluate the proposed workflows: (i) a simulation
study to evaluate the impact of the individual workflow components and to test
the reliability of the FDR or FWER, respectively, and (ii) a real data study in
Salmonella Typhimurium.

2.3.1. Simulation setup

The simulation study is designed to allow evaluating the performance with a well-
defined and easily verifiable ground truth. Typical challenges of an AP-MS exper-
iment are simulated including contaminants, low overall number of count signals,
or low difference of counts between bait and control. Overall, the simulation com-
prises eight samples, four repeats of a bait experiment, and four control replicates.
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A total set of 500 proteins is simulated, consisting of 400 contaminant proteins and
100 truly interacting proteins. The interacting proteins and contaminants are fur-
ther separated into different protein classes (see Appendix Fig. A2 and A3a): We
include classes of truly interacting proteins that do not have any counts in the con-
trol experiments and classes that appear in the control samples but have a stronger
presence in the bait experiments. The contaminants are defined by four differ-
ent classes. To simulate the effects of experimental noise, we rely on the common
assumption that spectral counts follow a Poisson distribution [142], which also con-
stitutes the basis for the SAINT model. For all contaminants, counts are simulated
from a single Poisson distribution for bait and control samples. In contrast, counts
for truly interacting proteins are derived from two different Poisson distributions
representing the control and the bait experiment. Thereby, the difference in the
Poisson distributions depends on the respective class of truly interacting proteins.
(Refer to Appendix Fig. A2) To simulate biases of real AP-MS data, counts of two
randomly chosen samples are up- and down-scaled by changing the parameter of
the Poisson distribution by a factor of two. Furthermore, two single outliers are
added, corresponding to proteins that possess an extremely high count in one of
the samples, to challenge the proposed methods.
We conducted a total set of 50 simulations, sampling the different protein classes,
to assess the variability and robustness of the results. One additional simulation set
was created, in which the counts are sampled from negative binomial distributions
to evaluate the performance on a different distribution, and two further simulations
assess the robustness for larger sample sizes.

2.3.2. Salmonella data study

The experiment focused on interactions of the export apparatus component SpaS of
the type-III secretion system on pathogenicity island 1 of Salmonella Typhimurium,
comprising three replicate bait and control samples.
The simulation and the real data set were analyzed by applying all combinations of
pre- and post-processing and scoring methods. The data were normalized by one of
the five proposed normalization methods (sumtotal, DESeq, TMM, upperquartile,
quantile) and analyzed with and without filtering. In case filtering is performed,
the biological filter and the statistical filter are applied, setting the parameter of
the latter to an IQR with a cutoff of 0.3 for the simulated data and to the param-
eters’ overall variance with cutoff of 0.2 for the real data set. A more conservative
filtering is appropriate for the real data set, as it contains a smaller number of po-
tentially interacting proteins. Overall, the following three workflows were applied:
the first workflow containing SAINT coupled to the permutation-based approach
by Westfall and Young (SAINTWY), the alternative workflow integrating TSPM in
combination with Westfall and Young (TSPM-WY), or the Benjamini− Hochberg
adjustment (TSPM-BH). R-code to reproduce the simulation data as well as all
method calls is provided as Supporting Information of the publication.
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2.4. Results

2.4.1. Simulation results

In the following section, we investigate the performance of all individual workflow
components on the simulation data. We aim to evaluate the impact of the methods
on the results and reveal advantages and disadvantages depending on data char-
acteristics. Because the simulation data serves as a ground truth, we can reliably
compare the different methods by evaluating (i) how many of the 100 truly interact-
ing proteins in the data are recovered below a multiplicity-adjusted p value of 0.05
and (ii) whether the methods allow controlling the number of false-positives. Note
that the methods SAINT-WY and TSPM-WY control the FWER, while TSPM-
BH restricts the FDR. The significance level is set to 0.05, holding the FWER or,
respectively, the FDR at 5%, and the corresponding results need to be considered
separately. We report the median of the number of truly interacting proteins de-
tected by 50 simulations and provide the corresponding 95% confidence interval.
Further results using a significance threshold of 0.1 can be found in Appendix Fig.
A5 and a more detailed evaluation on detecting the different protein classes, which
form the base of the simulation data, are presented in Appendix A. Additional re-
sults for the negative binomial simulation study are shown in Appendix Table A1,
and robustness by increasing sample size is analyzed in Appendix Fig. A19 and
A20.

Preprocessing Impact on the Count Distribution

Normalization and filtering influence the count distribution of the control and bait
samples. The effect of normalization is clearly visible in boxplots of counts across
the samples before and after normalization (as shown in Figure 2.2). We observe
the expected stabilization of count distributions within replicate bait samples and
within replicate controls (see Appendix Fig. A6): the quantile normalization forces
all count distributions to have the same shape. TMM, DESeq, and upperquartile
show a similar tendency, but are less strict. The sumtotal normalization reveals
its difficulties with outliers, in terms of extremely high counts, which lead to the
repression of the first bait replicate in this example (see Figure 2.2). These minor
differences can have major effects on the downstream analysis, as can be seen in
the following section.

Considering a count distributions of the different protein classes which were intro-
duced in the simulation data (refer to Appendix Fig. A3a), Figure 2.2 demonstrates
that a precise separation of bait and control distributions is obtained by the quan-
tile normalization exemplary for one protein class, which is characterized by a high
number of counts across all samples, but a stronger presence in the bait samples.
The other classes are visualized in Appendix Fig. A3b .
Filtering of the data strongly reduces the number of interaction candidates by re-
moving a significant number of contaminants, approximately 70% in this case.

Thereby, a complete removal of single-hit contaminants (defined by a very low
count in only one sample) is obtained, while the number of truly interacting pro-
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Figure 2.2.: Count distribution of bait and control samples (excerpt) shown for a class of
truly interacting proteins holding high counts across all samples but a stronger presence
in the baits (in gray): (a) without normalization, (b) with sumtotal normalization, and
(c) with quantile normalization of one exemplary selected data set. Boxplots indicate
that baits and controls are not clearly separated in cases (a) and (b) but receive a more
precise separation by the quantile normalization in case (c), with the medians of all
baits being above the upper quartiles of all controls.

teins is almost completely maintained (Refer to Appendix Fig. A7). In particular,
between one and five truly interacting proteins are lost due to the filtering depend-
ing on the normalization method used (see Appendix Fig. A8), which is acceptable
as the benefit of filtering is still larger than its decreasing effect.

Workflow based on SAINT combined with Westfall and Young

Without any preprocessing, SAINT-WY detects on average 47 out of the 100 true
interactors. Normalization and preprocessing are crucial (as shown in Figure 2.3)
and allow a detection rate of up to 76% for the quantile normalization in combi-
nation with filtering, while the sumtotal normalization exhibits the weakest per-
formance. The narrow 95% confidence band points to reliable estimations. The
median curve of contaminants, which are found in the corresponding list of proteins
assessed below an adjusted p value of 0.05, is close to zero, proving the reliability
of the FWER. (refer to Figure 2.3)

Furthermore, we investigate the impact of preprocessing of the data on the
SAINT scores itself and observe an increase in the scores for the truly interact-
ing proteins (refer to Appendix Fig. A9). Looking closer at the relationship of
SAINT scores and p values obtained for the proteins in one selected set, truly in-
teracting proteins with an adjusted p value below 0.05 show scores in a range from
0.51 to 1.0 (see Appendix Fig. A10). Hence, SAINT-WY also constitutes a robust
criterion for generating a cutoff score, while the false-positive rate is controlled,
corresponding to a SAINT cutoff score of 0.51 in this example.
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Workflow based on TSPM combined with Westfall and Young

Independently of the normalization method used, TSPM-WY exhibits difficulties
to detect any of the 100 truly interacting proteins if no filtering of the data is
conducted (see Appendix Fig. A14). The filtering step is essential here and enables
the median detection of 45 truly interacting proteins, as shown in Figure 2.3, and
in combination with normalization a median detection value of 85% and above
is attained by the TMM, the upperquartile, and the quantile normalization. In
contrast, the median curve of contaminants that were found below an adjusted p
value of 0.05 strictly remains zero, proving the correctness of the FWER (see also
Appendix Fig. A15 and A16).

The reason TSPM-WY shows a very weak performance without the filtering
step is due to single, outlying, highintensity counts that are present in one of
the control samples. The affected protein receives an expected small test statistic
(score) by TSPM, however, a high test statistic in the permutation sets. Because
Westfall and Young is a sensitive method, integrating the information of all proteins,
many truly interacting proteins receive a high adjusted p value due to this outlier.
The filtering step leads to the removal of the outlier because the biological filter
eliminates proteins in the case the median count of the controls exceeds the median
count of the bait samples.

Workflow based on TSPM combined with Benjamini-Hochberg

TSPM-BH is per se the less conservative method and already enables a median iden-
tification of 57.5 truly interacting proteins without any preprocessing of the data
(refer to Figure 2.3). Further normalization and filtering allows a median detection
rate of 96% and above of the truly interacting proteins for the TMM, upperquartile,
and quantile normalization. In particular, filtering has a significant impact when
analyzing the data without normalization or using the sumtotal normalization with
an increase of 15% in the number of true interactors. As this approach controls the
FDR, a large number of true interactions are expected to be identified; however,
more false-positives might also be included. The median contaminant curve reflects
this issue, showing one or two contaminants in the final list in 50% of the cases but
holding the FDR at the required 5%.

Comparison of the results by SAINT and TSPM

The two workflows SAINT-WY and TSPM-WY both control the FWER, and com-
paring their results by solely regarding the average number of detected truly in-
teracting proteins shows that more true interactors are identified by TSPM at the
same FWER when using normalization and filtering, while SAINT similarly out-
performs TSPM when no filtering and normalization are used. It is noteworthy that
the 95% confidence band for TSPM-WY exhibits greater variation compared with
the more stable estimations obtained for the SAINT workflows. However, a clear
separation between the confidence bands of the two methods is observed, indicating
that even with this variation TSPM-WY is preferable (see Figure 2.3). Moreover,
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Figure 2.3.: Number of identified truly interacting proteins below a threshold of 0.05 by
the different workflows. Median values of 50 simulations and corresponding 95without
filtering for (i) SAINT-WY and (ii) TSPM-BH and with filtering for (iii) SAINT-WY
(saintWY.F), (iv) TSPM-WY (tspmWY.F), and (v) TSPM-BH (tspmBH.F), according
to the normalization method applied (reported on the x axis). A maximum number of
100 true interactors can be obtained based on the ground truth. Median values and
95% confidence bands are presented for the identified false-positives (contaminants)
correspondingly.

considering the performance in identifying the true interactors of the individual
protein classes, forming the base of the simulation data, reveals diverse strength of
the two approaches (see Appendix Fig. A11).

The results indicate that TSPM-WY predominantly values a strong presence in
the bait samples independent of low or high counts in the controls. Concerning
the issue of outliers in the data, SAINT-WY is not as sensitive as TSPM-WY;
detection rates of 40% and above are obtained for classes holding low counts in
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the controls as long as normalization of the data is conducted independent of the
filtering. Without preprocessing of the data, SAINT-WY favors proteins showing
a large difference in the counts between bait and control based on small counts
in the controls. The less conservative method of TSPM-BH more strongly values
small counts in the controls and allows detecting smaller differences between bait
and control.

2.4.2. Results for the Salmonella data

In this section, we consider the results obtained from the analysis of the real data
study, investigating interactions of the export apparatus component SpaS of the
type-III secretion system on pathogenicity island 1 of Salmonella Typhimurium.
The type-III secretion system is a well-studied macromolecular machinery com-
posed of at least 15 interacting structural proteins [143] (see Appendix Fig. A17).
The type-III secretion holo-complex can be subdivided into three parts: needle
complex, export apparatus, and cytosolic components. The needle complex builds
the structural core of the system and consists of the base proteins PrgH, PrgK,
and InvG as well as the filament proteins PrgI [144] and PrgJ [145]. The substrate
translocation mediating export apparatus is composed of the polytopic inner mem-
brane proteins InvA, SpaP, SpaQ, SpaR, and SpaS [128]. The cytosolic components
InvC, OrgA, OrgB, SpaO, and InvI are thought to prepare substrates for subse-
quent secretion. The cytosolic components are rather loosely associated with the
rest of the complex and are easily lost during purification.

In our analysis, we evaluate whether the expected and wellknown components of
the system are identified by the different methods. Furthermore, the experiment
predominantly aims to discover potential new interaction candidates being involved.
Because this study constitutes rather a screening approach, we decided to choose
a less conservative significance level of 0.1. We evaluate the interacting proteins
found by the different preprocessing methods and the three workflows SAINT-WY,
TSPM-WY, and TSPM-BH.

A common set of 29 interaction candidates is detected by all methods indepen-
dently of the pre- and post-processing. (See the Supporting Information.) Among
those, many known components of the S. Typhimurium SPI-1 type-III secretion
system needle complex and export apparatus [128] are found: the base components
PrgH, PrgK, and InvG, the needle filament protein PrgI, and the export apparatus
components InvA, SpaP, and SpaS (the bait).

Depending on the normalization method used, application of the filtering as well
as on the chosen scoring method (SAINT or TSPM) and postprocessing (WY and
BH), additional proteins can be detected. Considering purely the number of de-
tected proteins obtained by the different methods (see Table 2.1 and Appendix Fig.
A18) confirms the trend we observed in the simulation study. SAINT-WY yields
more interaction candidates than TSPMWY. TSPM-BH results in more candidates,
which is to be clearly expected because the procedure of Westfall and Young is more
conservative than Benjamini−Hochberg at the same significance level.

However, the number of detected candidates does not reflect which method per-
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Table 2.1.: Number of Identified Interaction Candidates below a Threshold of 0.1 in the
Salmonella Data Study Investigating Interactions with the Type-III Secretion System
(Application of the two FWER-controlled workflows SAINT-WY and TSPM-WY and
the FDR-based workflow TSPM-BH for additional screening (i) without normalization
(w/o norm.), (ii) with five different normalization methods, (iii) without filtering, and
(iv) with filtering of the data.)

forms best here. In the next step, we evaluate whether additional biological rea-
sonable candidates are identified. First of all, two additional known T3SS needle
complex proteins are found, namely, the inner rod protein PrgJ [145] and the ex-
port apparatus protein SpaQ [128]. With this, all known components of the cell-
envelope-associated T3SS holocomplex were identified except SpaR, which evaded
detection by mass spectrometry due to its extremely hydrophobic nature. A very
promising and not immediately apparent interaction candidate is Ribonuclease R
(UniProtID: E1WF54 ). It has been shown that the S1 RNA-binding domain of
this protein can positively regulate the functioning of the T3SS in Yersinia pestis
and Yersinia pseudotuberculosis [146]. It was also shown that RNase R plays a
role in the regulation of type-III secreted effector proteins in Shigella spp. and
enteroinvasive Escherichia coli (EIEC) [147]. However, a mechanism for the action
of RNase R on T3SS or a direct interaction of this protein with the T3SS needle
complex has not yet been presented.

It has been hypothesized that mRNA signals contribute to the targeting of sub-
strates to the translocation machinery of Yersinia’s T3SSs [148,149]. The identifi-
cation of RNA polymerase (E1WEJ7, E1WEJ8, E1WIJ2), ribosomal components
(12 in total), and degradosome components (E1W7L4, E1WF54, E1WDY1) indeed
suggests a close proximity of transcription and translation components and the
T3SS, and this may promote the idea of mRNA targeting.

Our analysis shows that normalizationOur analysis shows that normalization
plays a crucial role in the detection of Ribonuclease R (E1WF54) − it is only
reported by SAINT-WY if the quantile or DESeq normalization is applied (as
shown in Table 2.2). In case the filtering step is added, the candidate can fur-
ther be detected by the TMM and sumtotal normalization methods in SAINT-WY.
TSPM-WY enables the detection of the protein, as long as any of the normaliza-
tion methods is executed. The less stringent method of TSPM-BH provides the
determination of the protein independent of the normalization method or the fil-
tering used. In contrast, the corresponding score calculated by the original SAINT
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Table 2.2.: Detection of the Interaction Candidate Ribonuclease R (UniProt ID: E1WF54)
below a Threshold of 0.1 (Denoted by x) by the methods SAINT-WY, TSPM-WY, and
TSPM-BH with or without Filtering, Respectively, and Dependent on the Normalization
Method Applied

without filtering is 0.572.
There are a number of further potentially relevant interaction candidates in which

the preprocessing and scoring method decides whether the corresponding protein is
found or remains undetected(see Appendix Table A2). For instance, normalization
and filtering have an impact on the detection of the proteins L5 (E1WIK5), L15
(E1WIJ8), RpoA (E1WIJ2), L16 (E1WIL0), S11 (O54296), L17 (E1WIJ1), and
HflC (E1WF51). Filtering, in general, enables a greater or even complete indepen-
dence of the choice of normalization method. SAINT and TSPM rely on different
features for scoring protein candidates, consequently leading to a diverse assessment
as well as preference for some proteins. SAINT is solely responsible for the deter-
mination of protein S12 (E1WIM5) and YajC (E1W8R7), while TSPM is the only
scoring method to detect HflK (E1WF50), FtsH (E1WI79), and HtpX (E1WG81),
in most cases with the support of all normalization methods independent of filter-
ing. Interaction candidate HtpX and the FtsH holo-complex consisting of FtsH,
HflC, and HflK are the major proteases responsible for the turnover of integral
inner membrane proteins in bacteria [150]. It is conceivable that these proteases
are also involved in the quality control of the T3SS needle complex.

2.5. Discussion of results

In this contribution, we introduce a complete workflow for the analysis of AP-
MS data, embedding a scoring method for interaction proteins into a pre- and
post-processing framework. Preprocessing of data plays an important role in the
analysis of genomic data; however, normalization or statistical filtering has so far
not been considered in the analysis of AP-MS data.

To date, to our knowledge, sumtotal normalization is the only normalization
method commonly applied in AP-MS data analysis. We implemented and investi-
gated the performance of four additional normalization methods from microarray
and RNA-seq analysis and adapted it to the features of AP-MS data. We account
for the difference in control and bait experiments and solve the issue of fewer iden-
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tified proteins in controls by a median rescaling approach. Our simulation study
demonstrates the significant impact of normalization methods on the detection of
truly interacting proteins − an increase of 20− 40% in the number of true inter-
actors can be obtained. Different promising interaction candidates are also found
in the Salmonella study due to normalization. However, normalization methods
can vary in performance depending on data characteristics. (Refer to the section
‘Evaluation of Results and Discussion of Merits in Appendix A)

As a second preprocessing step, we introduced a biological and statistical filtering
of the data to remove obvious contaminants in an early stage and to reduce the
multiple testing problem correspondingly. In the case of large and noisy data sets,
filtering enables a more sensitive detection of true interactions, as our simulation
study demonstrates. In contrast, the Salmonella data set is small and received
high-quality measurements; hence filtering of the data is less crucial and results
in only minor improvements. Furthermore, the framework enables an extension of
the filtering to include additional prefilters, so that future studies can, for example,
benefit from contaminant lists provided by the CRAPome database.

After preprocessing of the data, we investigated the performance of two different
scoring methods − SAINT and TSPM − to evaluate the interaction potential of a
protein. SAINT is a well-established method, and our simulation study confirms its
overall good performance. As an alternative scoring scheme, we introduce TSPM,
which we adapted to AP-MS data. TSPM is based on quantitative measures and
labeling of bait and control only. The simulation study proves its efficiency in
successfully separating truly interacting proteins from contaminant proteins. The
identification of promising interaction candidates in the Salmonella data further
supports the choice of TSPM as a new scoring scheme for AP-MS data.

We observe diverse features of the two proposed scoring methods by investigating
different protein classes in the simulation study, which may result in a diverse
assessment of proteins, as shown in the Salmonella data study. However, it is not
our aim to favor one of the two methods, SAINT and TSPM; we showed strength
and pitfalls of both methods. We note that the choice of normalization and filtering
is far more impactful than the choice of the scoring scheme. In general, the overall
idea of the proposed workflows is also applicable to other scoring schemes.

For postprocessing, we aimed at replacing scores by p values, which allow the
estimation of false-positive interactions in a final list of candidate proteins. We pro-
posed a permutation approach combined with the integrative procedure of Westfall
and Young to calculate p values that are controlled by the FWER. Considering
the simulation results, SAINT scores of the selected proteins range from 0.5 to 1.0.
This indicates how difficult it can be to set thresholds and that many truly inter-
acting proteins may be missed by subjectively set thresholds. Thus, the proposed
approach constitutes a robust criterion for generating a cutoff score in a list of
interaction proteins produced by SAINT or any other scoring scheme.

This also addresses the stated need for appropriate benchmark data sets to vali-
date and compare the performance of different methods for the analysis of AP-MS
data as well as to assess the accuracy of their error estimation procedures.3 The
proposed approach can be transferred to any scoring scheme, thus providing a basis
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for comparison studies. Our findings indicate that the error estimation proposed
by SAINT, averaging the complement of the scores for the selected interaction
proteins, is more conservative (see Appendix Table A3).

Another issue in AP-MS studies is small sample size, and thus it is advisable
to use integrative procedures. The algorithm of Westfall and Young is powerful
in these settings and constitutes a less conservative method compared with other
FWER controlling methods. Moreover, the conservative nature of the method
ensures the generation of a highly reliable list of interaction proteins.

The method of TSPM can be combined with two different postprocessing con-
cepts. We can apply the permutation-based procedure of Westfall and Young to
the TSPM test statistics to allow comparisons to SAINT. Alternatively, p values
can be directly calculated from a χ2 distribution combined with a less conservative
adjustment such as the Benjamini−Hochberg method. Hence, TSPM enables us to
use a less conservative approach for detecting true interactions in AP-MS data by
controlling false-positives by an FDR.

Our approach currently relies on the presence of negative controls, while an
alternative strategy in AP-MS experiments is to use different bait experiments.
Our framework is not directly applicable to this setting. When permuting negative
controls with baits, it is ensured that the controls just contain noise, while baits
always carry information. In future research, we will evaluate whether an iterative
procedure starting with the strongest signals may allow the inclusion of different
baits.

To summarize and give a guideline for the potential user analyzing AP-MS data
(see also Appendix Fig. A21 for guideline overview): Normalization of the data
is crucial; the quantile normalization is based on good experience in other fields
and has also proven its successful application in our study. Filtering of the data
is meaningful, but a low cutoff should be chosen in case no additional biological
knowledge is available. The choice of the three proposed workflows SAINT-WY,
TSPM-WY, or TSPMBH depends on the intention of the experiment and the sig-
nificance threshold needs to be adapted correspondingly. In case a highly reliable
group of true interaction proteins should be identified − rather accepting to lose
some true interactors than to include false-positive candidates − the best choice
is SAINT-WY or, given there are no outliers in the data set, TSPM-WY. If the
experiment constitutes a screening approach to find new candidates, accepting a
certain and controlled amount of false-positive hits, TSPM-BH should be used.
Using the different methods simultaneously is also an option and increases the reli-
ability of candidates, which are independently supported; however, the results need
to be carefully integrated and interpreted according to the different FWER/FDR
concepts.
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summarization method

Isobaric labelling techniques such as iTRAQ and TMT are popular methods for rel-
ative protein abundance estimation in proteomic studies. However, measurements
are assessed at the peptide spectrum level and exhibit substantial heterogeneity per
protein. Hence, clever summarization strategies are required to infer protein ratios.
So far, current methods rely exclusively on quantitative values, while additional
information on peptides is available, yet it is not considered in these methods.
iPQF (isobaric Protein Quantification based on Features) is presented as a novel
peptide-to-protein summarization method, which integrates peptide spectra charac-
teristics as well as quantitative values for protein ratio estimation. Diverse features
characterizing spectra reliability are investigated and significant correlations to ra-
tio accuracy in spectra are revealed. As a result, a feature- based weighting of
peptide spectra is developed. The iPQF algorithm is available within the estab-
lished R/Bioconductor package MSnbase (version ≥ 1.17.8).
A performance evaluation of iPQF in comparison to nine different protein ratio
inference methods is conducted on five published MS2 and MS3 data sets with pre-
defined ground truth. This work demonstrates the benefit of using peptide feature
information to improve protein ratio estimation. Compared to purely quantita-
tive approaches, our proposed strategy achieves increased accuracy by addressing
peptide spectra reliability.

3.1. Peptide-to-protein summarization

Mass spectrometry based proteomics has evolved as the method of choice for iden-
tification and quantification of proteins [1], and major advances were achieved in
the development of new quantification techniques. Isobaric labelling techniques
such as iTRAQ and TMT have gained much popularity, allowing for simultane-
ous absolute and relative protein quantification in different samples within a single
run [33, 35, 36]. This enables the investigation of changes in protein abundance
across various conditions, which is crucial for the study of regulation processes,
diagnostics research, and biomarker studies. Thereby, accuracy in protein ratio
estimates plays an essential role. However, accuracy problems in iTRAQ and TMT
data have been demonstrated by different studies [66, 68, 85, 117, 151] and reliable
protein ratio estimation remains a challenging task.
Several steps are involved in the quantification process. First, peptides are iden-
tified and quantified by iTRAQ or TMT reporter ions in the MS/MS spectra.
Factors contributing directly to the variability of peptide quantitative estimates
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include: efficiency of protein digestion and labeling, co-eluting peptides, reporter
ion peak detection, intensity assessment, label interference, and a limited dynamic
range of the instrument [28, 152]. A frequently reported bias is the underestima-
tion of ratios and its compression towards one, which is supposed to arise from
co-eluting peptides [41,42,153]. Several approaches address these issues by propos-
ing specific sample preparations [152], intensity calculation methods and correction
strategies [28,51,52]. Further MS3 data acquisition is considered as a new promis-
ing strategy to reduce and potentially eliminate the peptide interference effect [48].
The next major step in this process is the inference from peptides to proteins.
Measurements of label intensities are assessed at the spectra level and subsequently
a summarization strategy is needed to estimate the corresponding protein ratios.
Generally, all peptide spectra assigned to a protein are assumed to share the same
expression profile. Indeed substantial variance heterogeneity is observed due to ran-
dom and systematic biases [65, 66]. The question arises how a peptide-to-protein
summarization method can appropriately address this existing variance heterogene-
ity. Different studies demonstrated that the coefficient of variance is dependent on
the absolute signal intensity, suffering from higher variation in low-intensity than
in high-intensity data [66, 68, 116, 117]. Therefore different summarization meth-
ods were developed to account for these intensitydependent effects by filtering for
low intensity peptides [67], weighting peptides according to their absolute inten-
sities [68, 69] or by applying a variance stabilization method [66] [154]. Other
approaches examine the error structure and the underlying ratio distributions and
develop noise models accordingly [47, 70]. Further, standard statistical concepts,
such as averaging by mean or median, are still one of the most commonly used
methods to find protein ratio estimates from a range of peptide quantities. Mul-
tiple tools and comprehensive iTRAQ quantification pipelines either offer or are
exclusively based on simple median or weighted mean calculations for protein ratio
inference [52, 69, 155]. Additionally, strategies for filtering outlying peptide ratios
are frequently proposed, including methods like Grubb´s and Dixon’s test [156,157].
A different category of approaches requires the integration of replicate samples or
spike-in proteins to enable an assessment of the internal experimental variation [68].
All these summarization methods have in common that they only focus on quan-
titative peptide information in order to infer protein quantities. So far, the main
feature, which is extensively studied and related to the reliability of peptide quan-
tities, is the absolute intensity signal. However, there are several additional char-
acteristics of peptides available, which are known to have an impact on the overall
reliability of a specific peptide and its measurements.

3.1.1. Objectives

In this work, we identify and investigate the impact of diverse peptide spectra
features such as charge state, sequence length, identification score, mass, and a dis-
tance metric within uniquely and redundantly measured spectra. We examine how
these features correlate with the variance heterogeneity and to which extent they
are related to quantification accuracy in spectra. Our aim is to find a combination
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of feature criteria that allows inferring ratio reliability by using the complementary
strength of the features. As a result, we developed iPQF which integrates the
information of peptide spectra characteristics with given quantitative values. We
show the added value of peptide spectra feature information to improve protein
ratio estimation.
The proposed algorithm can be combined with any purely quantitative approach. In
addition, a fundamental intention was not to disregard any information, but rather
to keep peptide spectrum matches and down weight unreliable spectra according
to the features instead of losing information by filtering. Further, no internal repli-
cates or specific sample setup in the design of iTRAQ and TMT experiments is
required which may restrict applicability.
Finally, we evaluate the performance of our approach on five different published
iTRAQ and TMT data sets providing a ground truth of known peptide and pro-
tein quantities. Thereby, we consider three MS2 data sets with minimal amount of
biases, one MS2 data set showing a high peptide interference effect as well as one
MS3 data set. A comparison study with nine commonly used peptide- to-protein
summarization methods is conducted. To our knowledge, this is also the most
comprehensive comparison study of summarization methods.

3.2. Features of peptide spectra

Considering the relative quantification values of peptide spectra being assigned to
the same protein, a substantial heterogeneity is observed (shown in Appendix Fig.
B1). The objective of this work is to investigate whether the observed peptide
variation can be explained by underlying peptide spectra characteristics. Thereby,
we aim to relate diverse features of spectra to the quality of their quantitative in-
formation. As a result, the reliability of given peptide spectra can be inferred and
protein quantification can be improved by accounting for it.
In order to study the impact of features on the quantification accuracy, we assess
the deviance of ratios from the spectra to a given ground truth by calculating the
Euclidian distance across all iTRAQ/TMT labels, subsequently referred to as quan-
tification error. Next, a correlation study is conducted by calculating Spearman´s
correlation coefficient between feature values and the peptide spectra quantification
error.
We examine the impact of the following peptide features: identification score, se-
quence length, charge state, mass, absolute ion intensity, modification state, and
a distance metric within uniquely and redundantly measured spectra as explained
below. The shared status of a peptide is not considered and corresponding spectra
are discarded, as the negative impact of an incorrectly assigned peptide may be
larger than the potential gain of an additional peptide for protein ratio estimation.
Here, we define a group of redundant spectra as several MS/MS events for one pep-
tide, while unique spectra are referred to peptides quantified exactly by one MS/MS
event. For redundant peptide spectra of a protein, which are subject to the same
conditions in the MS experiment, an even higher ratio similarity across channels is
expected than among different sequence fragments of a protein. Hence, a peptide
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spectrum exhibiting ratios diverging from all other ratios in the redundant spectra
group is suspected to be less reliable. For each protein we form different groups
according to its different redundant spectra and one group pooling all uniquely
measured spectra. The idea is that not only the number of spectra per protein
matters, but also the degree of ratio similarity within these groups. For each pep-
tide spectrum we compute the mean Euclidian distance of its ratios to the ratios
of all other spectra belonging to the same group.
The identification score indicates the correctness of the peptide spectrum match.
A low score implies less reliable peptide identification and consequently an uncer-
tainty in the peptide to protein assignment, potentially resulting in an incorrect
peptide ratio for the protein ratio calculation.
The impact of absolute ion intensity was already intensively studied and is well
known as a key indicator for the reliability of ratio estimates. It has been shown
that the accuracy of peptide ratio estimates depends strongly on the involved ab-
solute intensities [66, 116, 117, 158]. Low intensities are expected to be subject to
noise and ratios exhibit large variations, while ratio estimates converge to the true
value as intensity increases. Here, we calculate the mean absolute intensity across
all labels for each spectrum.
Peptide modifications in iTRAQ experiments occur mainly due to enzymatic or
sample preparation related reactions. A slightly increased false positive protein
identification rate was reported by allowing more modifications to be present [159].
Further, varying peptide expression behavior in a protein and shifted ratios were
observed due to modifications. In our investigation, we distinguish between mod-
ified and unmodified peptide spectra without further distinguishing specific types
of modification.
The features charge state, mass, and sequence length are inter-related and have
direct or indirect impact on peptide identification. Higher charge states give rise to
a variety of possible fragments carrying diverse amounts of charges. The peptide
search space needs to be expanded accordingly and the risk of false-positive iden-
tifications is increased as a consequence. Further, long sequence peptides tend to
show a bias to higher identification scores compared to short sequences dependent
on the identification tool. The importance of these features and their crucial role
has also been shown in other work [160–162].

3.3. iPQF algorithm

The proposed algorithm iPQF (isobaric Protein Quantification based on Features)
is a peptide-to-protein summarization method. For each peptide spectrum, it re-
quires peptide identification, reporter ion intensities, and assignment to the respec-
tive protein. Next, a summarization strategy is required to combine given peptide
spectra quantities to estimate protein quantities.
iPQF presents a novel approach by using information of spectra features to eval-
uate peptide spectra ratios. Spectra receive weights and contribute to the protein
quantification according to their reliability.
The algorithm is conducted protein-wise, which means individual protein quantifi-
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Figure 3.1.: Outline of the iPQF summarization method for protein ratio inference using
a feature-based weighting of peptide spectra. Six steps are conducted for each protein
to estimate the reliability of its underlying spectra ratios.

cations are not influenced by other protein quantifications in the data set. However,
the number of identified peptide spectra per protein is important; we recommend
a minimum of three spectra for protein quantification.

The algorithm consists of six steps, which are calculated for each protein (Fig-
ure 3.1) (see also example process in Appendix B):

(1) Feature assessment: Feature values are computed for each of the seven
different features for all peptide spectra belonging to the specific protein.

(2) Spectra ranking per feature: Peptide values obtained for each feature
are ranked from most to least reliable feature value based on knowledge of
associated low and high quantification errors which was acquired in our cor-
relation study. Hence, if a peptide spectrum receives a high rank for a specific
feature, this means its reported quantification is considered more reliable by
this feature compared to a spectrum showing a lower rank.

(3) Feature weighting: For each peptide spectrum we obtain several ranks, one
for each presented feature, and each rank individually states the quantifica-
tion reliability of the spectrum. Yet the explanation power of the features
is different, and the impact of the diverse features is weighted according to
strong and weak correlations observed with quantification errors (see results
in section 3.4). We propose a default weighting order of features based on
consensus observations in the different data sets and prove its robustness (for
a more detailed explanation and the robustness analysis refer to Appendix B)

(4) Normalization of ranks: We normalize the ranks of each feature by the
overall number of spectra to ensure the ranks to be within the range of zero
and one.
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(5) Inference of overall peptide spectra reliability: The feature ranks ob-
tained for each spectrum are combined to receive an overall reliability measure
called peptide spectrum weight. We do so by calculating a classic average rank
per spectrum and normalize it by the weighted sum of all features. As a re-
sult, peptide spectra receiving weights close to one represent reliable ratios
to enable the inference of true protein ratios, while peptide spectra weights
decreasing to zero refer to a reduced confidence in its given quantification
values.

(6) Protein ratio calculation: A weighted mean approach using squared pep-
tide spectrum weights is conducted to estimate the underlying protein ratio.

Further, iPQF protein estimates can be additionally coupled to pure quantitative
strategies using a mean approach, referred to as combined iPQF approach here.
Generally, we recommend applying the algorithm based on relative spectra inten-
sities in order to estimate protein ratios instead of using absolute intensities. The
variance in absolute intensities can be large, while relative intensities are more
robust.

3.3.1. Implementation

The introduced iPQF algorithm is implemented in R (version≥ 3.1.3), and was inte-
grated into the existing R/Bioconductor package MSnbase (version ≥ 1.17.8) [163],
which offers a variety of processing functions for iTRAQ data (see MSnbase vi-
gnette). Further, the algorithm is designed for optional combination with any sum-
marization method, which focuses exclusively on quantitative values, to combine
strengths of both approaches.

3.4. Experimental setup

3.4.1. Dataset description

We evaluate peptide quantification data from five different published MS2 and
MS3 data sets based on iTRAQ and TMT experiments, which have predefined
protein fold-changes. Thereby we consider three MS2 data sets with smaller fold
changes and minimal interference effect as well as one MS2 data set affected by high
peptide interference events. Overall, the data sets hold diverse data characteristics
concerning the data set size, the number of identified spectra per protein, the
expected ratios, and the range of peptide feature values, thus covering different
possible protein peptide scenarios.

(1) Data set (MS2) from Hultin-Rosenberg et al.: Peptides from a lung cancer cell
line A549 were labeled with iTRAQ 8-plex tags according to a 2:2:1:1:2:2:1:1
fold change. Here, the data set showing most identifications in the publication
was chosen, which is based on a 400 µg loaded peptide amount, prefraction-
ated by IPG-IEF and analyzed on a LTQ Orbitrap Velos (Thermo Scientific).
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Peptide spectra identification and protein inference was performed using Pro-
teome Discoverer 1.1 with Mascot 2.2 (Matrix Science), and identified pep-
tides below a 1FDR level were quantified. Further, peptide intensities were
isotope impurity corrected.

(2) Data set (MS2) from Breitwieser et al.: A 4-plex iTRAQ experiment was
designed with human plasma proteins holding constant ratios of 1:1:1:1 and
two spiked-in proteins, a rat ceruplasmin being mixed in 1:2:5:10 ratio con-
centrations and a mouse ceruplasmin with 10:5:2:1 ratios. MS analysis was
conducted on a hybrid LTQ Orbitrap XL (Thermo Scientific) coupled to a
HPLC nanoflow system (Agilent 1200). Peptide spectra were searched and
quantified using Mascot 2.3 and Phenyx 2.6.1 and only concordant peptide
identifications were kept. Protein inference was set to hold an FDR level of
1%.

(3) Data set (MS2) from Zhou et al.: Replicate samples from mouse cell lysates
were created with equal concentrations, labeled with iTRAQ 8-plex reagents
(expected ratios 1:1:1:1:1:1:1:1) and measured by a TripleTOF 5600 (Absciex).
The ProteinPilot software was used for peptide spectra identification and
quantification, holding the protein FDR below 1%.

(4-5) Data set with MS3 and MS2 spectra from Ting et al.: A 6-plex TMT exper-
iment was designed with a two-proteome mixture model containing human
cell lines and yeast Lys-C digests to study the peptide interference effect.
Yeast peptides were mixed according to 10:4:2.5:10:4:2.5 ratios and human
peptides with equal amounts (1:1:1) were added to the first three labels. The
MS2 data set presents compressed yeast ratios in the first three labels due to
human peptide interference, while in the MS3 data set the interference effect
is almost eliminated. Samples were measured on a LTQ Orbitrap Velos. The
focus here is on the yeast peptide and protein identification and quantification
which was performed by Sequest with a protein FDR of 1.5%.

All data sets were filtered for shared peptides, contaminants, and for spectra
showing missing or zero intensities in one of the iTRAQ/TMT labels. An additional
filtering was applied in case of MS3 data set (4) due to extreme outliers in the
data set (see also filtering by Ting et al.), using a less restrictive approach than
in the original publication and discarding only spectra deviating more than ten-
fold from the expected ratios which are biologically not reasonable (Appendix Fig.
B2d). Peptide spectra intensities were normalized according to the median intensity
present in each label for data set (2) and (3). No normalization was applied in the
case of data set (1) and (4)-(5), as this would contrast with the foldchange setting
defined for all peptides. Further, protein identifications based on the support of
only one or two peptide spectra are not considered for quantification and evaluation
here. As a result of the preprocessing, 624 proteins based on 5,885 peptide spectra
are considered in data set (1), 145 proteins with 13,758 spectra in data set (2),
2,811 proteins with 217,822 spectra in data set (3), and 781 proteins with 8934
spectra in MS3 data set (4) (processing and analysis of the corresponding data set
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(5) with MS2 spectra representing the impact of peptide interference can be found
in the Appendix B).
The aim of this work is the computation of accurate protein ratios based on relative
peptide intensities; here, we focus mainly on the relative intensity level of proteins
and peptide spectra and not on the absolute intensities. Hence, ratios are calculated
for all data sets. For data set (2) and (3), a ratio of a spectrum is defined by
dividing its absolute intensity of one iTRAQ label by its summed intensities of all
labels. This is a robust approach, as it satisfies greater label independence in the
ratio calculation and peptide ratios are not exclusively based on one specific label.
In case of data set (1), we followed the ratio computation in the corresponding
publication, in which intensities were divided by the mean intensity of iTRAQ
label 113 and 114. For data set (4)-(5) we relied on the provided ratios.

3.4.2. Method comparison

All introduced data sets come with predefined ratios for spectra and proteins, thus
allowing the performance evaluation of diverse peptide-to-protein summarization
methods. In order to compare the different summarization methods and to assess
their accuracy in estimating protein ratios, we consider the protein estimation er-
ror. The error is defined as the squared differences of the protein ratio estimates
to the ground truth with subsequent summation across labels.
We investigate and compare up to nine commonly used peptideto- protein summa-
rization methods with our proposed iPQF approach. Protein ratios are estimated
based on given peptide spectra ratios for each label individually in all presented
methods:

• Median: The estimated protein ratio corresponds to the median of peptide
ratios being assigned to the protein.

• Mean: The mean is used instead of the median.

• Mean (Top5, Top3): A group of five or three spectra showing the highest
absolute intensities are selected respectively and the mean is applied [164,165].

• Tukey´s Median Polish: An additive model is iteratively fitted to the ratios
until the sum of absolute residuals falls below a significantly small threshold.
The sum of the resulting overall median and label effect, given by the model,
is used to estimate the protein ratio. [163,166]

• Sum of intensities: The absolute peptide spectra intensities of one protein
are summed for each label. Protein ratios are calculated on the basis of the
intensity sums. [158]

• Total Least Squares: The objective to find the protein ratio is to fit a straight
line between peptide spectra ratios of two different labels. Different from
linear regression, here orthogonal distances are minimized between ratios and
an optimal line. [158,167]
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• isobar : A noise model is built which estimates the underlying noise variance
dependent on absolute spectra intensities. The inverse of the noise variance
serves as a weighting factor for individual peptide spectra. Protein ratios are
subsequently computed by a weighted average approach. [47]

Additionally, a comparison to protein quantification results of Mascot and Pro-
teinPilot, which were provided in the supplements of the corresponding publica-
tions, is included for data sets (1) and (3), respectively.

3.5. Results

First, we demonstrate the correlation between peptide spectra features and quan-
tification accuracy. Second, we evaluate the performance of the iPQF algorithm in
comparison to nine summarization methods. Results are provided for the different
MS2 data sets as well as for the additional MS3 data set.

3.5.1. Peptide feature correlation study

The distributions of peptide ratios measured by the different labels are shown in
Appendix Fig. B2a-e. Ratio values are spread around the ground truth values of the
corresponding data set. Considering the quantification error per spectrum, defined
by the Euclidian distance of the measured ratios to the expected ratios, a right
skewed distribution is observed in all data sets. The two spike-in proteins of data
set (2) (Breitwieser et.al) each exhibit a group of strongly diverging peptide spectra
ratios from the ground truth, which causes a second peak in the quantification error
distribution (Appendix Fig. B2b).

The correlation of quantification errors to peptide spectra features is analyzed
to study the feature impact on ratio accuracy. The corresponding Spearman´s
correlation coefficients are reported in Table 3.1. All correlation coefficients are
assessed to be statistically significant by using Spearman’s rho statistic to estimate
a rankbased measure of association. Overall, correlations observed are strikingly

Table 3.1.: Correlation study of peptide spectra features to relative quantification error
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consistent across the three MS2 data sets, despite different sample complexity, ex-
perimental setups, different instrumentation and different analysis software used.
Further, even with an additional isolation and fragmentation step resulting in an
MS3 scan, the same correlation trend with slightly decreased correlation coefficients
is observed.
The most meaningful feature reflecting ratio accuracy is the proposed similarity
metric within redundantly and uniquely measured spectra groups, holding positive
correlations between 0.52 and 0.72. Hence, a small mean Euclidian distance of a
specific peptide spectrum to spectra belonging to the same redundant or unique
group, respectively, implies a small quantification error. However, the error in-
creases with the peptide spectrum diverging from its group (Fig. 3.2A, Appendix
Fig. B3-4). Further, ratio accuracy is decreasing with increasing charge of a pep-
tide spectrum, especially apparent in the most common range between a charge
state of two and four (Fig. 3.2B, Appendix Fig. B5). The increase of noise and
ratio variation in low absolute ion intensity data has been shown before and is
also confirmed in this study (Appendix Fig. B6). A consistently increasing ratio
error is observed with increasing sequence length from mainly 5 to 30 amino acids,
illustrated by a positive correlation between 0.17 and 0.39 (Fig. 3.2C, Appendix
Fig. B7). The high inter-relation between length and mass of a peptide is also
clearly reflected by similar correlation coefficients to the quantification error, fur-
ther supporting both features as indicators of ratio reliability (Appendix Fig. B8).
Correlation of the identification score varies between the data sets due to the dif-
ferent scoring systems, data set (1) and (2) are based on Mascot, while data set
(3) relies on ProteinPilot, and data set (4)-(5) on Sequest. Generally higher scores
correspond to smaller ratio errors; however, it is interesting to observe that error
variation increases at the same time (see further details in Appendix Fig. B9). For
the group of modified spectra the ratio error appears to be increased in all data
sets compared to non-modified spectra (Appendix Fig. B10).

Figure 3.2.: Correlation of spectra features to quantification error, shown for three se-
lected features of data set (1) (Hultin.-Rosenberg et.al.). The impact of the features (A)
redundancy metric, (B) charge state, and (C) sequence length on spectra ratio accuracy
is displayed. A significant trend is observed in all cases.
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Figure 3.3.: Performance evaluation of iPQF approaches and nine summarization strate-
gies shown for three different MS2 data sets (data set (1): 624 proteins with 5885
spectra; data set (2): 145 proteins with 13758 spectra; data set (3): 2811 protein with
217822 spectra). Boxplots display the protein estimation error of each method applied
(note that methods are ordered according to error size). Improved and robust protein
ratio accuracy is observed for the iPQF approaches in all three data sets.

The visualization of peptide feature-error-correlations displays a homogenous
trend for all data sets, notably for MS2 as well as MS3 data (refer to Appendix
Fig. B11). The impact of peptide interference events on feature-error-correlations
is shown by means of the data set (5) with MS2 spectra (see Appendix Table B1
and Fig. B12). Additionally, the two spike-in rat and mouse proteins of data set (2)
are shown separately in Appendix Fig. B13. In particular, short peptide sequences
are assigned to the rat protein and the observed outlier peptide group consists ex-
clusively of redundantly measured spectra showing low absolute intensities.
Further, a study of inter-correlations between features reveals a strong and ex-
pected relation structure among features such as length, mass, charge state, and
score (Appendix Fig. B14). However, despite significant correlations of individual
features, the combination of features is crucial to eliminate pitfalls of single fea-
tures and make use of opposed strength. The proposed iPQF approach combines
the information from all different features to obtain overall ratio reliability for each
spectrum.

3.5.2. Evaluation of protein summarization methods

For evaluation of peptide-to-protein summarization methods, we rely on diverse
data sets, in particular concerning the number of peptide spectra per protein (Ap-
pendix Fig. B15). Data set (1) and (4) consists of a large number of proteins being
supported by predominantly three to ten or respectively twenty peptide spectra,
while data set (2) comprises only 145 proteins based on a range of three to over
hundred spectra. Data set (3) is an overall large data set holding a median of 26
spectra per protein and diverse cases of several hundred spectra.
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Figure 3.4.: Performance of iPQF approaches and seven other summarization strategies
in a MS3 data setting (Note that isobar could not be run on data set 4). A reduced
protein estimation error is attained for the combined iPQF strategy, confirming the
benefit of features also in MS3 data (781 proteins with 8934 spectra).

We present a performance evaluation of iPQF and nine additional protein ratio
inference methods, which are primarily based on quantitative peptide information
only. The accuracy of each method is described by the protein estimation error,
which is assessed for each protein of a data set, and a statistical summary is dis-
played in form of boxplots. Method comparisons are shown for three MS2 data sets
in Figure 3.3. We present two forms of iPQF results, the pure form of iPQF using
spectra feature information only and a combined form in which iPQF is coupled
to one of the quantitative approaches, here shown for iPQF combined with the
MedianPolish approach. The combined form illustrates the added value of feature
information to quantitative approaches.
Overall, the pure iPQF approach shows better performance in data set (1) and
comparable performance to the other summarization methods in data set (2) and
(3), proving the importance of feature information. The combined iPQF approach
exhibits the best protein ratio accuracy of all methods in each of the three different
data sets. Further, iPQF approaches prove robustness, while other methods vary
in performance dependent on the data set applied.

In particular, feature information is of high value in data set (1), which is dom-
inated by small peptide spectra numbers per protein corresponding to sparsely
available quantitative information. Thus, iPQF approaches perform best using all
additional knowledge to weight spectra, while the diverse mean-based approaches
struggle most due to high variation within protein profiles based on few spectra.
The more robust and sophisticated approaches show an intermediate performance.
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As spectra numbers vary more in data set (2), the pure iPQF approach becomes
comparable to the other methods; however, the combined iPQF improves over
all methods by throughout lower quantiles including a significantly reduced up-
perquartile of the estimation error. The large spectra numbers in data set (3)
result in similar quantiles of estimation errors of most methods, even the mean
approach performs equivalent to the more robust median and all other sophisti-
cated approaches. In contrast, mean (top5/ top3) methods restrict themselves to
few peptide spectra with high absolute intensity and have a significant performance
loss. Also in this data set, the combined iPQF achieves improved ratio accuracy,
shown by consistently lower quantiles. Generally, the commercial and commonly
used tools Mascot and ProteinPilot do not show competitive performance, here.
Evaluation of iPQF in MS3 data is presented in Figure 3.4 and also confirms
superior performance of the combined iPQF approach, while pure iPQF shows
comparable results to other approaches. Generally high protein estimation errors
are observed due to many outlying ratios in the data set which significantly impact
the performance of the mean based approaches. A performance comparison of the
methods on data set (5) being affected by peptide interference also supports the
integration of feature information (Appendix Fig. B16).
Further, we evaluate accuracy details of the methods by considering specific devi-
ation ranges from the ground truth ratios and assess the amount of protein ratios
which could be estimated within this deviation range. A superior sensitivity can
be observed for the iPQF approaches (Appendix Fig. B17). Additionally, the AUC
measure (area under the curve) is provided for all methods, showing the highest
AUC for the combined iPQF (Appendix Table B2).

3.6. Discussion of results

Inference of protein ratios based on heterogeneous peptide spectra measurements
remains a crucial issue, which receives little consideration in most quantification
pipelines. In this work, we present a new summarization strategy iPQF, which in-
tegrates spectra characteristics with quantitative values for protein ratio estimation.
We investigate different peptide spectra features and reveal significant correlations
between features and quantification accuracy. As a result, we are able to show the
added value of feature information to achieve improved protein ratio accuracy.
Peptide spectra features contain valuable information in addition to pure quanti-
tative information. Since no individual feature shows near-perfect correlation to
quantification error, the combination of features can be crucial to compensate for
failures of individual features and to make use of their diverse strengths. Overall,
it is unlikely that a peptide spectrum is mischaracterized by a large set of features
at the same time.
In particular, proteins with a high diversity of underlying feature values profit
from the approach, while feature uniformity naturally reduces the impact by giving
similar weights to spectra. This is primarily relevant for proteins holding a small
to medium number of peptide spectrum matches exhibiting ratio variation. Here
particularly, benefit of the iPQF approach is shown. In cases of large numbers of
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peptide spectra the feature impact is decreased and approaches using the mean
already perform considerably well.
Another prerequisite for successful protein ratio estimation is that peptide ratio
measurements are spread around the true protein ratio value. The best protein
quantification method still remains dependent on given peptide quantities, and can-
not work if peptide values coherently and systematically diverge from the ground
truth. Feature and quantification error correlation will also not necessarily be suf-
ficiently strong in these divergent cases as the error is strongly biased.
A major issue in iTRAQ and TMT data sets is the peptide interference effect which
causes the underestimation of ratios and its compression towards one. MS3 data
acquisition has proven to significantly reduce the interference effect. Evaluation
of iPQF approaches also confirms the applicability in MS3 data settings and still
shows a robust performance under interference impact compared to other methods.
The flexible design of the algorithm enables further extensions. One option is to
join results of a purely quantitative method with estimations obtained by iPQF to
benefit from both strategies. Here, we provide a combination of iPQF with Medi-
anPolish and show significant improvements over both individual methods in our
results. The advantage of a joined approach is that in case of few peptide spectra
per protein additional feature knowledge can compensate for the sparse information
in the quantitative setup, while more sophisticated summarization strategies can
be applied with rich quantitative information available. Further, a different option
is to exclusively employ the spectra feature-based reliability measure provided by
iPQF and integrate it in existing summarization approaches. Beyond this, new
and relevant features of interest can be easily added to the implemented feature
framework.
Generally, the idea of a feature-based spectra weighting is transferable beyond
iTRAQ data. While our studies only focus on feature- error-correlations in iTRAQ
and TMT data, similar findings are expected for SILAC as well as label-free data.
Algorithmic steps of iPQF are technically applicable to quantitative proteomic
methods requiring peptide summarization, but careful evaluation in the context
of the specific experiment is necessary.
Moreover our proposed approach is independent of using replicate samples or spike-
in proteins, independent of the instrument, and the selected multiplex. Further,
in contrast to modelling approaches mostly requiring larger numbers of peptide
spectra, iPQF is also applicable in small settings. Also no assumption concerning
underlying ratio distributions or specific data criteria is required. Hence, we also
chose replicate independent summarization methods and use corresponding settings
in tools, such as isobar [47], for evaluation comparison.
In addition, a fundamental intention was to keep peptide spectra by applying a
feature based weighting instead of losing information by filtering. Filtering of low-
intensity spectra or outlier ratios is commonly performed; however this significantly
reduces the protein coverage as few peptide readings per protein typically dominate
the data sets [66]. Further, defining a cutoff for outlier filtering is a critical issue
as important information is potentially discarded.
Overall, we provide a broad performance comparison of nine different protein ratio
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inference methods on five published data sets with predefined ground truth. To the
best of our knowledge, an overall benchmark study of current methods assessing di-
verse biases and impact on protein ratio accuracy in iTRAQ/TMT data is missing.
Here, we also provide a basis for future comparison of summarization methods.

To summarize, the goal of the protein quantification process is the inference of
protein quantities based on peptide quantities. However, peptide ratios assigned
to a protein exhibit substantial heterogeneity and require clever summarization
strategies. In this work iPQF is presented, which integrates peptide spectra char-
acteristics as well as quantitative values for protein ratio estimation. The novelty
of the algorithm is to weight spectra according to their feature reliability. Compre-
hensive evaluation of iPQF in comparison to other summarization methods yields
a superior and robust performance. As a result, the benefit of feature information
to achieve improved protein ratio accuracy is shown.
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4. DiTASiC: quantification on strain
level in metagenomics data

Current metagenomics approaches allow analyzing the composition of microbial
communities at high resolution. Important changes to the composition are known
to even occur on strain level and to go hand in hand with changes in disease or
ecological state. However, specific challenges arise for strain level analysis due to
highly similar genome sequences present. Only a limited number of tools approach
taxa abundance estimation beyond species level and there is a strong need for ded-
icated tools for strain resolution and differential abundance testing.
DiTASiC (Differential Taxa Abundance including Similarity Correction) is pre-
sented as a novel approach for quantification and differential assessment of indi-
vidual taxa in metagenomics samples. A generalized linear model is introduced for
the resolution of shared read counts which cause a significant bias on strain level.
Further, we capture abundance estimation uncertainties, which play a crucial role
in differential abundance analysis. A novel statistical framework is built, which in-
tegrates the abundance variance and infers abundance distributions for differential
testing sensitive to strain level.
As a result, we obtain highly accurate abundance estimates down to sub-strain level
and enable fine-grained resolution of strain clusters. We demonstrate the relevance
of read ambiguity resolution and integration of abundance uncertainties for differ-
ential analysis. Accurate detections of even small changes are achieved and false-
positives are significantly reduced. Superior performance is shown on latest bench-
mark sets of various complexities and in comparison to existing methods. DiTASiC
code is freely available from https://rki_bioinformatics.gitlab.io/ditasic.

4.1. Metagenomics profiling

Rapid advances in NGS technologies have revolutionized the field of metagenomics
[12,24]. Metagenomics enables the study of complex communities in environmental
or human samples by direct analysis of whole shotgun metagenomes, without prior
need for cultivation. Among others, two major goals in metagenomics profiling
studies are pursued. One is to unravel the taxonomic composition of the commu-
nity in a given sample, the second concerns the abundance change of taxa between
different metagenomes [168].
Especially, differences occurring on strain level in microbiomes can be of high rel-
evance for disease and health state [169]. Investigations on strain level have been
proven to be crucial for the understanding of evolutionary processes, adaption,
pathogenicity, drug resistance, and transmission [170–173]. However, although im-
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portance of resolution on strain level is acknowledged, there are still only a limited
number of tools focusing on accurate profiling beyond species level [118].
Altogether, in this context, three main concepts are relevant: strain identification,
abundance estimation, and differential abundance assessment. Our objective in this
work is to address all these steps by specifically focusing on strain level resolution
and its arising challenges. In particular for differential abundance evaluation on
the strain level, there is a need for novel tools. Here, we use the term strain level
referring to the highest possible resolution available and always work on the exact
genome level.

Many concepts have been pioneered for taxa identification and quantification, apart
from assembly and binning methods, diverse metagenomics profiling tools have spe-
cialized on this task [118, 174]. In practice, these concern the assignment of the
sequenced reads to taxa and corresponding inference of taxa abundance. Read
assignment can be conducted either by the full alignment of reads to genome se-
quences or by using pseudo-alignment approaches [21]. The latter is sufficient for
many metagenomics quantification studies due to the fact that only the assignment
of reads is required and not exact alignments. Another variant is to rely on marker
genes instead of complete genome sequences [175–177], however, a general drawback
is the requirement of high sequencing coverage contrasting typical metagenomics
scenarios of many low abundant taxa [178]. One of the first and popular reference-
based tools for read assignment in metagenomics was MEGAN [179], which assigns
the reads to the lowest common ancestor in the taxonomic tree at which a unique
alignment is achieved. However, this approach limits MEGAN to the identification
and quantification of only higher taxonomic levels. A main characteristic on strain
level is the presence of highly similar reference sequences, causing many reads to
match to multiple genomes equally. A further common practice is to assign multi-
ply mapped reads heuristically to reference genomes according to uniquely mapped
read proportions [22,72]. Yet, this can easily result in biased abundance estimates
due to reference sequence similarities as observed for example by Liu et al. (2017).
GRAMMy [74] and GASiC [73] were the first tools to include reference genome
similarities in a model for the resolution of ambiguously mapped reads. Since
being based on read alignments, these methods can encounter computational lim-
its in large sample sizes. A new era evolved by utilizing fast k-mer approaches,
significantly accelerating read assignments, with Kraken being a popular repre-
sentative [21], but showing reduced resolution power on strain level [180]. As a
consequence, the importance of combining fast mapping approaches with methods
for read ambiguity resolution was recognized. This was likewise applied in the field
of RNA-Seq, resulting in the development of kallisto [75], which promises to also
support metagenomics abundance analysis [180]. kallisto consists of two parts, a
new fast pseudo-aligner based on k-mer hashing and an expectation-maximization
(EM) algorithm on equivalence classes, which carries out the statistical resolution
of read ambiguities.
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4.1.1. Project objectives

In this work, we present DiTASiC which relies on pseudo-alignments for mapping
and is built on a novel generalized linear model (GLM) framework for read ambi-
guity resolution. Hereby, we significantly improve on our previous development in
this field, GASiC. Our new model framework is developed to adapt more precisely
to the characteristics of absolute mapping count data observed for taxa. Moreover,
our method improves on existing pure abundance profiling strategies by including
additional error terms in the model and capturing abundance estimation uncertain-
ties.
The integration of variance of abundance estimates plays a crucial role for the
differential abundance analysis. This variance reflects the uncertainty in the reso-
lution of read mapping ambiguities in the presence of similar reference sequences.
Hence, it is of particular importance on strain level to integrate this variance to
enable accurate detections of differential or non-differential abundance of a taxon
in co-existence of similar strains, most notably in the case of smaller changes.
Most approaches developed for identification of differential abundance in the field
of comparative metagenomics focus exclusively on experimental sources of variance,
namely on sample variance relevant within technical and biological replicates. A
large variety of tools is available [98]; amongst others, software packages implement-
ing diverse parametric and non-parametric statistical standard tests [181–185]. An-
other group comprises zero-inflated models either combined with Gaussian mixture
distribution [99], log-normal distribution [100], or beta-regression [101], concentrat-
ing on the potential sparsity in count data. Further, popular methods from RNA-
Seq analysis such as edgeR [131], DESeq2 [96] and voom [186] are also commonly
applied in comparative metagenomics. Without doubt, the integration of experi-
mental variance is of high necessity when comparing groups of samples. However,
here, we want to emphasize and raise awareness for variance in abundance estimates
and its impact on differential abundance analysis on strain level.
Further it should be noted that many methods treat the differential assessment of
taxa and genes equivalently. However, assumptions such as the majority of fea-
tures will show non-differential abundance, which has widely been proven for gene
expression, are not necessarily valid for taxa abundance in a sample. Antibiotics
treatment and other life influential factors have shown rapid changes of microbial
compositions in human samples [187] and similar scenarios are found in ecological
environments [188]. Thus, commonly used assumptions cannot be easily transferred
to composition change.
In summary, we present DiTASiC, which addresses abundance estimation as well
as differential abundance of taxa specifically focusing on strain level. A new GLM
framework is proposed for resolution of read mapping ambiguities and allows in-
ference of highly accurate taxa abundance estimates. Second, a statistical frame-
work, which integrates abundance estimate uncertainties, is built for differential
abundance testing. Here, no prior assumptions on overall composition change are
required. A resulting list of tested taxa is reported with estimated abundances,
fold-changes and p-values to infer significance. The performance of DiTASiC is
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evaluated on different metagenomics data sets from four different data sources and
in comparison to existing tools.

4.2. DiTASiC workflow

DiTASiC is designed as a comprehensive approach for abundance estimation and
differential abundance assessment of individual taxa. Thereby, the main focus is on
distinguishing on the strain level with highly similar sequences and its correspond-
ing challenges. The steps of the DiTASiC workflow are illustrated in Figure 4.1;
it consists of three main parts: mapping, abundance estimation, and differential
abundance assessment.
In the first two parts we built on some of the core ideas of our previously published
tool GASiC [73], while strongly improving on abundance quantification and intro-
ducing new methodology to address the critical aspects of variance of abundance
estimates and differential abundance.
In a metagenomics sample measured by NGS technologies we face millions to bil-
lions of reads which are derived from diverse taxa. DiTASiC relies on a pre-filtering
of species by fast profiling tools such as Kraken [21], CLARK [189], or Kaiju [190],
or by using Mash [191], a genome distance calculator, to reduce the number of
potential reference genomes and keep the main focus on species expected in the
data. Here, we specifically aim at revealing the picture on the highest available
strain levels. In the first mapping step, all reads are assigned to the given refer-
ences as a first attempt to decipher their potential origin. The number of hits per
reference genome is counted. We refer to it as mapping abundance of a taxon. In
the next step of abundance estimation, a new generalized linear model is intro-
duced for the resolution of shared read counts, which are crucial on strain level. As
a result, more accurate abundance estimates are obtained for the different strains
along with standard errors for abundance uncertainty. In the last part, the focus is
on the comparison of whole metagenomics samples and the assessment of differ-
ential abundance of taxa. Thereby, we concentrate on a method to integrate the
variance of abundance estimates. Abundances are transformed into distributions,
divergence of distributions is used to infer differential events and corresponding
p-values are calculated. The details of the three DiTASiC parts are explained in
the following sections.
The following notation is applied: different metagenomics samples are denoted as
D = { Dk, k=1,. . . ,K }, each containing N = { Nk, k=1,. . . ,K } total input reads.
A set of taxa S = { Si, i=1,. . . ,M } with known reference sequences is considered.
Thereby, Si is synonymously used for both the taxa itself as well as its exact refer-
ence genome. Mapping and abundance estimation are addressed for each data set
separately, while the last step of differential abundance estimation is defined on a
pair of samples from D.
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Figure 4.1.: Workflow of DiTASiC. It consists of three main parts: (1) mapping, (2) taxa
abundance estimation, and (3) differential abundance assessment. (1) We rely on prior
pre-filtering of species by external profiling tools such as Kraken or Mash. Reads are
mapped to the given reference genome sequences and the number of matching reads per
reference are counted (mapping abundance). A similarity matrix reflecting the genome
similarities is constructed. (2) Subsequently, a generalized linear model (GLM) is built
for resolution of read count ambiguities, resulting in corrected abundance estimates
along with standard errors. (3) For the comparison of metagenomes, abundances are
formulated as distributions and their divergence reflects differential events. A final list
of tested taxa with fold change and adjusted p-values is reported.

4.2.1. Mapping step

To identify their origin, the assignment of reads is conducted by a competitive
mapping approach, which means all selected reference genome sequences S are
simultaneously offered to all reads of a sample D ∈ D for mapping. Particularly on
strain level, reference sequences exhibit high sequence similarities, thus some reads
are expected to match to different genome sequences equally well. These reads
are defined as shared reads and we account for all their multiple hits. However,
the exact matching position in a reference genome Si is not of importance and
several position hits of one read on the same reference Si are counted as one. For
the mapping itself, a pseudo-alignment approach provided as part of the kallisto
implementation [75] is applied. As no exact alignments are required for our purpose,
a pseudo-aligner is sufficient and proves to be much faster and accurate using a fast
kmer-based approach. Here, we gain significant improvements over our previously
published tool GASiC, which relied on individual reference alignments by Bowtie
2 [192].
Altogether, we extract and count the number of read hits each reference genome
receives and refer to it as mapping abundance ci of taxon Si. In case the data
set D consists of mainly dissimilar references and is dominated by clearly unique
mappings, the observed mapping abundances ci may already closely reflect the
underlying true abundances of the taxa. However, if many similar references are
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present, which is a common scenario on strain level, a large bias is present due to
multiple hits of shared reads. The sum of the mapping abundances of all taxa then
drastically exceeds the number of input reads.

4.2.2. Abundance estimation

Following the idea introduced in GASiC, we rely on a simulation-based represen-
tation of reference genome similarities to resolve the effect of shared reads. A
similarity matrix is constructed, which encodes the proportion of reads which are
expected to be shared among all pairwise combinations of reference sequences con-
sidered. Reads are simulated using Mason [193] based on each reference sequence,
and are subsequently mapped to all references following the same competitive map-
ping setup as applied to the reads of D in the step before. The key element is to
imitate sequencing, read, and mapping characteristics as good as possible to re-
produce the source of ambiguities. Parameters such as read length and mismatch
probability are crucial for the simulation of reads, and are inferred from the raw
reads of D. The square matrix A= ( aij ), i,j= 1,. . . ,M ,is computed column-wise
for each reference, with aij referring to the count of reads simulated from reference
j which map to reference i. Next, the matrix is normalized column-wise by the read
count ajj , the number of simulated reads which are assigned back to their reference
of origin. Thus, the matrix A = (aij / ajj), i,j= 1,. . . ,M , holds values between
zero and one.
Replacing the classic linear model of GASiC, we formulate a new generalized linear
model (GLM) with the vector of absolute mapping abundances c and similarity
matrix A to correct for the shared read biases. Aiming to recover the true, but
unknown, abundances r of the taxa:

c = A · r + ε

with A = (aij), i,j= 1, . . . ,M, c = (c1, c2, ..., cM )T , r = (r1, r2, ..., rM )T with non-
negativity constraint r ≥ 0, and error term ε. The observed mapping count ci of
taxon i corresponds to a summed mixture of the underlying true abundance ri of
taxon i and a proportion of shared read counts rj due to the other references:

ci = ri +
M∑
i 6=j

aij · rj + εi

with taxon i and taxa j = {1...M} 6= i.
The GLM is defined by an identity link function as a linear relation of compo-
nents holds to explain the observed mapping counts. However, in this setting of
discrete counts the error ε is defined to follow a poisson distribution. We expect
and observed no overdispersion in the abundance estimates within a sample after
ambiguity correction by the model. This is in contrast to measurements of repli-
cate samples, which may display overdispersion and motivate a negative-binomial
assumption [95]. The GLM is internally solved by an iteratively reweighted least
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squares (IRLS) to find the maximum likelihood estimates referring to the true abun-
dance estimates ri for each taxon i. Along with the abundance estimates, standard
errors are computed which report the range of accuracy and reliability of the abun-
dance estimates. Further, p-values are given for each taxa estimate as a measure
of significance.
In case of high uncertainty about the presence of a crucial amount of taxa within
the selected set of references, the application of an implemented filtering is possible.
Thereby, p-values above a set threshold, commonly a value of 0.05, and estimates
below a minimum number of assigned reads are used as indicators for false-positive
estimates. The filtering step helps to numerically stabilize the equation system in
case of many absent taxa and a re-optimization step is subsequently conducted.

4.2.3. Differential abundance

In this section, the focus is on comparing metagenomics samples. The objective is
to identify which taxa significantly change their abundance from one metagenome
sample to another as well as which hold a constant abundance. For the differen-
tial abundance assessment of similar strains the integration of the variance of their
abundance estimates is crucial. Hence, in place of directly comparing abundance
point estimates of taxa between samples, we make use of the estimates as well as
their standard errors.
First, the comparison of different samples requires accounting for potentially dif-
ferent numbers of total input reads N. The number of input reads has a significant
impact on the computed abundances r and standard error estimates. A linear
dependence is clearly noticeable (see Appendix Fig.C1) and is in agreement with
theoretical derivations of the GLM framework. The abundance count estimate r
scales linear with the number of reads whereas the standard error scales quadratic.
This means the accuracy of abundance estimates improves with increased number
of input reads as expected. Altogether, a normalization factor is required and a
factor of Nx/Ny is correspondingly applied to samples Dx and Dy to achieve a
comparable base between samples.
In the next step, we integrate abundance estimates and corresponding standard
errors to infer an abundance distribution for each taxon in each sample. Here, it
is assumed that the unknown true abundance count of a taxon underlies a pois-
son distribution. The potential bias due to falsely assigned reads to taxa, after
correction for read ambiguities by the GLM model, is not expected to exceed the
variance of a poisson distribution. But, an analytical approach is not feasible here,
as the exact distribution is described in practice by a mixture of poisson distri-
butions. However, an empirical approach can be pursued, which is realized by a
two-step sampling process: In the first step, we define intervals with abundance
estimates ri + /−their standard errors as boundaries for each listed taxon. We use
a scale unit of one standard error, as this reflects the uncertainty interval which is
expected to contain the abundance estimate. Subsequently, potential abundance
point estimates are uniformly sampled from this interval. Concurrently each of
these sampled values refers to a λ value of a poisson distribution. In the second
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step, for each taxon and each potential λ of it, 500 values in a default setup are
drawn from the corresponding defined poisson distribution with parameter λ. This
creates one empirical distribution based on a specific λ for the taxon. Pooling all
empirical distributions, created by all the different λ which are assigned to the
taxon, results in an overall empirical distribution comprising 50,000 poisson draws
by default setup. We refer to it as empirical abundance distribution of a taxon.
In order to assess whether taxa show differential abundance between two samples,
their abundance distributions need to be compared. As we rely on empirical distri-
butions here, no analytical form of standard differential testing is applicable. Yet,
we can transfer the assessment of differential abundance to the question to which
extent the corresponding abundance distributions overlap. Clearly separated distri-
butions refer to a significant abundance change, while an increasing overlap points
to smaller or no significant difference. Measuring the separation of the distribu-
tions is implemented by randomly drawing pairs of values from either distribution.
The difference within each pair is computed and yields an overall distribution of
differences as a result. Thereby, the location of the zero value related to the distri-
bution of differences is meaningful. A zero value moving towards the center of the
distribution reflects a higher previous overlap and corresponds to a less significant
abundance change. An empirical p-value is correspondingly inferred by determin-
ing the quantile of the zero value within the distribution.
In case a taxon is only detected within one sample, while absent in the other, the
single abundance distribution of the taxon is tested against a user-defined threshold
corresponding to a minimum read count. The latter test yields the significance of
taxa presence in this one sample.
Generally, p-values are calculated individually for all taxa considered in the sam-
ples of comparison, either to assess differential abundance of taxa present in both
samples or to infer new appearance of taxa in only one sample. Thus, p-values need
to be adjusted for multiplicity, which is performed by the method of Benjamini-
Hochberg [106]. A final report is provided listing all taxa tested for differential
abundance along with normalized abundance estimates for each sample, log2 fold
changes, and adjusted p-values.

4.2.4. Implementation

DiTASiC is implemented in Python3 and R (version ≥ 3.3.1), and is available from
https://rki_bioinformatics.gitlab.io/ditasic. Further, a linked webpage
and user manual provides easy guidance through the three main commands. Di-
TASiC is based on a flexible design and allows the integration of mapping algorithms
and read simulators of choice. Our implementation uses the current state of the art
pseudo-alignment algorithm provided within the kallisto framework [75], which can
be individually called by the command kallisto pseudo. As a prerequisite, an overall
index is built on selected reference sequences. Using the generated tsv and ec file
formats, we extract the mapping counts of the contigs and merge them according
to genomes. This allows circumventing the use of large SAM files. Further, read
simulators need to be optimally adapted to capture the read characteristics. Here,
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the Mason simulator [193] serves as default.

4.3. Experimental setup

We tested DiTASiC and existing approaches on a variety of data sets from four
different sources (Table 4.1), challenging the tools by number of taxa, total number
of input reads, read characteristics, abundance complexity, and degree of reference
similarities. A comprehensive simulation setup is established to enable abun-dance
estimation as well as differential evaluation on an exact ground truth at which taxa
proportions are known. In total, we consider eleven different simulation sets char-
acterized by many strain clusters (Appendix Fig. C2-3), and distinguish between
three groups: Group (1) serves to evaluate the abundance performance with differ-
ent proportions of absent taxa, group (2) defined by all 35 taxa ensures an unbiased
differential abundance evaluation in pairwise comparisons, and group (3) focuses
on the resolution of large and highly similar strain clusters as well as on the impact
of missing strains. Further, we relied on the Illumina based FAMeS data set of
Pignatelli and Moya (2011) [194], evolved from the original set by Mavromatis et
al. (2007) [195], which covers low (LC), medium (MC) and high complexity (HC)
metagenomics profiles (Appendix Fig. C4). Additionally, we tested the popular Il-
lumina 100 data sample [196], which serves as benchmark set in the latest relevant
studies [180, 197]. Last, we used two benchmark data sets of medium complexity
from a current comparative metagenomics challenge, CAMI [118]. We further ex-
tended the CAMI sets by simulated spike-in data, adding 30 new strains of genera
already present in the original set and 20 million reads per sample, to create an
additional ground truth for differential assessment.

Further details on the data sets and parameter settings are found in the Ap-
pendix C. In all presented data sets, ground truth of relative abundances of taxa

Table 4.1.: Characteristics of the four data sources: CAMI, FAMeS, Illumina 100 data
(i100), and the simulation setups (Sim (1), (2), (3)). Each reference set is defined by
the union of references of the underlying samples. All read profiles follow Illumina
characteristics (* reads are simulated by Mason).
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is available. Comparing the samples, a ground truth to classify differentially or
non-differentially abundant taxa is given for the simulation and CAMI study, while
fold-change accuracy can be assessed in all data sources.

4.4. Results

In the following sections, we demonstrate the performance of DiTASiC on the pre-
sented data sets in comparison to existing tools. We separately investigate three
aspects: (i) abundance estimation, (ii) absent and missing taxa, and (iii) differential
abundance. Evaluations focus on the accuracy of estimates of relative taxa abun-
dance as well as fold change, and on sensitivity and specificity concerning detection
of differentially abundant taxa.

4.4.1. Abundance estimation

In this first part, we address the quantification of taxa in a given metagenomics
sample, aiming for the highest taxonomic level. We highlight the strength of our
proposed GLM model for the resolution of shared read counts and subsequent in-
ference of corrected abundance estimates for taxa considered.
We compare to our previously published tool GASiC [73], which relies on individual
reference alignments and a non-negative LASSO modelling approach for abundance
estimation, and present significant improvements. Further we test against the most
recently published tool for RNA-Seq analysis, kallisto [75,180], which has also been
shown to perform superior to other existing tools in the application to metage-
nomics. We also evaluate on the same benchmark data to allow further comparison
of tools (see Appendix C). While we compare against the full version of kallisto, it
is important to note, that we use and integrate the pseudo-aligner of kallisto for
mapping purpose, but not kallisto’s quantification and modelling framework. Yet
our main focus in this work is the modelling and resolution of arising read ambi-
guities due to highly similar genome sequences considered. Hence, the comparison
of DiTASiC to kallisto in this section refers to a comparison of our GLM model to
the statistical EM framework of kallisto.
All tools are applied to each sample individually, in total we consider and evaluate
17 different samples from four data sources. The output of all three tools are ab-
solute read counts assigned to each taxa in the data set considered. Normalization
is applied by dividing all absolute taxa counts by the total number of input reads
of the corresponding sample. We receive an estimation of a quantitative taxa com-
position of a sample as a result.
All data sets described here provide a ground truth of taxa abundance proportions,
enabling us to assess the difference between truth and estimate. As an error mea-
sure we apply the SSE (Sum of Squared Errors) to evaluate the accuracy of the
given estimates, the SSE also penalizes abundance estimates obtained for absent
taxa.

The resulting error measures of abundance estimation by DiTASiC, GASiC, and
kallisto, according to all different data sets are reported in Table 4.2. Overall, Di-
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Table 4.2.: Accuracy of taxa abundance estimates by DiTASiC, kallisto and GASiC.
Accuracy is defined by the SSE (sum of squared error) between estimates and available
ground truth. A significant error reduction is shown for DiTASiC compared to GASiC
and a comparable performance is observed for kallisto (highest accuracy is depicted in
bold print). GASiC was not run on CAMI data due to computational limitations.

TASiC strongly reduces the error on all data sets compared to GASiC by several
orders of magnitude. Further, DiTASiC shows either comparable and in many cases
improved performance to kallisto. Generally, reported error values are dependent
on data size and prevailing genome similarities. However, the presented values refer
to a remarkably high accuracy of abundance estimates overall. Smallest divergences
of estimates from the ground truth are found for the FAMeS data sets (Appendix
Fig. C5). This is expected due to less pronounced reference similarities within the
data and moderate median abundance proportions, meaning less challenge for the
resolution models. The CAMI data do pose a much greater challenge, considering
255 taxa for quantification with several strain clusters and some extremely small
relative abundance values. Yet, highly accurate taxa estimates, apart from few
small outliers, are obtained by DiTASiC; notably also for very low relative abun-
dances below 0.01% (see also Appendix Fig. C6). CAMI data was not analyzed
with GASiC due to computational limitations. The commonly used i100 data set is
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characterized by shorter reads derived from different bacterial strain clusters. Di-
TASiC achieves an improved accuracy in comparison to kallisto, and also to further
tools when compared to the values reported in a recent benchmark study of differ-
ent abundance profiling tools on the i100 set [180] (see Appendix C and Fig. C7).
The simulation data serves as a challenge with a high number of similar strains
and a smaller number of reads available for assignment. In comparison, samples
in CAMI hold 150 times more reads with only seven times more taxa. The results
show that DiTASiC performs superior in all sets of simulation group (2), where all
taxa are present, while errors are proportionally higher in sets of group (1), where
taxa are absent. Group (1) is primarily defined by the absence of distant strains
or entire strain clusters; the EM algorithm of kallisto proves to be slightly more
accurate in these scenarios. However, sets in simulation group (3) are character-
ized by the absence of strains from highly similar clusters and by the presence of
very large clusters of high sequence similarities. Here, DiTASiC demonstrates to
be more powerful (Appendix Fig. C8). Notably, we observe an increased error of
abundance estimates in kallisto predominantly for highly similar strain sequences.
In contrast, DiTASiC reveals its particular strength in the resolution of these strain
clusters, it demonstrates to precisely distinguish abundances down to sub-strains
with sequence similarities above 95%. Different examples are found for the CAMI,
i100 and simulation data, considering diverse Escherichia coli cluster, Corynebac-
terium and Staphylococcus aureus cluster (Appendix Fig. C9). Here, an accurate
cluster resolution is obtained by DiTASiC, and common errors such as abundance
interchange or equalization of similar sub-strains are avoided.
Appendix Figure C10 visualizes the taxa abundance estimates of the different tools
in comparison to the observed mapping abundances, exemplary for three simulation
sets of different complexity. It clearly demonstrates how the mapping abundance,
biased due to read ambiguities, mainly overestimates the ground truth and further
assigns abundance counts to absent taxa. GASiC shows some significant over- and
underestimations, while the accuracy of DiTASiC and kallisto is consistently high.
Further, a study of two replicate sets, defined by read sets simulated with the same
abundance profile, proves robustness and precise reproducibility of results by Di-
TASiC as well as kallisto, with significant improvement over GASiC (Appendix Fig.
C11).

4.4.2. Absent and missing taxa

We recommend prior pre-filtering of references to focus on reference genomes of
species expected in the data. Still, frequently we consider more references than taxa
actually present in the data and an inclusion of all potentially abundant strains is
advised.
Hence, in the simulation group (1) and (3) and the FAMeS data, which hold different
proportions of absent taxa, we tested the detection performance of DiTASiC. The
internal filtering is conducted to infer potential false-positive taxa in the given
sets. In the simulation group (1) the abundant taxa proportions of 28%, 40% and
45%, respectively, are exactly detected with neither false-positive nor false-negative
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calls. In the FAMeS data, proportion of absent taxa based on the reference set
corresponds to 8%, 9%, and 8% in the three samples. DiTASiC achieves sensitivity
and specificity of 100% for the MC and HC data. In the LC set, a false-negative is
caused by missing one abundant taxon, resulting in a decreased sensitivity of 99.1%.
(Appendix Table C1). In simulation group (3), set 10 serves to study the impact
of absent strains from highly similar clusters and indicates unbiased abundance
estimation of strains of the affected clusters by DiTASiC (refer to Appendix Fig.
C7). In another study, reads derived from 55 taxa are contrasted to a reduced
reference set of 35 taxa to investigate the impact of missing taxa in a selected
reference set. First, we observe that 11% of the reads are not aligned; second, it
is shown that abundance estimates of some taxa are overestimated by DiTASiC.
However, a closer look reveals that it concerns closely related strains which show
an increased abundance due to miss-ing strains within their cluster. The results
propose that no overall abundance bias is caused (Appendix Fig. C12).

4.4.3. Differential taxa abundance

Here, we evaluate pairwise comparisons of metagenomics samples, aiming to reveal
the change of taxa compositions at the highest taxonomic level. We demonstrate
how the entire process of read ambiguity resolution and incorporating the uncer-
tainty of abundance estimates has a crucial impact on differential assessment on
strain level. As a result, a more accurate detection of differential events is achieved,
particularly in case of small changes. False-positives are significantly reduced.
In order to evaluate independent of technical and biological variance factors, we
do not consider replicate samples and comparisons here. This way we can test our
specifically addressed differential method and prove the validity and impact of the
abundance variance without bias. We compare our approach to STAMP [182,183],
which is available for pairwise comparisons to exemplary demonstrate the impor-
tance of the issues of read ambiguities and abundance estimation uncertainties. The
mapping abundances of the taxa serve as input for STAMP. STAMP is a software
package providing several statistical tests for differential taxonomic and functional
assessment and a user-friendly graphical interface. The recommended option of a
G-test with Yates continuity correction followed by a Benjamini-Hochberg adjust-
ment is selected.
Different metagenome comparisons are conducted within the presented data sources.
Evaluations focus on correct detections of differentially abundant taxa and on
accuracy of taxa fold changes. For the simulation data and the CAMI spike-in
data, ground truth is available for specific classification into differential and non-
differential taxa, results are described by measures of sensitivity, specificity, and
accuracy as combined measure of correct detections. For the FAMeS and the orig-
inal CAMI data, no classification is provided, here, the accuracy of fold changes is
evaluated by using the SSE instead.
Different pairwise comparisons of the simulation data cover various scenarios of
non-differential and differential events. A p-value cutoff of 0.05, adjusted for mul-
tiplicity, is used to define differentially abundant taxa. Evaluation results for the
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Table 4.3.: Evaluation of differential taxa abundance by DiTASiC and STAMP based
on sample comparisons within the simulation data and the CAMI data set. A p-value
cutoff of 0.05 is used to define differentially abundant taxa. In most scenarios, DiTASiC
achieves exact detections, holding a false-discovery rate (FDR) of zero and accuracy
above 97% overall. A reduced accuracy performance by STAMP, using mapping abun-
dances, confirms the significant impact of read ambiguities and abundance estimate
uncertainties. *in case no differential events, FDR and sensitivity cannot be computed (n.a.)

simulation data are presented in Table 4.3.
For all scenarios, DiTASiC reports no false-positive hits, holding a false-discovery

rate (FDR) of zero and a resulting specificity of one. Further, in five out of eight
comparisons also a sensitivity of 100% is achieved. In the other three cases, the
detection of one known differentially abundant taxon fails resulting in one false-
negative detection and corresponding sensitivities of 97%. Here, it concerns the
differential detection of the sub-strain E.coli K12 MG1655, which holds accurate
abundance estimates but fairly large standard errors, arising due to uncertainties
because of high sequence similarity of 98% with another E.coli sub-strain DH10B.
The known relative abundance decrease by 1% is very small and hereby falls in the
abundance variance range, while an increase by 3% for sub-strain DH10B could be
detected as well as differences below 1% for the other E.coli strains in the cluster.
In general contrast are the results obtained for STAMP, showing a strong tendency
of identifying non-differential taxa as differentially expressed, causing high numbers
of false-positives. As abundance estimates underlie some variation, additionally bi-
ased due to read ambiguities, these results confirm how the inclusion of standard
errors is crucial to identify taxa with consistent abundances. The FDR of STAMP
ranges from 12 % to 63% and the overall accuracy from 46% to 86%.
A similar situation is observed for the CAMI spike-in data. DiTASiC correctly de-
tects all 15 differential and 15 non-differential taxa. However, all 30 taxa are found
to be differentially abundant by STAMP, resulting in an accuracy of only 50%.
Considering the entire CAMI data set, fold changes, spanning from 0.0009 to 1024,
are proven to be highly accurate for DiTASiC with an SSE 19 times smaller com-
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pared to the STAMP output. Further, the assigned p-values by DiTASiC clearly
separate the spiked-in non-differential and differential taxa (Appendix Fig. C13).
All other taxa of the data set, holding fold change values greater than zero, also
receive very small p-values stating differential abundance, but cannot be further
confirmed.
Pairwise metagenome comparisons within the FAMeS data also exhibit high fold
change accuracies, as consequence to the former highly accurate abundance esti-
mates. Corresponding SSE values are two magnitudes smaller compared to the
ones computed by STAMP (see Appendix Table C2).

4.5. Discussion of results

This work demonstrates the challenges concerning strain level resolution in metage-
nomics data and the need for dedicated methods for quantification and differential
abundance testing. DiTASiC addresses these challenges and provides novel ap-
proaches.
The inference of taxa abundances by directly counting mapped reads is not suit-
able on strain level. Although read mappers have significantly improved in speed
and mapping accuracy, they cannot resolve shared read assignments and thereby
cannot directly output correct abundances. Our results show the bias introduced
by the pseudoaligner of kallisto (without its well working EM-based quantification
framework): the abundances of most taxa are overestimated and many actually
absent taxa are assigned positive abundances. This effect is due to shared read
counts, caused by highly similar reference sequences of strains in a metagenomics
sample. DiTASiC is based on a new GLM framework, adapted to characteristics of
taxa data for the resolution of shared read counts. As a result, it provides highly
accurate abundance estimates for taxa in different metagenomics samples. Thereby,
DiTASiC proves excellent performance independent of abundance profile complex-
ities and also shows reduced errors in comparison to existing tools on a recent
benchmark study on the i100 data [180]. It enables accuracy in a large range of
relative abundances from 0.001% to 30% present in the various data sets. Further,
while generally the read coverage in a metagenomics sample is a critical factor for
abundance estimation, the degree of reference similarities of present taxa means a
greater challenge. Thus, on the FAMeS data set with 122 taxa, but many dissim-
ilar species, all tools achieve overall higher abundance accuracy compared to the
simulation sets with only 35 taxa holding almost the same number of input reads,
but different challenging strain clusters. However, the GLM model of DiTASiC
proves specific strength in highly accurate abundance resolution within strain clus-
ters, as is shown for various examples in the i100, CAMI and simulation studies. In
particular, it demonstrates to precisely distinguish abundances down to sub-strains
which share sequence similarities above 95%. Whereas this is more challenging for
kallisto, which was similarly reported in a benchmark study by McLoughlin, 2016.
An important point is that the similarity matrix used in DiTASiC is not neces-
sarily symmetric. Hence, the simulated proportion of reads shared from reference
i with reference j can differ from the proportion reference j shares with reference
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i. We observe these dissimilarities in the matrix e.g. for the E.coli clusters and
hypothesize that this may explain the good performance of DiTASiC, as it allows
capturing sub-strain sequences, which may be shorter, but highly similar to other
longer strain sequences.
The framework of DiTASiC is also robust with increasing sequencing error, as the
internal matrix simulations account for the error profiles found in the raw reads.
However, as a consequence, misaligned reads in addition to shared reads will cause
abundance bias, which poses another resolution challenge. Further, missing or un-
known taxa in reference sets may introduce quantification bias. However, one of our
studies indicates that closely related strains compensate for missing ones and not
affected strain cluster remain stable. Overall, DiTASiC shows certain robustness
on imperfect reference sets with either missing or false-positive taxa included. Nev-
ertheless, explicitly accounting for non-mapped reads and their missed abundance
proportion could be included in future work.
All in all, the accuracy of the abundance estimation has an immediate impact on
the accuracy that can be achieved in the differential abundance analysis of the taxa.
This is clearly observable in the comparisons of the FAMeS data sets, which result
in highly accurate fold change estimates in consequence of the accurate abundance
estimates that were obtained.
However, for differential abundance testing, in order to distinguish differentially
and non-differentially abundant taxa, the uncertainty of the abundance estimates
plays a crucial role. Especially on strain level, this variance reflects uncertainties
in the underlying read ambiguity resolution in the presence of highly similar refer-
ence sequences. DiTASiC introduces a new statistical framework, which integrates
the abundance variance and forms abundance distributions for differential testing
sensitive to strain level.
Generally in comparative metagenomics, it is difficult to predict how a commu-
nity of taxa in a sample will change, as there is a variety of influential factors
involved. A study by [187], demonstrates how human actions can cause next-day
abundance change in the microbiome. Hence, putting assumptions on data for
composition change is complex. Further, although taxa abundance data and gene
expression data share discrete count data characteristics, assumptions commonly
made for gene expression for differential analysis cannot be easily transferred. One
of the most common assumptions is that the majority of features will not be dif-
ferentially changed. This is reasonable for genes in a cell as no global change of
expression of all genes is biologically expected. In metagenomics studies though,
antibiotics treatment has shown to cause rapid change of microbial compositions in
human samples [198]. Further, gene expression data in RNA-Seq studies are often
characterized by overdispersion and correspondingly modelled by negative binomial
distributions.
Different popular RNA-Seq tools as well as standard statistical test are frequently
applied to metagenomics gene data for differential analysis, however, have been
shown to not capture the data well in all cases [98]. Similar problems are observed
when considering differential taxa abundance. In a study of plaque samples, DE-
Seq and edgeR were also shown to not fit the data properly [99]. Hence overall, it
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is important to distinguish gene and taxa level and critically assess corresponding
assumptions. Furthermore, defining assumptions to capture all diverse structures
of metagenomics data might pose an almost impossible challenge. Here, we propose
an independent statistical framework for differential testing of all individual taxa
in the set, without putting any assumptions on overall composition change.
We evaluated our approach on diverse scenarios, covering sets with only non-
differential events to sets with overall change, and can indicate overall correct de-
tections. Further, the method is not dependent on the presence of a taxon in both
samples of comparison, it also serves as test on taxa emergence or extinction.
In contrast, STAMP yields many false-positives, which reflects the importance of
read ambiguity resolution and integration of abundance uncertainties for strain level
analysis. In cases of extremely similar strain sequences, however, large standard
errors for the estimates can occur, as shown for the two E.coli sub-strains, and
can consequently cause a lower limit for the detection of very small fold-changes in
DiTASiC.
Generally, DiTASiC is neither limited to bacteria nor any taxonomic level. Also its
concept is applicable to any ambiguity resolution in which the similarities causing
the ambiguities can be described. Further, variance of sample replicates pose an-
other crucial variance source, integration could be achieved by not sampling from
the mixture of poisson distributions of one experiment, but across all replicates.
DiTASiC is independent of specific databases or any additional data information,
it simply relies on the raw reads and on a (pre-filtered) species reference set in fasta
format, the latter can also contain assemblies or fragmented sequences.

To summarize, this contribution focuses on the resolution on strain level in metage-
nomics data concerning taxa quantification and differential abundance assessment.
We point out the challenges arising on strain level due to the presence of highly sim-
ilar reference sequences. We present DiTASiC, which provides a new GLM frame-
work for the resolution of shared read counts and introduce a statistical framework,
which integrates abundance variances, for differential testing sensitive to strain
level. As a result, highly accurate abundance estimates down to sub-strain level
as well as detections of differentially abundant taxa are obtained. Evaluations are
conducted on different data sources and in comparison to existing methods.
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Enormous advances in high-throughput technologies have promoted quantification
studies in genomics and proteomics research in the last decade. Quantification of
genes, proteins or taxa in mixed samples is fundamental to gain deeper understand-
ing of biological processes. The massively parallel nature and enhanced resolution
capabilities of MS and NGS instruments have opened a large range of applica-
tions. Quantification workflows are highly diverse, following different techniques
and protocols that comprise many steps from sample preparation to data acquisi-
tion [17,28]. Multiple error sources are hidden within the process which cause biases
in quantitative measures. Processing of raw measurements and analyses tailored
to the biological question of interest are one of the most important steps and can
ruin a whole experiment if not conducted accurately. Accuracy in quantification
is vital for any downstream analysis and has an immediate impact on differential
abundance studies.
With the fast advances of modern NGS and MS devices, the development of com-
putational methods for quantitative data processing is still lagging behind. The
inference of accurate quantitative estimates from a sample remains a complex chal-
lenge. A strong demand for new approaches to address and correct quantitative
biases constantly persists. This thesis presents new statistical strategies to improve
the quantification accuracy of data types from high-throughput applications. The
work points out parallels between different omics fields and stresses the benefit
of transferring established statistical concepts, while equivalently emphasizing the
importance of integrating specific error and data characteristics to improve quan-
tification results.

In Chapter 2, a comprehensive and novel statistical framework for the analysis
of AP-MS data based on protein count measures to identify protein-protein inter-
action candidates is presented. Chapter 3 is dedicated to the fundamental pre-
processing step of inferring accurate protein quantities from heterogeneous pep-
tide spectra measurements, an often underestimated task referred to as peptide-
to-protein summarization. Chapter 4 approaches higher taxonomic resolution in
NGS-based metagenomics data. It addresses accurate abundance estimation and
differential testing sensitive to strain and sub-strain level.

Overall, the three projects provide novel approaches to solve current challenges in
the high-throughput quantitative analysis field. The work demonstrates the appli-
cability and transfer of well-known pre-processing methods such as normalization
and statistical filtering, originating from genomics data analysis, to the quantita-
tive proteomics field and confirms its potential to enhance results in proteomics
studies alike. Equivalently, statistical models designed for differential analyses in
microarray studies, and further adjusted to NGS data, are also shown to be adapt-
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able to MS data. The integration of statistical concepts and a thorough evaluation
of quantitative estimates by statistical measures is strengthened in all three anal-
ysis methods. Moreover, the work stresses, that in addition to pure quantitative
information, other feature information arising with the experiment can be highly
valuable to appraise measurement reliability. It emphasizes that the quality of
quantitative measures is frequently reflected by attached features and that this
information should be fully considered for quantification assessment. Generally,
errors in the quantification process cause variance in quantitative measures and,
despite the application of correction methods, uncertainties in final abundance es-
timates always remain. The last project focuses on the variance arising within the
abundance estimation process and highlights the importance to integrate this vari-
ance in quantification models. The abundance variance is particularly relevant for
differential quantitative comparisons. Yet, in most methods, only sample variances
of technical or biological replicates are considered.

With the first project referred to as APMS-WAPP, a comprehensive statistical
framework of pre- and post-processing is introduced for detecting protein-protein
interactions in AP-MS data. Based on various simulation data sets and an ex-
perimental study of the pathogenicity island 1 of Salmonella Typhimurium, the
significant impact of pre-processing methods on enhancing interaction candidate
lists is demonstrated. Application of normalization methods adjusted to AP-MS
characteristics yield an increase of 20-40% in the number of true interaction can-
didates in simulated benchmark sets. Further, an additional filtering step reduces
the multiple testing problem and increases detection sensitivity. As a novel and
alternative scoring scheme to evaluate candidates, the TSPM model originating
from RNA-Seq analyses is transferred and proves its efficiency in separating true
interactors from contaminants. For post-processing, a permutation approach com-
bined with FWER or FDR controlling procedures enables a specified cutoff choice
according to the intention of the experiment. As a result, three workflow options
are provided in our R-package to generate reliable lists of interaction candidates for
wet-lab scientists.

The second project addresses the problem of heterogeneous peptide measure-
ments and the need for sophisticated strategies to infer accurate protein abundance
estimates. iPQF is presented as novel peptide-to protein summarization method
which uses spectrum feature information in conjunction with quantitative values
for improving protein abundance estimation. Significant correlations between spec-
tra features and quantification accuracy of a spectrum are revealed in this work.
Diverse features are investigated and their combined strength is proven to be pow-
erful to assess spectra reliability. The introduced summarization method is the
first to consider feature information and to control the contribution of peptides to
protein quantification according to their spectra feature reliability. This approach
is shown to be particularly strong in scenarios of small to medium numbers of spec-
tra per protein with large measurement variation, which refers to a common case
in many proteomics data sets. A comprehensive evaluation of iPQF to nine pro-
tein abundance inference methods on five different data sets demonstrates a robust
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and superior performance. It proves the benefit of feature integration for improved
protein quantification.

In NGS based studies, quantification is determined by the summarization and res-
olution of reads assigned to genome reference sequences. Specific challenges arise
when aiming for higher taxonomic quantitative resolution in metagenomics data
due to the presence of highly similar reference sequences. DiTASiC addresses these
challenges and provides novel approaches for taxa quantification and differential
abundance testing beyond species level. A new GLM framework is introduced to
resolve the significant shared read count biases and a new statistical framework en-
ables sophisticated differential testing by integrating estimation uncertainties and
forming abundance distributions. DiTASiC provides highly accurate taxa abun-
dance estimations in data sets of diverse complexity, with taxa proportions ranging
from 0.001% to 30% in a sample. The tool proves particular strength in accurate
resolution of clusters holding many similar strains, even precisely distinguishing
abundances of sub-strains with sequence similarities above 95%. Its superior per-
formance on strain and sub-strain level to state-of-the art tools is highlighted on
latest benchmark sets.

5.1. Outlook

Although new approaches are presented in this thesis, which enhance the current
repertoire of computational methods to achieve higher quantification accuracy in
three high-throughput applications, still various challenges remain. Naturally, dif-
ferent shortcomings are found in the existing methods. In this section, individual
improvements and extensions for the presented methods are considered and a global
perspective on desired advances for high-throughput quantification analysis is given.

The introduced AP-MS analysis framework is applied to protein data and relies
exclusively on spectral count information. While spectral counting refers to a ro-
bust quantitative measure, additional quantitative information such as the number
of different peptides and the actual sequence coverage per protein can be valuable
to refine the quantitative picture of an interaction candidate. It is worthwhile to
distinguish whether the number of spectral counts of a protein is only based on
one detected peptide sequence or is composed of different peptides supporting the
protein detection. A higher peptide count and higher protein coverage in bait sam-
ples certainly points to a more reliable protein interaction candidate, especially if a
reduced peptide number per protein is observed in negative controls. Equivalently,
the average MS1 intensity of the peptides could serve as an additional indicator.
Peptide number and average MS1 intensity could be used as a weighting factor ap-
plied to interaction sores for a more fine-grained candidate ranking. This weighting
should take place after application of the permutation system. Further, the presence
of shared peptides needs be more closely investigated in the pre-processing. Par-
ticularly candidates with no unique peptide hits are more likely to be false-positive
identifications and should be flagged correspondingly.
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In general, proteins do not act individually but form protein complexes to fulfill
essential biological functions. The identification of protein complexes is another
objective in AP-MS analysis and is not considered in this work so far. A bait protein
is commonly involved in multiple complexes. Consequently, prey proteins captured
in one purification may originate from different complexes and do not share a direct
interaction necessarily. Hence, a protein complex cannot be inferred straightforward
from one pull-down experiment and strategies are needed to evaluate an existing
linkage of two proteins to the same complex. Two main types of models, the
spoke and matrix model have evolved to detect co-complex interactions between two
proteins based on their counts obtained from different bait pull-down experiments
[199]. The former model focuses only on bait-prey connections, while the latter
also integrates prey-prey interactions and builds a matrix of all bait-prey counts.
Considering protein counts from several negative controls can be referred to a pure
false-positive prey-prey matrix. Hence, the permutation strategy of APMS-WAPP
could be adapted in a way that protein complex scores obtained from the bait-prey
count matrix are contrasted to scores from a matrix based on negative controls.
Moreover, in a large multiple bait study, true interactions of bait-prey pairs are
expected to re-occur in reverse pull-downs and generally a consistent interaction
network is assumed. Protein interactions forming a complex should receive higher
scores from a consistent and original bait-prey count matrix than from a distorted
matrix. Thus, instead of using negative controls, a distorted matrix could be created
by randomly shuffling counts within the matrix or by exchanging small bi-clusters of
counts between bait-prey groups to ensure similar data distributions. This could be
a new permutation concept for protein complex evaluation and a potential extension
of the APMS-WAPP applicability.

As negative controls in AP-MS studies are largely independent of the bait pro-
teins of interest, findings from previous control samples can already help to identify
contaminants in new studies. Meanwhile, a contaminant repository for affinity
purification mass spectrometry data, referred to as the CRAPome, has been es-
tablished by Mellacheruvu et al. [129]. It is recommended to link the CRAPome
database to the pre-processing of APMS-WAPP for pre-filtering for known contam-
inants as a next implementation step. Further, assessing the abundance ratio that
known contaminants exhibit between bait and control samples provides useful infor-
mation about the background signal strength and further evaluates the computed
FDR threshold.

Furthermore, the developers of SAINT have introduced SAINT-MS1 as a follow-
up tool [125]. SAINT-MS1 still focuses on the protein level, but now enables us-
ing continuous MS1 intensities as quantitative measure instead of spectral counts.
Hence, in this context, another new idea is to conduct the entire analysis on peptide
level instead of protein level. This provides more values and information per pro-
tein and could be particularly beneficial if only few replicates are available. Using
the MS1 intensities of the peptides can potentially enhance the separation of true
protein interactions from contaminants. For example, in case of equal numbers of
spectral counts in bait and control samples, the underlying peptide signal intensi-
ties can refine the picture by either showing a clear offset or confirming equal signal
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values between the samples. An alternative suggestion is to couple the presented
summarization method iPQF with SAINT-MS1 in a pre-processing step, to achieve
more sensitive protein abundance estimates as input for the APMS framework.

With the development of the iPFQ algorithm, significant correlations of peptide
spectra features to quantification accuracy have been demonstrated. However, so
far, the present work focuses solely on characteristics of the peptides, considering
charge state, length, modification state and other features at the PSM level. Future
investigations should be devoted to more technical features representing aspects of
the experimental workflow, the signal generation and the data acquisition process.
Another problem concerns outlying data values, which can arise due to technical
factors and go beyond a biologically meaningful range. Although such extreme
spectra values receive a smallest possible weight by the algorithm, they still con-
tribute to the overall protein quantification to some extent. The actual variance
of the peptide intensities is not integrated by the algorithm when transforming the
feature values into discrete ranks. Hence, a spectrum receiving the smallest weight
can be a substantial outlier or can as well represent a spectrum with a maximum
but overall small divergence to all other spectra values. A recommendation for fu-
ture developments of iPQF is to integrate a pre-quality filter for testing the variance
of assigned spectrum values. Either this variance can be used to apply a non-linear
ranking scheme or to simply discard spectra with an x-fold variance that clearly
exceeds an expected biological value range.

Assessing the quality of raw measurements and directly integrating properties of
the measures into subsequent data algorithms ensures more data specific analysis.
A crucial step in the presented metagenomics profiling tool DiTASiC is to imitate
the mapping process of the reads to the reference sequences as good as possible to
reproduce and resolve the source of ambiguities. The choice of a read simulator that
closely matches the profile of the raw read data is fundamental in this approach.
While few pre-processing scripts are provided along with DiTASiC to determine
read characteristics for finding an optimal parameter setting for the read simula-
tion, an improved parameter inference directly from the raw read profile is desired.
Read simulators often follow fixed internal settings according to specific sequencing
platforms. But using empirical read-length distribution and error models directly
retrieved from the given read sample would provide a more precise emulation. Fur-
ther, to this end, DiTASiC is only implemented in single read mode. However,
including paired read information would be beneficial. Corresponding implementa-
tion in DiTASiC is easy, only a new extraction script from tsv and ec files based on
a paired-read mapping is required. Paired-read information helps to improve the
mapping accuracy to the taxa and can consequently increase the final abundance
accuracy.

In metagenomics analysis, one also frequently faces the problem that a certain
number of reads cannot be mapped to any reference sequence given. Reasons for
unmapped reads of a sample can be either novel taxa, for which no reference se-
quence is known yet, or genome sequences which have been missed to be included,
or reads derived due to contamination or sequencing errors. DiTASiC proves cer-
tain robustness on imperfect data sets. In studies, the tool has shown that closely
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related strains compensate for missed strains by receiving increased abundance es-
timates, while distant strains remain unaffected. However, the number of reads,
which cannot be mapped to any reference and are not captured by closely re-
lated strains, signify missed abundance proportions. A precise assessment of actual
missed abundance proportions becomes especially crucial when comparing metage-
nomics communities with differing amounts of unmapped reads. Relative abun-
dances of detected taxa may be affected with different abundance overestimation
and may not be comparable between samples. One suggestion is to include an
unmapped reference category in the DiTASiC model, incorporating the number of
unmapped reads as an additional equation to solve within the overall model sys-
tem. The added row and column in the similarity matrix refers to a unit vector, as
unmapped reads naturally exclude the shared read status.

DiTASiC was developed with the purpose to enable profiling and accurate abun-
dance resolution down to strain and sub-strain level in metagenomics samples. The
scope of DiTASiC can however be extended to various other applications dealing
with the distinction of highly similar genome sequences. The performance of DiTA-
SiC was investigated in a test case concerned with the identification of candidates
involved in a horizontal gene transfer event and revealed promising results. A sam-
ple containing reads of both the donor and acceptor genome was analyzed aiming
to identify the correct candidates out of a set of 500 potential and highly similar
species candidates. The true donor and acceptor received the most significant p-
values in the abundance estimation by DiTASiC. Follow up investigations in this
direction would be highly interesting to learn more about DiTASiCs applicability
on other objectives.

In summary, all three projects conducted in this thesis aim to minimize quantifi-
cation variation to improve the accuracy of quantification. Here, new stand-alone
strategies addressing certain quantification biases are presented, with focus on sta-
tistical data pre-processing, peptide heterogeneity and integration of estimation
uncertainties. Overall, high-throughput quantification workflows are highly diverse
and multiple sources, from sample preparation to data acquisition and final infer-
ence, cause different errors and variation in quantitative measures. Hence ideally,
all these individual biases from the beginning to the end of the process should be
captured, corrected, and all arising variances should be taken into account to as-
sess an overall quantification reliability of final quantitative estimates. Although
many individual and elaborate software solutions for specific data correction steps
exist, there is still no comprehensive collection which also allows easy tool concate-
nations. Some commercial software suites have emerged, which try to offer a full
service from raw data processing to differential quantitative assessment. However,
even comprehensive tools can mostly only cover a narrow range of experimental se-
tups. Thereby underlying data assumptions, sensitive parameters and limitations
of the methods are rarely emphasized in their descriptions. A general dilemma per-
sists between broad and easy usability of tools and the necessity for data adapted
strategies. Particularly users of non-computational background are confronted with
a difficult challenge to find an optimal quantification workflow according to their
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given data set.
A vision for quantification analysis would be to unify all available data correction
tools of a technology, for instance organized by a platform hosting analysis modules
for the different steps of the quantification process. Further, prior data set assess-
ments are essential to retrieve information on value distribution, sparsity, outliers or
other data features in order to choose appropriate processing methods. In addition,
data assumptions underlying the tools need to be more clearly reported.

A point which is also poorly addressed in data processing concerns the best ap-
plication order of correction algorithms. For instance, whether to apply imputation
strategies for missing values before or after peptide aggregation or whether normal-
ization on peptide or protein level provides more robustness. This comes with a
general demand for reliable benchmark data and testing setups to enable reasonable
evaluation and comparison of tools. A lack of realistic benchmark sets with known
ground truth for evaluation persists in the proteomics and metagenomics field.

As different biases occur along the quantification process and have shown to
affect quantities differently, a comprehensive evaluation of the individual impact
of each bias on final quantitative estimates is needed. Investigating which biases
potentially overlie and to which extent each bias contributes to the final variance
is an important matter and not answered yet. Further, an interesting question is
whether the effect of processing induced biases in a sample poses an actual threat
when studying biological variation between samples. This concerns another ongoing
challenge on how to integrate all the different variances arising in a quantification
process. It involves all experimental induced variances as well as abundance es-
timation variance in individual samples and also global variances with technical,
experimental and biological replicates, while only the latter is mainly considered
in methods so far. Particularly for differential abundance analysis, a decoupling
of these variances becomes crucial to identify true effects caused by biological fac-
tors. A first proposal for integrating abundance variance with replicate variance
in a statistical model has been recently presented by Pimentel et al. [97]. Further
research efforts devoted to this matter are urgently needed for the high-throughput
quantification field.

Additionally, future advances in sensitivity and resolution accuracy in NGS and
MS devices are awaited to overcome certain issues and to decrease technical vari-
ances.
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Fig. A1:  

 

 

 

 

Fig. A1:  Variance distribution of the proteins. The variance of the counts across all samples (bait and control) is 

calculated for each protein. The majority of proteins which exhibit no or only minor changes in counts between bait and 

control samples appear as a first peak close to zero in the variance profile. A cutoff for filtering is proposed in red.    
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Fig. A3:  

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Fig. A3: Count distribution of bait and control samples shown for the different protein classes exemplary for one 

simulation data set (a) without pre-processing and (b) with quantile normalization of the data, but without filtering.  

The different protein classes are defined as: (i) single-hit contaminants: random appearance of a low count in one of the bait 
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samples, (ii) contaminants: proteins showing a similar expression across all samples (3 different classes of contaminants are 

pooled here), (iii) top1:  no counts in the controls and low number of counts in the baits, (iv) top2:  no counts in the controls 

and high counts in the baits, (v) sticky1:  holding low counts across all samples with a weak dominance in the baits , (vi) 

sticky2:  holding low counts across all samples with a strong dominance in the baits, (vii)  sticky3:  holding high counts 

across all samples with a weak dominance in the baits,  and (viii)  sticky4:  holding high counts across all samples with a 

strong dominance in the baits. 

Fig. A3b shows that normalization results in a clear separation of the count distributions between bait and control in case of 

the truly interacting proteins (top1-2, sticky1-4) compared to Fig. A3a. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. A4: 

 

 

 

Fig. A4: Blue native-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (BN-PAGE) for the control and SpaS bait. 
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Fig. A5:   

 

 
 

Fig. A5: Number of identified truly interacting proteins below a threshold of 0.1 by the different workflows. Median 

values of 50 simulations and corresponding 95% confidence bands are shown without filtering for (i) SAINT-WY and (ii) 

TSPM-BH , and with filtering for (iii) SAINT-WY (saintWY.F), (iv) TSPM-WY (tspmWY.F), and (v) TSPM-BH (tspmBH.F), 

according to the normalization method applied (reported on the x-axis). A maximum number of 100 true interactors can be 

obtained based on the ground truth. Median values and 95% confidence bands are presented for the identified false-positives 

(contaminants) correspondingly.  In comparison to Figure 2.3 in the main text, more truly interacting candidates are detected 

and at the same time more contaminants are included in the final list, especially in case of the FDR based workflows, which 

is clearly expected due to the higher threshold of 0.1. 
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Fig. A6:   

 

 
 

 

Fig. A6:  Count distribution of bait and control samples of one selected simulation data set containing all interaction 

candidates (i) without normalization, (ii) with sumtotal normalization, (iii) with normalization by DESeq, (iv) with 

normalization by TMM, (v) with upperquartile normalization, and (vi) with quantile normalization. Normalization of the data 

results in the expected stabilization of count distributions within replicate bait samples and within replicate controls. 
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Fig. A7:  

 
Fig. A7: Number of proteins in the protein classes before and after the filtering step (based on one representative 

simulated raw data set without normalization). As a result of the filtering step, single-hit contaminants (defined by a low 

count in only one sample) are completely removed and the remaining contaminant classes (Con 2-4) are significantly 

decreased, corresponding to approximately 70% in this case. However, the number of truly interacting proteins (top 1-2, 

sticky 1-4) in the data set is almost completely maintained, only 4% of the truly interacting proteins are lost due to the 

filtering (see also Fig. A8).       

 

Fig. A8:  

 
Fig. A8: Distribution of truly interacting proteins lost due to the filtering step in 50 simulations dependent on the 

normalization method. The lowest number of proteins is lost applying the quantile normalization. Overall, the median 

corresponds to three interactions lost by filtering, which is acceptable as the benefit of filtering is still larger than its 

decreasing effect. 
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Fig. A9:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. A9: SAINT scores before and after pre-processing (TMM normalization and filtering) of one selected data set, for 

different protein classes: true interactors with low counts in the controls and (i) a weak presence in the baits (top1+sticky1) or 

(ii) a strong presence in the baits (top2+sticky2), (iii) true interactors with high counts across all samples, but a superior 

presence in the baits (sticky3+4), and (iv) contaminant proteins. Dots above the diagonal represent proteins which receive an 

increased SAINT score after pre-processing. Proteins removed due to the filtering step are shown below the x-axis (also refer 

to Fig. A6). 

Before pre-processing, especially the classes sticky3-4 receive very low scores predominantly exactly at zero. As a 

consequence, proteins holding a score of zero, must always obtain a p-value of exactly one because no permutation score can 

be smaller than an original score of zero, thus there is no chance of identifying these truly interacting proteins without pre-

processing. Preprocessing of the data raises the scores obtained by SAINT up to 0.75 for the classes sticky3-4 and scores are 

also improved for the classes of top1 and sticky1. 
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Fig. A10: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. A10: Correlation of SAINT scores and p-values shown for the three classes of proteins: (i) easily detectable true 

interactors (top), (ii) challenging class of true interactors (sticky), and (iii) contaminant proteins of one selected simulation 

data set. P-values are calculated by SAINT-WY with pre-processing (quantile normalization + filtering). True interactors with 

an adjusted p-value<0.05 (vertical dashed line) correspond to scores ranging from 0.5 to 1.0.  
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Fig. A11: 

 

Fig. A11: Median detection rates of the six individual classes of truly interacting proteins applying the quantile 

normalization.  Median detection rates of 50 simulations are calculated for the three different methods (a) SAINT-WY, (b) 

TSPM-WY and (c) TSPM-BH, in each case (i) without preprocessing, (ii) with quantile normalization, (iii) with quantile 

normalization and filtering of the data. Different classes of true interactors are top1-2 having no counts in the controls and 

weak or strong presence in the baits respectively, sticky1-2 holding low counts and sticky3-4 high counts in the controls with 

weak or strong presence in the baits respectively. 

 

Fig. A12:  

 

 

Fig. A12: Median detection rates of the six individual classes of truly interacting proteins applying the TMM 

normalization. Median detection rates of 50 simulations are calculated for the three different methods (a) SAINT-WY, (b) 

TSPM-WY and (c) TSPM-BH, in each case (i) without pre-processing, (ii) with TMM normalization, (iii) with TMM 

normalization and filtering of the data. Different classes of true interactors are top1-2 having no counts in the controls and 

weak or strong presence in the baits respectively, sticky1-2 holding low counts and sticky3-4 high counts in the controls with 

weak or strong presence in the baits respectively.  
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Fig. A13: 

 

 

Fig. A13: Median detection rates of the six individual classes of truly interacting proteins applying the sumtotal 

normalization. Median detection rates of 50 simulations are calculated for the three different methods (a) SAINT-WY, (b) 

TSPM-WY and (c) TSPM-BH, in each case (i) without pre-processing, (ii) with sumtotal normalization, (iii) with sumtotal 

normalization and filtering of the data. Different classes of true interactors are top1-2 having no counts in the controls and 

weak or strong presence in the baits respectively, sticky1-2 holding low counts and sticky3-4 high counts in the controls with 

weak or strong presence in the baits respectively. TSPM+WY reveals difficulties in identifying protein classes defined by a 

small difference in the bait samples.  

 

Fig. A14:  

 
Fig. A14: Boxplots showing the number of truly interacting proteins identified by the workflow TSPM-WY below an 

adjusted p-value of 0.05 based on 50 simulations, dependent on the normalization method applied and with or without 

filtering of the data. The workflow exhibits difficulties to detect any of the true interactions without the filtering due to an 

outlier in the data. Filtering and normalization significantly increase the number of detections. 
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Fig. A15:  

 

 

 

Fig. A15: Overview on the number of contaminants detected below a threshold of 0.05 in each of the 50 simulations 

and normalization methods applied, for the different workflows (i) SAINT-WY, (ii) TSPM-WY, and (iii) TSPM-BH, without 

and with filtering of the data. Thereby, SAINT-WY, TSPM-WY and TSPM-WY filtered show at most one contaminant in a final 

list of candidates in all the simulation runs. Between zero and seven contaminants are found for TSPM-BH without and with 

filtering, which is to be expected for the FDR control. 
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Fig. A16: 
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(b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. A16: ROC curves presenting the correlation of false positives and true positives for the different protein classes 

for the method SAINT-WY and TSPM-WY based on one exemplary simulation data set (i) without normalization, (ii) with 

quantile normalization, (iii) without filtering, and (iv) with filtering of the data. The overall ROC curve of all true interactions 

is shown in black. The relationship of true positives to false positives obtained by choosing all proteins below a threshold of 

0.05 is marked by a rhomb. 
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Fig. A17:  

 

 

 

 

Fig. A17: Schematic representation of the macromolecular machinery of the type III secretion system encoded by 

pathogenicity island 1 of Salmonella Typhimurium in the presence of host cells:  Proteins of the needle complex (blue) 

and the export apparatus (red) are clearly expected from the experiment. The cytosolic components (gray) are rather loosely 

associated with the rest of the complex and are easily lost during purification. 
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Fig. A18:  

 

  

 

 

Fig. A18: 

Venn diagram according to Table 2.1 (main manuscript), showing the intersection of candidates detected by A) SAINT 

WY  without any preprocessing (saint.woNorm), with quantile, DESeq and sumtotal normalization including filtering 

(saint.quaF, saint.desF, saint.sumF); B) SAINT-WY and TSPM-WY, each without preprocessing (saint.woNorm, 

tspmWY.woNorm) or with quantile normalization and filtering respectively (saint.quaF, tspmWY.quaF); C) The intersection 

is assessed for all proteins pooled by the different preprocessing methods for SAINT (79 proteins allSAINT.uniques) and all 

proteins pooled by the different preprocessing methods for TSPM (97 proteins allTSPM.uniques). The smallest intersect of 

all methods, independent of the preprocessing method used, are 29 candidates (subset of the 69 proteins). 

A. 

B. C. 
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Fig. A19: 

 

 

Fig. A19: Robustness study on sample size using 5 replicate bait and control samples. Number of identified truly 

interacting proteins below a threshold of 0.05 by the different workflows are shown without filtering for (i) SAINT-WY and 

(ii) TSPM-BH , and with filtering for (iii) SAINT-WY (saintWY.F), (iv) TSPM-WY (tspmWY.F), and (v) TSPM-BH 

(tspmBH.F), according to the normalization method applied (reported on the x-axis). A maximum number of 100 true 

interactors can be obtained based on the ground truth.  

We observe the same trend as in Figure 2.3 in the main text – only the sumtotal normalization shows an improved 

performance, as the additional replicates compensate for the introduced outliers and biases in the data. 
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Fig. A20: 

 

 

 

Fig. A20: Robustness study on sample size using a total set of 5000 proteins. Number of identified truly interacting 

proteins below a threshold of 0.05 by the different workflows are shown without filtering for (i) SAINT-WY and (ii) TSPM-

BH , and with filtering for (iii) SAINT-WY (saintWY.F), (iv) TSPM-WY (tspmWY.F), and (v) TSPM-BH (tspmBH.F), 

according to the normalization method applied (reported on the x-axis). A maximum number of 1000 true interactors can be 

obtained based on the ground truth.  

We observe the same trend as in Figure 2.3 in the main text – as already seen in Fig. A19 the sumtotal normalization shows 

an improved performance, as the increased number of candidate proteins compensates for the introduced outliers in the data. 
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Table A1: 

 

 

Table A1: Number of identified truly interacting proteins below a threshold of 0.05, based on 100 true 

interactors in the negative binomial simulation study.   

Application of the two FWER controlled workflows SAINT-WY and TSPM-WY, and the FDR based workflow 

TSPM-BH (i) without normalization (w/o Norm.), (ii) with five different normalization methods, (iii) without 

filtering, and (iv) with filtering of the data. Numbers of contaminants below a threshold of 0.05 are shown in 

brackets.The same trend is observed here as in the results of the simulation study based on poisson distributions: 

Normalization as well as filtering increase the number of detected true interactions. TSPM-WY exhibits the same 

difficulties in detecting true interactions without filtering due to outliers in the data, but performs competitive to 

SAINT with the filtering. However, all methods here identify less true interactions compared to the simulation 

study based on poisson distributions, as the latter data setup fits presumably better to the scoring models. 

 

 

Table A2: 

 

 
SAINT-WY w/o 

filtering 

SAINT-WY  

+ filtering 

 

TSPM – WY w/o 

and with filtering 

TSPM – BH  

w/o filtering 

TSPM – BH  

+ filtering 

HflK (Uniprot: E1WF50) 

w/o Norm.   x x x 

TMM  

 

x x x 

quantile 

  

x x x 

upperquartile   x x x 

DESeq 

  

x x x 

sumtotal  

 

x x x 

FtsH (Uniprot: E1WI79) 

w/o Norm.    x x 

TMM  

  

x x 

quantile 

  

x x x 

upperquartile   x x x 

DESeq 

   

x x 

sumtotal  

 

x x x 

HtpX (Uniprot: E1WG81) 

w/o Norm.    

  TMM  

    quantile 

   

x x 

upperquartile   

  

x 

without filtering + filtering 

Normalization 

method: 

SAINT-WY 

 

TSPM-WY 

 

SAINT-WY 

 

TSPM-WY 

 

w/o Norm. 41 0 48 36 

sumtotal 41 0 46 39 

DESeq 46 0 50 45 

TMM 55 0 61 71 

upperquartile 54 0 58 71 

quantile 55 4 58 (1) 60 

 ASSS 

TSPM-BH 

w/o 

filtering 

+ 

filtering 

43 66 (1) 

50 69 (1) 

62 79 (3) 

79 (4) 89 (3) 

76 (3) 81 (3) 

72 (3) 84 (4)  
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DESeq 

     sumtotal  

    L17 (Uniprot: E1WIJ1) 

w/o Norm. x x  

  TMM x x 

   quantile x x x x x 

upperquartile x x 

  

x 

DESeq x x 

   sumtotal x x 

   S12 (Uniprot: E1WIM5) 

w/o Norm. x x  

  TMM x x 

   quantile x x 

   upperquartile x x 

   DESeq x x 

   sumtotal x x 

   L5 (Uniprot: E1WIK5) 

w/o Norm.    

 

x 

TMM x x 

  

x 

quantile x x 

 

x x 

upperquartile x x 

 

x x 

DESeq x x 

 

x x 

sumtotal x x 

 

x x 

L15 (Uniprot: E1WIJ8) 

w/o Norm.    

 

x 

TMM x x 

  

x 

quantile x x 

 

x x 

upperquartile x x 

 

x x 

DESeq x x 

 

x x 

sumtotal x x 

 

x x 

YajC (Uniprot: E1W8R7) 

w/o Norm.  x  

  TMM x x 

   quantile x x 

   upperquartile x x 

   DESeq x x 

   sumtotal x x 

   S11 (Uniprot: O54296) 

w/o Norm.    x x 

TMM  

  

x x 

quantile x x 

 

x x 

upperquartile   

 

x x 

DESeq x x 

 

x x 

sumtotal  x 

 

x x 

RpoA (Uniprot: E1WIJ2) 

w/o Norm.    

 

x 

TMM  

   

x 

quantile x x 

 

x x 

upperquartile   

 

x x 

DESeq 

   

x x 

sumtotal  x 

 

x x 

L16 (Uniprot: E1WIL0) 

w/o Norm.    

 

x 

TMM  

   

x 
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quantile x x 

 

x x 

upperquartile   

 

x x 

DESeq 

 

x 

 

x x 

sumtotal  x 

 

x x 

HflC (Uniprot: E1WF51) 

w/o Norm.  x  

 

x 

TMM  x 

  

x 

quantile 

     upperquartile x x 

 

x x 

DESeq x x 

 

x x 

sumtotal x x 

 

x x 

PrgJ  (Uniprot: E1WAB7) 

w/o Norm. x x  x x 

TMM x x 

 

x x 

quantile x x x x x 

upperquartile x x x x x 

DESeq x x 

 

x x 

sumtotal x x x x x 

SpaQ (Uniprot: E1WAD3) 

w/o Norm. x x  x x 

TMM x x 

 

x x 

quantile x x x x x 

upperquartile x x x x x 

DESeq x x 

 

x x 

sumtotal x x 

 

x x 

 

Table A2: Detection of interaction candidates in the Salmonella study below an adjusted p-value of 0.1 (denoted 

by x) dependent on the methods applied: (1) SAINT-WY, (2) TSPM-WY, and (3) TSPM-BH in combination 

without and with the five proposed normalization methods and with or without the filtering step. 

Table A3: 

without filtering + filtering 

Normalization 

method: 

FDR by SAINT  

< 0.05 

FDR by SAINT  

< 0.05 

w/o Norm. 38 40 

sumtotal 53 57 

DESeq 51 55 

TMM 60 64 

upperquartile 58 61 

quantile 61 65 

 

Table A3: Number of identified truly interacting proteins in the simulation data according to the 

approximated FDR proposed by SAINT below a threshold of 0.05. Numbers are assessed for the simulation 

data (i) without normalization (w/o Norm.), (ii) applying the five different normalization methods, (iii) without 

filtering, and (iv) with filtering of the data. No contaminant proteins are found within the identified proteins. A 

comparison to Figure 2.3 in the main text reveals that the FDR by SAINT is more conservative than the FWER 

by Westfall&Young as less truly interacting proteins are detected here. 
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METHOD Section: additional Details 

 

Overdispersion in TSPM 

TSPM generally relies on poisson distributed data; however, overdispersion can occur in case a protein shows a 

larger variation in its counts across the samples than theoretically expected. Overdispersion is a common issue in 

experiments in which samples originate from different biological conditions, thus counts reflect technical as well 

as biological variance. However, the setup for AP-MS data is different since - based on a defined pool of 

proteins - interaction partners are searched with and without a bait protein. Thus, overdispersion is not expected 

in single-bait experiments as counts reflect rather a technical variance, theoretically following a poisson 

distribution. However, in the event overdispersion occurs, TSPM is able to treat these proteins separately. It uses 

a random effects model and an adjusted score test in a first step to identify overdispersed candidates, which are 

followed by a quasi-likelihood approach respectively. The original TSPM implementation relies on the presence 

of several proteins displaying overdispersion, while our adaption of TSPM to AP-MS data consequently allows 

the case of having no overdispersed proteins in the data. 

 

Scoring method: SAINT 

The underlying assumption of SAINT is that each observed protein count is derived from a mixture distribution. 

Thereby, spectral counts of a protein are assumed to follow either a poisson distribution representing true 

interactions or a poisson distribution with a different mean count in case of a false interaction. A Bayesian 

modeling approach is used to estimate these count distributions for true and false interactions in order to infer 

from the given count whether the considered prey and bait protein share a true interaction.  

Thereby, various features of the proteins are integrated, such as the protein length, the total number of spectra in 

a sample as well as any present interactions involving the prey or the bait in the overall experiment. The 

distribution of false interactions is modeled based on the negative controls. SAINT also allows using a 

sufficiently large number of independent bait purifications instead of controls, provided that they are not closely 

related. 

 

Filtering Step 

Further details on the biological filter and its impact: 

From a biological point of view, there is no sense of keeping candidates showing higher counts in the controls 

than in the baits, as they are clearly no true interaction proteins. Concerning statistical testing, it is favorable to 

reduce the number of tests to meaningful candidates, as the multiple testing problem increases with each test. If 

the proportion of noise candidates is too large, the multiple testing corrections will impede the identification of 

true interaction candidates.  

Further, the permutation principle guarantees the appearance of candidates holding higher counts in the controls 

than in the baits in the data set. By substituting bait and control samples in the permutation step, a former true 

interactor will turn into an outlier of this kind at some point of the permutation process. Hence, the generated 

permutation sets will always contain these outlier proteins in the overall data set and a balanced overall 

distribution exists.At the same time, if the ‘original’ outlier proteins remain in the data, they can receive a very 

strong impact on other proteins in case their corresponding counts in the controls are very high. The potential 

high scores, the ‘original’ outliers may obtain in the permutation sets, disturb the very sensitive procedure of 

Westfall & Young. A possible resulting effect is shown for the TSPM-WY workflow, which fails to detect any of 

the true interactions without filtering of the data due to an extreme outlier. In case TSPM is used in combination 

with the Benjamini-Hochberg adjustment removal of these outliers is not affecting an overall null distribution, as 

calculations are conducted protein-wise. 
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Guidelines for the cutoff choice: 

One main challenge in the filtering step is to define a reasonable cutoff. In general, the decision is based on the 

quality of the data as well as on the number of truly interaction proteins one expects in the studied system. In 

case the data set is large and a certain amount of noise is expected, filtering becomes more important. Here, a 

cutoff according to a quantile can be set in order to filter 20%, 30% or any selected proportion of the data which 

is clearly expected to be noise (for example: A quantile cutoff of 0.2 filters 20% of the proteins showing the 

smallest variance). In contrast, if the data set is very small and the measurements are assumed to be of high 

quality, a low cutoff should be chosen or even no filtering should be conducted. In general, the cutoff decision is 

always coupled to the intention of the experiment and constitutes a critical tradeoff between new detections and 

loss of potential candidates due to filtering.It is strongly recommended to use available biological knowledge 

concerning the minimal number of expected true interactions; a parameter in the filtering step can be set 

accordingly and defines a fixed lower bound. In case that no prior knowledge is available for defining a quantile 

cutoff, a common approach is to determine the shortest interval containing 50% of the data in the variance 

distribution, assuming the majority of proteins holds a small variance. The mean of the calculated interval can be 

used as cutoff (default of the variance filter in apmsWAPP). For users who are willing to investigate their data in 

more depth, we recommend to view the overall variance or IQR distribution of the proteins. The majority of 

proteins which exhibit no or only minor changes in counts between bait and control samples appear as a first 

peak close to zero in the variance profile (see Fig. A1: example with proposed cutoff in red).  

 

Preserving the type-1-error-control:  

In general, the choice of the filtering method needs to be in agreement with the following test procedure since 

the risk of obtaining overly optimistic results and a loss of the type-1-error control persists otherwise. The 

proposed combination of an overall variance filter with the permutation-based Westfall & Young method is 

expected to increase the power, while maintaining the control of the type-1-error as long as the filtering is 

conducted before the permutation.(Bourgon et al. PNAS 2010) 

 

Implementation of the framework 

The introduced framework is implemented in the package apmsWAPP for R (version 2.14 and above) and is 

available as a workflow in the OpenMS framework. Both can be downloaded from 

https://sourceforge.net/projects/apmswapp/. 

Application of the three different workflows in R is based on two main commands, enabling researchers with 

little knowledge of R to use it. The different pre- and postprocessing options can easily be set in the main 

command. Application of the workflow based on SAINT requires a LINUX environment; the R-package was 

tested with SAINT version 2.3.4. Data input formats correspond to the input formats used by SAINT – a bait-

file, an interaction-file and a prey-protein-file in the form of three tab-delimited files  

For Open MS, we provide a KNIME based workflow which integrates the AP-MS pre- and post-processing steps 

along with identifications based on MS/MS search.  Details regarding installation and system requirements are 

provided in the README  file. 
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SIMULATION RESULTS:  Study on different protein classes 

 

A total set of 500 proteins is simulated, consisting of 400 contaminant proteins and 100 truly interacting proteins. 

The interacting proteins and contaminants are further separated into different protein classes (see Fig. A2 and 

3a). We include truly top interacting proteins that do not have any counts in the control experiments and show 

either (i) a low number of counts (top1) or (ii) a high number of counts (top2) across the bait experiments. 

Further, we have a more challenging class of truly interacting proteins which appear in the control samples, but 

have a stronger presence in the bait experiments (sticky proteins). We distinguish four different classes (sticky 1-

4) with overall low or high number of counts and weak or strong presence in the bait samples. Moreover, four 

different classes of contaminants are introduced expressing various count levels.  

 

Workflow based on SAINT and Westfall & Young 

We investigate the performance of SAINT-WY in detecting the six different classes of truly interacting proteins 

which were introduced in the simulation data. These classes comprise different challenges concerning overall 

low and high counts in the samples with weak and strong presence in the bait replicates. As described in the 

manuscript, on average 47% of the truly interacting proteins were identified by SAINT-WY without preprocessing 

of the data, most of these proteins originate from the classes top2 and sticky2 as shown in Fig A11a, which share 

the characteristic of having very small counts in the control samples but a strong presence in the bait samples. 

The median detection rate of the remaining four classes is below 35%. These are more challenging to detect as 

they are either defined by a smaller increase of counts in the bait samples compared to the controls or show an 

overall number of high counts. Normalization of the data has an enormous impact on the detection rate of these 

individual protein classes. Application of the quantile normalization increases in particular the median detection 

rate of the classes top1, sticky1 and sticky4 by 30-40%. Further filtering only results in small improvements for 

the quantile normalization (see Fig. A11a), but shows greater impact on some protein classes in combination 

with other normalization methods (see Fig. A12-13).    

 

Workflow based on TSPM and Westfall & Young 

Here, we evaluate how the detection of the six individual classes of truly interacting proteins is affected by 

normalization and filtering when applying TSPM-WY. Fig. A11b visualizes the crucial application of the filtering 

step and reveals that approximately 30% of proteins of the classes top2, sticky2 and sticky4 are detected by the 

quantile normalization without filtering. These three classes are defined by a large difference of counts between 

bait and control. Additional filtering raises the median detection rate of true interactors to 80% and above in five 

of the protein classes (see Fig. A11b). The results vary dependent on the normalization method used: Application 

of the TMM normalization in combination with filtering yields even better results, while the sumtotal 

normalization shows difficulties in the identification of protein classes defined by a weaker presence in the bait 

samples (see Fig. A12-13).   

 

Workflow based on TSPM and Benjamini-Hochberg 

Finally, we evaluate the performance of TSPM-BH in detecting the six individual protein classes. As described in 

the manuscript, TSPM-BH identifies 75.5% of the truly interacting proteins without preprocessing; Fig. A11c 

reveals that these predominantly belong to the four protein classes which share the characteristic of low counts in 

the controls. The substantial impact of the quantile normalization is visualized; median detection rates for all 

protein classes are raised to 80% and above. Additional filtering further improves the detection rate of all classes 

to 90% and above.  
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ADDITIONAL EVALUATION OF RESULTS and DISCUSSION OF MERITS 

 

Normalization methods can vary in performance depending on data characteristics: The sumtotal normalization 

needs to be used carefully as it is sensitive to single outliers in terms of high counts – they largely contribute to 

the total count of a sample and consequently result in the repression of all proteins in the sample. The quantile 

normalization alters the count distributions the most, but has proven a very good performance in microarray 

analysis and our results confirm an overall excellent performance in the analysis of AP-MS data. It is able to 

identify more truly interacting proteins in most analyses at the same false-positive rate than the other 

normalization methods. The methods upperquartile, TMM and DESeq are less strict in aligning the count 

distributions, showing an overall good performance with the TMM being superior. In case many zero counts 

dominate the data set, the upperquartile method is not appropriate as no normalization is conducted if the 75
th

 

percentile is zero.  

As a second preprocessing step, we introduced a biological and statistical filtering of the data in order to remove 

obvious contaminants at an early stage and to reduce the multiple testing problem correspondingly. In the case of 

large and noisy data sets, in which a certain amount of noise is expected, filtering of the data becomes more 

important and enables a more sensitive detection of true interactions as our simulation study demonstrates. In 

contrast, the Salmonella data set is small and received high-quality measurements by the LTQ Orbitrap Elite 

mass spectrometer, hence filtering of the data is not crucial in this case and results in only minor improvements. 

Further, removal of outliers by the filtering can be essential, as we observed for the scoring method TSPM in 

combination with Westfall & Young. The main challenge in the application of the filtering is to define a 

reasonable cutoff – truly interacting proteins might be removed if the cutoff is set too high, while only a minor 

effect is obtained in case it is set too low. It is recommended to use available biological knowledge concerning 

the minimal number of expected true interactions; a parameter in the filtering step can be set accordingly (also 

refer to ‘Guidelines for the cutoff choice’). 

After preprocessing of the data, we investigated the performance of two different scoring methods – SAINT and 

TSPM – to evaluate the interaction potential of a protein. We observe diverse features of the two proposed 

scoring methods, which may result in the preference of different proteins. In the Salmonella data study, some 

interaction candidates are exclusively detected by SAINT or TSPM respectively, showing a weak preference for 

TSPM. An additional investigation of different protein classes in the simulation study reveals that SAINT 

(coupled with WY) preferentially detects proteins with small counts in the controls, showing a large difference to 

counts in the baits. TSPM (coupled with BH) more strongly values small counts in the controls and is also more 

sensitive in detecting smaller differences between bait and control. In general, TSPM puts more weight on single 

high counts occurring in a bait sample than SAINT does. This may also become a pitfall in case of the 

permutation procedure, if an outlier (an extremely high count) in the controls turns into a bait sample by 

permutation. We observe this issue in TSPM-WY, which requires filtering, while TSPM-BH and SAINT-WY are 

not affected. A clear advantage of TSPM lies in the substantial reduction of runtime, corresponding to several 

minutes applying the permutation procedure with TSPM compared to a few hours with SAINT. 

The choice of either SAINT or TSPM (we showed strength and pitfalls of both methods) should depend on data 

characteristics and the experimental setup. We note that the choice of normalization and filtering is far more 

impactful than the choice of the scoring scheme.    

For postprocessing, we aimed at replacing scores by p-values that can be interpreted in a statistical way and 

which allow the estimation of false positive interactions in a final list of candidate proteins.  

If the distribution of scores, given by any scoring scheme, is unknown, as for SAINT, p-values cannot directly be 

inferred. Therefore, we proposed a permutation procedure to estimate the empirical distribution and apply the 

integrative procedure of Westfall & Young to calculate p-values. This results in the generation of multiplicity 

adjusted p-values for all proteins which are controlled by the family-wise-error rate (FWER). Hence, selected 

proteins below a threshold of 0.05 refer to a list of true interaction candidates in which no false positives are 

expected with a probability of 95%. Considering the simulation results, SAINT scores of the selected proteins 

range from 0.5 to 1.0. This indicates how difficult it can be to set thresholds and that many truly interacting 
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proteins may be missed by subjectively set thresholds. Thus, the proposed approach constitutes a robust criterion 

for generating a cutoff score in a list of interaction proteins produced by SAINT or any other scoring scheme. 

The method of TSPM can be combined with two different postprocessing concepts. On the one hand, we can 

apply the permutation based procedure of Westfall & Young to the TSPM test statistics in order to allow 

comparisons to SAINT. On the other hand, p-values can be directly calculated from a χ²‐distribution without the 

need for permutation sampling. Thus we can choose a less conservative adjustment method for the latter to 

adjust the raw p-values, such as the Benjamini-Hochberg method.  This approach can result in the detection of 

more potential interaction proteins below a threshold of 0.05, however more false positives might be included, 

but the expected number of false positives is limited to 5%. Hence, TSPM enables us to use a less conservative 

approach for detecting true interactions in AP-MS data by controlling false positives by a FDR. 
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Fig. B1 

 

 

 

Fig. B 1: Peptide heterogeneity of an exemplary chosen protein, human coagulation factor IX (accession P00740), with 35 

assigned peptide spectra. Every line corresponds to ratios of one peptide spectra. The expected ratios are marked by a dashed 

black line. 
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Fig. B2 

a) 

 

  

 

b) 
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Data set 3 (Zhou et.al) 
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e)  

 
 

 

 

Fig. B 2 a-e: Distributions of measured peptide spectra ratios per label (left) and distribution of the corresponding peptide 

spectra quantification error (right), shown for all five data sets (a-e). Boxplots represent a summary of the measured peptide 

ratios per label and the dashed red line refers to the expected ratios (ground truth) for the corresponding data set. Data set 1 and data 

set 3 refer to 8-plex iTRAQ experiments, data set 2 is based on a 4-plex iTRAQ experiment, and data set 4-5 in form of MS2 and 

MS3 data present 6-plex TMT experiments.   

(A) In data set 1, all peptide spectra are assumed to follow the same ground truth of 1:1:0.5:0.5:1:1:0.5:0.5. (B) Data set 2 consists of 

143 human proteins with predefined constant ratios and two spike-in proteins from mouse and rat with expected decreasing and 

increasing ratios respectively; peptide ratios from the human proteins are displayed by boxplots, while peptide ratios from the two 

spike-in proteins are plotted separately showing the individual peptide ratio trend. In case of the spike-in rat protein a group of 

strongly diverging peptide ratios from the ground truth is observed.  (C) In data set 3, all peptide spectra are expected to follow a 

predefined constant ground truth.  (D) In the MS3 data set 4 all yeast peptide spectra are mixed according to ratios of 

10:4:2.5:10:4:2.5. Original ratio values of the data set exhibit extreme outlier ratios. Hence the application of a filtering step is 

reasonable as fold changes greater than 100 are not expected due to biological source. In the filtering step spectra deviating more than 

ten-fold from the expected ground truth are discarded. (E) In data set 5 containing the MS2 spectra, the peptide interference effect in 

the first three labels can be clearly observed (an excerpt of the y-axis is shown for better visualization). Ratios of the yeast peptides 

are significantly compressed by the co-elution of human peptides and result in deviation from the ground truth as already reported in 

the publication by Ting et al. A filtering step removing extreme outlying ratios greater than 200 was also applied here and as a result 

the data set comprises 1482 proteins based on 26915 peptide spectra. 

Overall in (a)-(d), the observed ratio values spread around the ground truth values of the corresponding data sets, the dashed line 

always lies within the box.  

Considering the peptide spectra quantification error for each data set (right figure), defined by the Euclidian distance of the measured 

ratios to the expected ratios across all iTRAQ/TMT labels, a right skewed distribution is observed in (a) –(d). In case of data set 2, a 

second peak in the quantification error distribution is apparent due to strongly divergent spectra found in the spike-in proteins. Data 

set 3 indicates more accurate peptide ratio measurements in comparison to data set 1 shown by smaller peptide quantification errors; 

data set 2 is a 4-plex experiment and therefore not directly comparable to data set 1 and 3. Data set 4 and 5 show high quantification 

errors due to high ratio variation and the distribution of the MS2 data set is not right-skewed due to the bias of co-eluting peptides. 
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Correlation of Peptide Spectra Features to Quantification Error    

 

Fig. B3 

  
 

 

Fig. B 3: Distance Metric of redundant peptide spectra correlated with quantification error. The ratio similarity of redundant peptide spectra is specified by the mean distance of a peptide spectrum to 

all other peptide spectra belonging to the same redundant spectra group.  All three data sets clearly reveal that the quantification error increases with a redundant peptide spectrum quantitatively diverging 

from its group of redundant spectra. Different distance and error scales are observed here dependent on the overall data accuracy of the data sets. Total numbers of redundant peptide spectra considered are 

4161, 13311 and 211268 peptide for data set 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 
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Fig. B4 

 

   

 

Fig. B 4: Distance Metric of uniquely measured peptide spectra correlated with quantification error. Unique spectra are referred to peptides quantified exactly by one MS/MS event. All unique spectra 

measured for a specific protein are pooled into one group per protein. The same similarity metric is applied to the unique group as for the redundant group in order to detect uniquely measured diverging 

spectra. Equivalent correlations are observed corresponding to an increasing quantification error with increased distance of a uniquely measured peptide spectrum to other spectra of the group. The number 

of uniquely measured spectra in the data sets is smaller referring to 628, 413 and 6554 spectra for data set 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 
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Fig. B 5: Charge state of a peptide correlated with quantification error. Peptide spectra with higher charge state are accompanied with increased quantification error. This is particularly evident for the 

most common charge states of 2, 3 and 4. Higher charge states shown for dataset 3 refer to less than 1% of the spectra, thus are less representative. 

 

   
Fig. B 6: Mean absolute ion intensity of a peptide correlated with quantification error. This study also confirms the increase of noise and error in low absolute ion intensity data and improved 

quantification accuracy in high intensity data. An excerpt of the intensity range is shown from zero to approximately ~80000 for visualization reasons; the trend is sustained for higher intensities. The error 

scales of the different data sets also reflect the varying noise impact on low intensity data, being strongest in data set 1.  
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Fig. B 7: Peptide sequence length correlated with quantification error. Increased sequence length is shown to come along with higher quantification error. Sequence length present in the three data sets 

mainly spans from 5 to approximately 30 amino acids. Data set 3 exhibits only a few larger peptide sequences in addition. 

 
  

Fig. B 8: Peptide mass correlated to quantification error. The observed trend is equivalent to the one observed for the sequence length due to the strong inter-correlation of these features (see Fig. B14). 

Quantification error increases with peptide mass increasing for all three data sets.  
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Fig. B 9: Identification score and quantification error. Correlation of the identification score varies between the three data sets due to the different scoring systems. In data set 1, the majority of spectra 

receive a small PEP score referring to highly reliable identifications, however a large error variation is observed at the same time. In data set 2 and 3 higher scores generally correspond to increased 

identification reliability, thus expecting small quantification errors. In case of data set 2 the negative correlation can be observed, yet the majority of peptide spectra hold a Mascot score around 40. In case of 

data set 3, the majority of spectra exhibit a score of 1 accompanied by a large error variation again and interestingly a second cluster is found around a score of 0.2. 

  

 

Fig. B 10: Modification and quantification error.  An increased quantification error is observed in the smaller group of modified peptide spectra compared to the group of non-modified peptide spectra in 

data set 1 and 2. For data set 3 a modification probability is provided, displaying a significant shift of quantification errors for modification probabilities below 0.5 and above 0.5. 
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MS3 Data set (Ting et al.) -  Peptide Feature – Error – Correlations 

 

 
 

Fig. B 11: Peptide feature -error-correlations on the basis of an MS3 data set.  Similar correlation trends as shown for the MS2 data sets are also observed for all different features using the technique of 

triple-stage mass spectrometry (MS3). This confirms the potential applicability of the iPQF algorithm in MS2 as well as MS3 data. 
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MS2 Data set (Ting et al.) -  Impact of peptide interference on Peptide Feature – Error – Correlations 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table B 1:  Correlation coefficients of peptide spectra features to relative quantification error observed for the MS2 data set by Ting et al. in different channels. Peptide interference is expected in the 

first three channels (126, 127, 128) and no interference is assumed in the last three channels (129, 130, 131) according to the design of the experiment (see also Fig. B 2e for ratio compression effect 

due to interference). As a result peptide -feature- error correlations are observed to be strongest in channels without interference as the quantification errors are not biased due to compressed ratios. 

Coefficients calculated on the basis of all channels show slightly decreased values, however are still in concordance with the reported correlation trend of the other data sets investigated (see Table 3.1 

in manuscript). Channels underlying peptide interference cause high quantification errors and hence distort feature-error-correlations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Peptide Features 

 

All channels  

(126, 127, 128, 129, 

130, 131) 

 

Channels without 

interference 

(129, 130, 131) 

 

Channels with interference  

(126, 127, 128) 

 

Redundancy metric 0.355 0.563 0.059 

Uniquely 

measured metric 
0.416 0.495 0.092 

Charge state 0.334 0.405 0.156 

Ion intensity -0.424 -0.58 -0.066 

Sequence length 0.211 0.384 -0.013 

Mass 0.193 0.374 -0.029 

Identification score -0.22 -0.07 -0.27 

Modification 0.239 0.253 0.088 

Spearman´s correlation coefficient 
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Fig. B 12: Peptide feature -error-correlations on the basis of all channels of the MS2 data set by Ting et al.  An excerpt of the y-axis is chosen for the different plots for improved visualization of 

the correlations; outlying ratios causing high quantification errors are not shown. Overall, similar correlation trends, as shown for all other data sets, are observed. Although peptide interference in the 

first three channels causes reduced correlation, the overall correlation considering all channels still reflects significant associations between features and quantification errors.  
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Fig. B 13: Spike-in proteins of data set 2 (Breitwieser et.al) - Correlation of peptide features to quantification error is presented for peptide spectra belonging to the rat and mouse spike-in 

proteins. Blue dots represent the underlying human data for comparison. As described in Fig B 2B), the rat protein has a highly divergent spectra group causing high quantification errors, reflected in 

the plots (black cross). In particular, short peptide sequences are assigned to the rat protein and the observed outlier peptide spectra group consists exclusively of redundantly measured spectra with 

high distance similarity. Further rat peptide spectrum matches hold predominantly low absolute intensities and low Mascot scores. The observed spectra outlier group could refer to a specific 

contaminant peptide with a high selection rate.  
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Inter-Correlation Study of Peptide Features (Data set 1) 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 Fig. B 14: Inter-correlation study of peptide features (shown for data set 1 (Hultin-R. et.al). A) A strong correlation is displayed between peptide mass and sequence length as expected.  B) 

Correspondingly, the number of possible charges is increasing with the sequence length increasing.  C) As already proposed in other studies, we also show that long sequence peptides tend to have 

higher identification scores, here referring to a small PEP score in case of data set 1. D) Further, we observe low absolute ion intensities with increased charge state. E) Interestingly the range of 

identification scores assigned to peptide spectra with two, three or four charges stays similar, though we have seen an increased quantification error with increased charge state in Fig. B 5. C) and E) 

are examples that the combination of features, here score, charge state, and length, is crucial to improve protein ratio accuracy.  
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Fig. B 15: Distribution showing the number of peptide spectra per protein for each of the five data sets. Data set 1 consists of 624 proteins and is dominated by three to ten peptide spectra per 

protein. Data set2 comprises only 145 proteins, which are mainly supported by three to eighty peptide spectra. Data set 3 is an overall large data set with 2811 proteins, showing many cases of 

several hundred peptide spectra per protein (an excerpt of the distribution is shown here for visualization reason, the maximum lies at 5251 peptide spectra). Data set 4 (MS3) consists of 781 proteins 

with predominantly three to twenty spectra per protein and the corresponding data set 5 (MS2) consists of 1482 proteins holding predominantly three to forty spectra. 

Proteins based on less than three peptide spectra were not considered for iPQF quantification and evaluation, hence are not shown here. 
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Performance evaluation of iPQF approaches on data influenced by co-eluting peptides 

 

  
 

Fig. B 16: Performance evaluation of iPQF approaches and seven summarization strategies on a data set affected by peptide interference. (a) Boxplots displaying the distribution of the 

protein estimation error, (b) Zoomed y-axis for detailed comparison. 

The MS2 yeast data set by Ting et al. exhibits substantial peptide interference in the first three channels (126, 127, 128) and no interference in the last three channels (129, 130, 131) according to the 

design of the experiment. Hence, the overall protein estimation error is high due to strong divergence of peptide ratios in the first three channels. However in comparison to other summarization 

methods, iPQF approaches show improved performance and confirm the benefit of integrating feature information. Mean based approaches are strongly influenced by extreme outlier ratios and 

benefit from this here. Note that isobar method is missing here as it could not be run on data set 5.  

data set 5 (Ting et al.) (a) 

 

(b) 
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Accuracy study 

 
  

 

Fig. B 17: Accuracy study of the different summarization methods, shown for each of three MS2 data sets. For selected percentages of deviation from the ground truth, we assess the 

percentage of protein ratios which are estimated within the corresponding deviation range. This is shown for the different summarization methods applied. The combined iPQF shows slightly more 

ratio estimates within small ranges of deviation than other summarization methods. The pure iPQF even achieves more estimates in the low deviation range in data set 1. In particular, iPQF 

approaches prove performance robustness across the three different data sets, while other methods vary in performance.  With the percentage of deviation increasing, all methods tend to perform 

similar and acquire most protein ratios.  
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 Table B 2 

 Data set 1 

(Hultin-R. et al.) 

Data set 2 

(Breitwieser et.al) 

Data set 3 

(Zhou et.al) 

combined iPQF 0.6899 0.7327 0.7192 

pure iPQF 0.6850 0.7246 0.7036 

MedianPolish 0.6761 0.7245 0.7166 

isobar  0.6796 0.6867 0.7075 

Median 0.6836 0.7130 0.7012 

Sum of Intensities        0.6763 0.7104 0.6801 

Total Least Squares 

(TLS) 

0.6521 0.6807 0.6157 

ProteinPilot.P   - - 0.6345 

Mascot    0.6646 - - 

Mean        0.6704 0.6695 0.7028 

Mean (Top5) 0.6583 0.6508 0.5895 

Mean (Top3)  0.6494 0.6401 0.5547 
 

 

Table B 2:  AUC measure (Area under the curve) of accuracy for the different summarization methods, assessed for each of 

the three MS2 data sets. For a series of deviation percentages from the ground truth, the percentage of protein ratios, which were 

estimated within a specific deviation range, is assessed by each method. The considered percentage of deviation is defined as series 

from zero to a cutoff, at which 95% of the protein ratios are covered by the first summarization method. This cutoff refers to a 

deviation percentage of 11.5 in data set 1 (Hultin-R. et.al), 7.8  in data set 2 (Breitwieser et.al) and 15.3 in data set 3 (Zhou et.al). 

AUC values are normalized by the maximum area value (cutoff * 0.95). The combined iPQF shows the highest AUC values 

referring to a higher precision in protein ratio estimation, covering 95% of the data within the smallest deviation range. 
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iPQF example workflow 

Example Protein:  MISP - Mitotic spindle positioning protein (IPI:IPI00217121.1), 7 peptide spectra assigned (from 

data set Hultin-Rosenberg et al.)  

 (1)  Feature Assessment 

Spectra 

ID 
Features 

Distance metric 

(unique, 

redundant spectra 

Chargestate Ion intensity 
Sequence 

length 
Identification 

score 
Modifica-

tion 
Mass 

6 0.1395713 2 100545.703 9 0.00956463 0 1230.683 

7 0.1793798 2 16370.6901 9 0.01013137 0 1230.683 

8 0.2223448 3 939.6888 9 0.09520685 0 1231.691 

1185 0.1388411 2 300702.2851 8 0.05208204 0 1293.716 

1186 0.1388411 3 8600.0059 8 0.0197555 0 1294.723 

2817 0.2155298 3 49997.7403 9 0.00176861 0 1368.774 

2818 0.2155298 2 627215.9769 9 0.04728342 0 1367.768 

 

 (2)  Spectra ranks per feature (based on knowledge acquired in feature-error-correlation study:  high rank ~ more 

 reliable spectra) 

Spectra 

ID 
Features 

Distance metric 

(unique, redundant 

spectra 

Chargestate Ion intensity 
Sequence 

length 
Identification 

score 
Modifica-

tion 
Mass 

6 3 2.5 3 5 6 4 2 

7 4 2.5 5 5 5 4 1 

8 7 6 7 5 1 4 3 

1185 1.5 2.5 2 1.5 2 4 4 

1186 1.5 6 6 1.5 4 4 5 

2817 5.5 6 4 5 7 4 7 

2818 5.5 2.5 1 5 3 4 6 

 

 (3)  Normalization of ranks: Ranks of each feature are divided by the number of spectra to be within the range of 0 and1. 

Spectra 

ID  
Features 

Distance metric 

(unique, 

redundant spectra 

Charge state Ion intensity 
Sequence 

length 
Identification 

score 
Modification Mass 

6 0.4285714 0.3571429 0.4285714 0.7142857 0.8571429 0.5714286 0.2857143 

7 0.5714286 0.3571429 0.7142857 0.7142857 0.7142857 0.5714286 0.1428571 

8 1 0.8571429 1 0.7142857 0.1428571 0.5714286 0.4285714 

1185 0.2142857 0.3571429 0.2857143 0.2142857 0.2857143 0.5714286 0.5714286 

1186 0.2142857 0.8571429 0.8571429 0.2142857 0.5714286 0.5714286 0.7142857 

2817 0.7857143 0.8571429 0.5714286 0.7142857 1 0.5714286 1 

2818 0.7857143 0.3571429 0.1428571 0.7142857 0.4285714 0.5714286 0.8571429 

 

 (4)  Feature Weighting  (impact of the different features:  ranks are multiplied by feature weight) 

Feature Order 

 (weight = squared 

order value) 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Spectra 

ID  
Features 

Distance metric 

(unique, 

redundant spectra 

Charge state Ion intensity 
Sequence 

length 
Identification 

score 
Modification Mass 

6 21 12.85714 10.714286 11.428571 7.714286 2.285714 0.2857143 

7 28 12.85714 17.857143 11.428571 6.428571 2.285714 0.1428571 

8 49 30.85714 25 11.428571 1.285714 2.285714 0.4285714 

1185 10.5 12.85714 7.142857 3.428571 2.571429 2.285714 0.5714286 

1186 10.5 30.85714 21.428571 3.428571 5.142857 2.285714 0.7142857 

2817 38.5 30.85714 0.5714286 11.428571 9 2.285714 1 

2818 38.5 12.85714 0.1428571 11.428571 3.857143 2.285714 0.8571429 
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 (5)  Inference of overall spectra reliability 

 Computation of an average rank per spectrum and normalization by the weighted sum of all features.  

 Peptide spectra weights: 

Spectra 

ID 

6 7 8 1185 1186 2817 2818 

Weight 0.18426990 0.12618588 0.01317993 0.34349229 0.14612551 0.03613495 0.15061155 

 

 (6) Protein ratio calculation 

 A weighted mean approach using peptide spectrum weights is conducted to estimate the underlying protein ratio 

 [  Matrix with relative intensities of peptide spectra (8 plex) ] 

ID        X113            X114           X115           X116           X117           X118           X119           X121 

6         0.9922024   1.0077976   0.5051960   0.5550352   0.9948927   1.0465061   0.5142161   0.5249595 

7         1.0166331   0.9833669   0.5696561   0.5095101   1.0295853   1.0594107   0.5374796   0.5245989 

8         0.9589733   1.0410267   0.4046786   0.5723454   0.9669290   1.0189080   0.3920415   0.4598631 

1185   0.9917052   1.0082948   0.5653267   0.5633381   1.1026590   1.0625592   0.5520376   0.4468080 

1186   1.0194056   0.9805944   0.5564336   0.5981815   1.0654046   0.9505913   0.5109424   0.4179024 

2817   0.9632542   1.0367458   0.5135213   0.4295675   0.9611111   1.0579834   0.4294693   0.3642797 

2818   1.0183185   0.9816815   0.5449597   0.5032795   1.0212967   0.9699722   0.5249286   0.4804103 

 

 Output:  estimated protein ratio 

     X113           X114            X115           X116            X117          X118           X119           X121  

1.0015389    0.9984611    0.5464364   0.5463467   1.0489784   1.0281571   0.5266055   0.4690521  
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Feature Weighting 

The feature-error-correlation plots and the correlation coefficients as a measurement show different explanation power of the 

presented features. We propose a default order of the features from the most meaningful to the one with least impact on ratio 

accuracy and assign weights to the features.  Weights of the features correspond to their squared order values. 

A comparison analysis of two different feature orders is conducted to prove the general robustness of the feature weighting in 

the iPQF algorithm. 

Features Default feature order Changed feature order 

Distance metric (Redundant-
Uniquely measured spectra) 

7 7 

Charge state 6 5 

Ion intensity 5 6 

Sequence length 4 4 

Mass 1 3 

Identification score 3 1 

Modification 2 2 

 

The feature order used by default in iPQF is compared to a slightly varied feature order. The ‘changed feature order’ is 

computed based on the mean correlation coefficients of the five different data sets considered. We investigate the evaluation 

results of the ‘pure iPQF’ approach using the default and the changed weighting of features and present it in Fig. B 15. Protein 

evaluation values are visualized by boxplots for each of the different data sets. As a result no significant shift in protein 

evaluation values between the default and the changed feature weighting is observed and a general robustness can be 

confirmed. Overall, it can be noted that the given basic order is of importance to distinguish between most and least strong 

features, however, change of close positions do not significantly impact results (here e.g. exchange of identification score and 

modification). Further in the case of highly correlated features, such as length and mass, feature information becomes 

redundant. Here it is preferable to select one for a higher weight and assign a lower weight to the other. Assigning similar 

weights to highly correlated features tends to introduce a bias as this doubles the impact of one feature category. 

We provide the user with a default ranking of features; however it is optional to input a user-defined ranking as well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. B 15: 

Evaluation of ‘pure iPQF’ approach 

according to different feature weighting. 

Boxplots of protein evaluation values are shown 

for the three different MS2 data sets and the 

MS3 data set. No significant shift between the 

default and the changed feature weighting is 

observed, thus a general robustness is given. 
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 Fig. C 1: 

 (a) 

 

 (b) 

 

       Fig. C 1:  Impact of total number of input reads on (a) abundance estimates and (b) standard errors. We conducted a 

study applying different total numbers of input reads (exemplary for the ‘original’ simulation set 4): increasing the original 

number of input reads N (N =750.000 ) by the factor of 2, 4, and 6, corresponding to total amounts of 1.5, 3, and 4.5 million 

input reads for the set. We conducted comparisons of abundance estimates and standard errors computed on the ‘sets with 

increased read number’ against the results obtained by the ‘original’ set. It can be observed that the abundance estimates scale 

linear with the number of reads, whereas the standard errors scale quadratic.  
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 Fig. C 2: 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. C 2:  Similarity matrix of the simulation data sets comprising 35 reference genomes (see list of taxa accession 

numbers in the subsequent section ‘Data Set description’). The heatmap visualizes all pairwise reference sequence 

similarities ranging from 0 to 100% similarity (visualized from pink to dark blue). The diagonal of the matrix refers to the 

proportion of simulated reads mapping back to their reference of origin. Different clusters of strains exhibiting high reference 

sequence similarities can be observed. Notably is the first big cluster of diverse Escherichia coli strains (bottom left), 

comprising two sub-strains which share 98% sequence similarity, two more distant E.coli strains, and further two Shigella 

strains known to be closely related to E.coli.  The second big cluster comprises four different strains of Bifidobacterium 

longum, followed by a cluster of Bifidobacterium bifidum, which expresses moderate similarities to the former. Further, 

various smaller clusters of strains are present. 

(Simulation Data – 35 Refs) 
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Fig. C 3:  

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. C 3:  Similarity matrix of the simulation data sets comprising 55 reference genomes, exhibiting large similar 

strain clusters (see list of taxa accession numbers in the subsequent section ‘Data Set description’). The heatmap visualizes 

all pairwise reference sequence similarities ranging from 0 to 100% similarity (visualized from pink to dark blue). Additional 

strain and sub-strain sequences were added to the simulation set of 35 references to challenge the tools: a big cluster of 

overall 13 taxa of Escherichia coli strains containing three different sub-strain clusters with sequence similarities above 95%, 

mixed with diverse distant E.coli strains and closely related Shigella strains. Further, cluster of Bifidobacterium longum, 

Bifidobacterium bifidum, Bacteroides fragilis as wells as two different Streptococcus species cluster were largely extended to 

test the resolution performance of the tools within large and highly similar strain clusters.  

(Simulation Data – 55 Refs) 
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Fig. C 4: 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. C 4:   The FAMeS data comprises three different samples with abundance profiles according to low (LC), medium 

(MC) and high complexity (HC), a common classification in metagenomics. Thereby, a low complexity sample may 

represent a bioreactor community with one dominant among low abundant genomes, while medium complexity refers to a 

moderately complex community with few dominating taxa. High complexity samples are frequently characterized by no 

dominating taxa present or also by very long tails of low abundant taxa. 
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Fig. C 5: 

 

Fig. C 5:   Accuracy of abundance estimates by DiTASiC for the FAMeS data sets. For all three samples of LC, MC, and 

HC, abundance estimates exhibit only tiny divergences from the ground truth. High accuracy is depicted by the points found 

on the diagonal. Hence, highly accurate abundance estimates of the considered 122 taxa are achieved across all three different 

abundance complexity profiles. 

 

Fig. C 6: 

 

 

Fig. C 6:   Accuracy of abundance estimates by DiTASiC for samples of the CAMI benchmark data set. For both 

samples, abundance estimates of the 255 taxa show high accuracy apart from very few outliers. High accuracy is depicted by 

points found on the diagonal. Notably, accurate estimates are also achieved for very low relative abundances below 0.01%. 
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Fig. C 7:  

 

 

 

Fig. C 7:   Accuracy of abundance estimates by DiTASiC and kallisto for the Illumina 100 benchmark data set (i100) 

(Mende et al., 2012). The red line refers to the ground truth values and the points show the abundance estimates obtained by 

the corresponding tool. Overall, a high accuracy of abundance estimates is achieved for the 100 taxa by both tools across the 

entire abundance range. A bias in abundance estimation is observed for some strains of high sequence similarity, namely for 

the Escherichia coli sub-strains and for two Staphylococcus aureus strains. A more accurate abundance resolution of these 

strain clusters is obtained by DiTASiC in comparison to kallisto (also refer to Fig. C 9C). Further, results of DiTASiC can be 

related to a recent benchmark study of different abundance profiling tools tested on the i100 data set by Schaffer et al. 

(2017): see end of Appendix C. 
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Fig. C 8: 

 (A) 

 (B) 

  
Fig. C 8:  Accuracy of abundance estimates by DiTASiC and kallisto for (A) data set 10 and (B) data set 11 of 

simulation group (3).  The red line refers to the ground truth values and the points show the abundance estimates obtained 

by the corresponding tools. (A) Set 10 serves to study the impact of absent strains from highly similar clusters (gray vertical 

line in the plot to mark the section of absent strains). Overall, highly accurate abundance estimates are obtained by DiTASiC. 

Hence an un-biased estimation of strains of the clusters affected by absent strains is achieved. kallisto exhibits difficulties 

with some strains of high sequence similarity, here concerning the Escherichia coli K12 sub-strain cluster and the 

Bifidobacterium longum strain group, causing a bias of abundance estimations and calling two of the absent strains abundant. 

(B) Set 11 focuses on the resolution of large and highly similar strain clusters, having all 55 taxa abundant in the data set 

(refer also to the matrix of reference similarities in Fig. C3). Overall accurate abundance estimations are obtained and also an 

accurate resolution within the diverse strain clusters is achieved by DiTASiC. The large E.coli cluster causes some 

abundance biases for both tools, especially for the sub-strain sequences of sequence similarities above 95%.  Here, DiTASiC 

proves more accurate estimations and an overall better resolution within the considered cluster (see also Fig. C 9A).  

DiTASiC: Abundance Estimation (Simulation Set 10) Kallisto: Abundance Estimation (Simulation Set 10) 

1 

11) 11) 
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Fig. C 9 (A) 

 

Fig. C 9 (B):  

 

 

 

 

(Simulation Set 11) 
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Fig. C 9 (C) 
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Fig. C 9 (D) 

 

 

Fig. C 9:  Accuracy of abundance resolution within strain clusters by DiTASiC and kallisto shown for different 

examples in the CAMI, i100 and simulation data (A-D). The ground truth abundance is displayed in yellow and the 

estimated abundances by the corresponding tools are overlayed with purple colour. (A) The largest cluster in simulation set 

11 comprises nine different Escherichia coli strains. Challenging is the resolution of the present sub-strains which share 

sequence similarities above 98%. DiTASiC enables a more accurate abundance resolution in comparison to kallisto. (B) An 

example of a Corynebacterium cluster in the CAMI set reveals a perfect resolution by DiTASiC, again, two of the strains are 

characterized by high sequence similarity. (C) An increased error in abundance estimation in the i100 data was shown in Fig 

S7 for the Escherichia coli sub-strains and for two Staphylococcus aureus strains. A more accurate abundance resolution of 

these strain clusters is obtained by DiTASiC. (D)  Here, we consider the six different simulations sets of group (2) focusing 

on the abundance estimates obtained for the 4 strains of the E.coli cluster (E. coli K-12 substr. DH10B , E. coli K-12 substr. 

MG1655, E.coli O7:K1 str. CE10, E.coli S88) (visualized only for group (2), as in group (1) not all strains of the E.coli 

cluster are abundant). The E.coli cluster consists of two sub-strains, which share 98% sequence similarity, and two more 

distant strains. DiTASiC enables a highly accurate abundance resolution of the entire strain cluster, as is shown by an almost 

perfect abundance estimation overlay in the plot across all samples. kallisto exhibits problems in the resolution of the two 

sub-strains, which is shown by a consistent abundance underestimation of E. coli K-12 substr. DH10B and abundance 

overestimation of E. coli K-12 substr. MG1655, while the two distant strains receive accurate estimations.  Overall, it can be 

observed that a common error in the resolution of a strain cluster is an abundance interchange or equalization of abundances 

of similar sub-strains.  In the resolution by DiTASiC these errors are shown to be avoided.    
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Fig. C 10: 

(a) 

 

 

                  Taxa, shown in the plot according to the numbers: 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

 

 

Fig. C 10:   Taxa abundance estimates exemplary for three simulation data set of various abundance profiles (a-c), 

presenting the different tools DiTASiC, GASiC and kallisto in comparison to the ground truth and observed mapping 

abundances. Mapping abundances are biased due to read ambiguities which causes overestimation or assignment of reads to 

absent taxa (absent taxa are marked with a circle around the taxa number). DiTASiC as well as kallisto exhibit highly 

accurate estimations and a clear improvement over GASiC. 
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Fig. C 11: 

(a) 

 

 (b) 

 

  (c) 

 

  Fig. C 11:   Robustness evaluation of (a) DiTASiC, (b) GASiC, and (c) kallisto, on two replicate samples from the 

 simulation data (data set 4 and data set 5, respectively; taxa are numbered according to the list given in Fig. C 7). DiTASiC 

 and kallisto show an overall robust performance in abundance estimation of all 35 taxa in the replicates, and a significant 

 improvement compared to GASiC. 
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Fig. C 12:  

(A) 
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(B) 

 

 Fig. C 12:   Impact of missing taxa in a reference set on the abundance estimation. The red line refers to the ground 

truth values, points refer to the abundance estimates obtained by the corresponding tool, while triangles mark absent taxa. 

Vertical lines are drawn to define sections of strain clusters. In this study, reads derived from 55 taxa are contrasted to a 

reduced reference set of 35 taxa to investigate the impact of missing taxa in a selected reference set. One consequence is that 

11% of reads are not aligned and therefore are eliminated from the subsequent model calculations; second, the abundances 

estimated for some taxa are overestimated by the tools. However, a closer look reveals that it always concerns closely 

related strains which show an increased abundance due to missing strains within their cluster. However, no overall 

abundance bias is observed. Noticeable, while DiTASiC only exhibits abundance overestimations, kallisto also shows 

underestimation and overestimations within one cluster to compensate for missing taxa.  
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Fig. C 13: 

(a) 

 

 (b) 

 

Fig. C 13:   (a) Fold change accuracy achieved by DiTASiC in comparison to fold change accuracy obtained by 

STAMP in the CAMI data, and (b) differential abundance assessment using p-values by DiTASiC.  (a) Fold change 

estimates are proven to be highly accurate for DiTASiC with an SSE 19 times smaller compared to the STAMP output. This 

is depicted in the plots by fold change estimates found on the diagonal for DiTASiC, while many estimates are divergent 

from the diagonal in the plot by STAMP. (b) Computed p-values by the statistical framework in DiTASiC prove to clearly 

separate the spiked-in non-differential and differential taxa. Other taxa of the data set, holding fold change values greater than 

zero, also receive very small p-values stating differential abundance, but cannot be further confirmed here.  
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Table C1 

 Simulation Data  FAMeS Data  
(Pignatelli et al.) 

 

Sim 1 Sim 2 Sim 

3 

LC MC HC 

 
# absent taxa (TN) 25 21 19   10 12 10 

# false-positives (FP) 0 0 0  0 0 0 

        

# present taxa (TP) 10 14 16   112 110 112 

# false-negatives (FN) 0 0 0  1 0 0 

        

Sensitivity 1 1 1  0.991 1 1 

Specificity 1 1 1  1 1 1 

 

 

Table C 1:   Detection of absent taxa. We tested the detection performance with different proportions of absent taxa 

included, namely in the simulation group (1) and the FAMeS data sets. In the simulation data of group (1) only 28%, 40% 

and 45% taxa out of the 35 provided references are abundant in the data. Absolute numbers of absent and present taxa of each 

data set are reported in this table as well as absolute numbers of false-positive or false-negative detections. DiTASiC 

achieves exact detections, resulting in a sensitivity and specificity of 100%. The proportion of absent taxa in the FAMeS data 

refers to 8%, 9% and 8% based on the reference set of 122 taxa overall. A sensitivity and specificity of 100% is again 

reported for DiTASiC for the MC and HC data. In the LC set a reduced sensitivity is caused by one missed abundant taxon. 

 

Table C2 

 

 

 

 

Table C 2:   SSE values of fold change accuracy obtained by DiTASiC in comparison to STAMP in different sample 

comparisons.  SSE values of DiTASiC are significantly smaller compared to the ones computed by STAMP, indicating the 

importance of read ambiguity resolution and integration of abundance estimate uncertainties for differential abundance 

analysis. 

 

 

 

  

Sample comparison DiTASiC  STAMP 

FAMeS:  LC vs. MC 0.0047 0.5089 

FAMeS:  LC vs. HC 0.0013 0.4992 

FAMeS:  MC vs. HC 0.0051 0.0986 

CAMI   :  S1 vs S2 25.07 476.91 
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Data Set Description 

1) Simulation Data: 
Nine data sets comprise 35 reference genomes from bacterial strains downloaded from NCBI, two additional data sets (set 

10,11) were extended by further strain and sub-strain sequences (total 55 reference genomes) to create a high strain cluster 

density. 

Each data set consists of 750,000 reads of 100bp length simulated by Mason (Holtgrewe, 2010), following Illumina read 

characteristics with default parameter settings. Reads are simulated according to the following abundance profiles. 

Mason parameters: 

- Total number of simulated reads: 750000  

- Read length: 100 bp 

- Replicate study Sim 4/5:  Default.seed = 2048 (Sim 4), seed = 22 (Sim 5)  

Taxa abundance list (1): 

 

 

 

 

Taxa Name 
GenBank 

accession number 
Ground Truth:  relative taxa abundance 

  Group (1) Group (2) 

  Sim 

1 

Sim 

2 

Sim 

3 

Sim 4 

~5 

Sim 

6 

Sim 

7 

Sim 

8 

Sim 

9 

Alistipes finegoldii DSM 17242 GCF_000265365.1 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.01 0.005 0.001 0.01 

Bacillus anthracis str. Sterne GCF_000008165.1 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.013 0.025 0.025 0.002 0.013 

Bacillus cereus ATCC 10987 GCA_000008005.1 0.3 0.2 0.15 0.005 0.005 0.009 0.003 0.005 

Bacillus cereus E33L GCA_000011625.1 0.2 0.25 0 0.015 0.01 0.01 0.008 0.019 

Bacteroides fragilis 638R GCA_000210835.1 0 0 0 0.01 0.01 0.15 0.004 0.005 

Bacteroides fragilis NCTC 9343 GCA_000025985.1 0 0.01 0.05 0.008 0.015 0.015 0.13 0.008 

Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron VPI-5482 GCA_000011065.1 0 0 0 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.17 0.02 

Bifidobacterium adolescentis ATCC 

15703 

GCA_000010425.1 

0 0.02 0.02 0.003 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.003 

Bifidobacterium bifidum BGN4 GCA_000265095.1 0 0 0 0.006 0.006 0.002 0.002 0.006 

Bifidobacterium bifidum PRL2010 GCA_000165905.1 0.21 0.18 0.1 0.014 0.02 0.011 0.011 0.014 

Bifidobacterium bifidum S17 GCA_000164965.1 0 0.01 0 0.007 0.007 0.03 0.025 0.014 

Bifidobacterium longum BBMN68 GCA_000166315.1 0.14 0.14 0.05 0.15 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.15 

Bifidobacterium longum DJO10A GCA_000008945.1 0 0 0 0.02 0.02 0.003 0.02 0.02 

Bifidobacteriumlongum infantis 157F GCA_000196575.1 0 0 0.03 0.1 0.05 0.05 0.005 0.1 

Bifidobacterium longum infantis ATCC 

15697 

GCA_000020425.1 

0 0 0 0.01 0.01 0.014 0.006 0.02 

Bifidobacterium longum JCM 1217 GCA_000196555.1 0 0.01 0.01 0.007 0.03 0.03 0.007 0.007 

Clostridium phytofermentans ISDg GCA_000018685.1 0 0 0 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 

Clostridium saccharolyticum WM1 GCA_000144625.1 0.08 0 0.04 0.005 0.005 0.08 0.08 0.005 

Clostridium SY8519 GCA_000270305.1 0.02 0.02 0.21 0.01 0.004 0.004 0.008 0.01 

Escherichia coli K-12 substr. DH10B GCA_000019425.1 0 0 0 0.008 0.008 0.035 0.035 0.008 

Escherichia coli K-12 substr. MG1655 GCA_000005845.1 0 0 0 0.02 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.02 

Escherichia coli O7:K1 str. CE10 GCA_000227625.1 0 0 0.12 0.013 0.009 0.013 0.001 0.013 

Escherichia coli S88 GCA_000026285.1 0 0 0 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.11 0.006 

Eubacterium eligens ATCC 27750 GCA_000146185.1 0 0 0 0.02 0.015 0.015 0.01 0.02 

Eubacterium rectale ATCC 33656 GCA_000020605.1 0.01 0 0.04 0.007 0.007 0.012 0.012 0.017 

Odoribacter splanchnicus DSM 20712 GCA_000190535.1 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.13 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.13 

Pantoea ananatis PA13 GCA_000233595.1 0 0 0 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.016 0.04 

Roseburia hominis A2-183 GCA_000225345.1 0 0 0 0.015 0.015 0.026 0.003 0.015 

Shigella dysenteriae Sd197 GCA_000012005.1 0 0 0.02 0.003 0.022 0.022 0.13 0.003 

Shigella flexneri 2a str. 301 GCA_000006925.2 0 0 0 0.018 0.018 0.002 0.017 0.032 

Streptococcus salivarius 57.I GCA_000305335.1 0 0.03 0.08 0.03 0.1 0.005 0.018 0.03 

Streptococcus salivarius CCHSS3 GCA_000253335.1 0 0 0 0.009 0.18 0.18 0.009 0.009 

Streptococcus salivarius JIM8777 GCA_000253315.1 0 0 0 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.002 0.08 

Streptococcus suis D9 GCA_000231885.1 0 0.05 0.01 0.033 0.033 0.022 0.005 0.033 

Streptococcus suis ST3 GCA_000204625.1 0 0 0 0.1 0.13 0.004 0.1 0.1 
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Taxa abundance list (2): 

Taxa Name GenBank 

accession 

number 

Ground Truth:  

relative taxa 

abundance 

Group (3):  

Sim 10 

Ground Truth:  

relative taxa 

abundance 

Group (3):  

Sim 11 

Alistipes_finegoldii_DSM_17242 GCF_000265365.1 0.01 0.0025 

Bacillus_anthracis_Sterne GCF_000008165.1 0.013 0.016 

Bacillus_cereus_ATCC_10987 GCA_000008005.1 0.005 0.001 

Bacillus_cereus_E33L GCA_000011625.1 0.015 0.033 

Bacteroides_fragilis_638R GCA_000210835.1 0.01 0.019 

Bacteroides_fragilis_NCTC_9343 GCA_000025985.1 0.008 0.011 

Bacteroides_fragilis_strain_BOB25 GCA_000965785.1 0 0.063 

Bacteroides_fragilis_YCH46 GCA_000009925.1 0 0.006 

Bacteroides_thetaiotaomicron_VPI_5482 GCA_000011065.1 0.008 0.002 

Bifidobacterium_adolescentis_ATCC_15703 GCA_000010425.1 0.02 0.01 

Bifidobacterium_bifidum_BGN4 GCA_000265095.1 0.003 0.015 

Bifidobacterium_bifidum_PRL2010 GCA_000165905.1 0.006 0.02 

Bifidobacterium_bifidum_S17 GCA_000164965.1 0.014 0.009 

Bifidobacterium_bifidum_ATCC_29521 GCA_001025135.1 0 0.006 

Bifidobacterium_longum_subsp_longum_44B GCA_000261265.1 0 0.018 

Bifidobacterium_longum_BBMN68 GCA_000166315.1 0.15 0.007 

Bifidobacterium_longum_DJO10A GCA_000008945.1 0.02 0.014 

Bifidobacterium_longum_infantis_157F GCA_000196575.1 0.1 0.021 

Bifidobacterium_longum_infantis_ATCC_15697 GCA_000020425.1 0.01 0.05 

Bifidobacterium_longum_JCM_1217 GCA_000196555.1 0.007 0.001 

Clostridium_phytofermentans_ISDg GCA_000018685.1 0.015 0.03 

Clostridium_saccharolyticum_WM1 GCA_000144625.1 0.005 0.015 

Clostridium_SY8519 GCA_000270305.1 0.01 0.005 

Clostridium_botulinum_A3_str_Loch_Maree GCA_000019545.1 0 0.004 

Clostridium_botulinum_B1_str_Okra GCA_000019305.1 0 0.023 

Clostridium_botulinum_B_str_Eklund_17B GCA_000307125.1 0 0.016 

Clostridium_cf_saccharolyticum_K10 GCA_000210535.1 0 0.005 

Escherichia_coli_K_12_substr__DH10B GCA_000019425.1 0.008 0.025 

Escherichia_coli_K_12_substr__MG1655 GCA_000005845.1 0.02 0.017 

Escherichia_coli_str_K_12_substr_MC4100 GCA_000499485.1 0 0.007 

Escherichia_coli_O7_K1_CE10 GCA_000227625.1 0.013 0.009 

Escherichia_coli_S88 GCA_000026285.1 0.006 0.04 

Escherichia_coli_O104_H4_str_2011C_3493 GCA_000299455.1 0 0.013 

Escherichia_coli_O127_H6_str._E2348_69_substr._CVDNalr_genomic GCA_000442065.2 0 0.022 

Escherichia_coli_O127_H6_str._E2348_69_substr._UMD753_genomic GCA_000442085.2 0 0.01 

Escherichia_coli_O83_H1_str_NRG_857C GCA_000183345.1 0 0.003 

Eubacterium_eligens_ATCC_27750 GCA_000146185.1 0.02 0.11 

Eubacterium_rectale_ATCC_33656 GCA_000020605.1 0.007 0.012 

Odoribacter_splanchnicus_DSM_20712 GCA_000190535.1 0.13 0.014 

Pantoea_ananatis_PA13 GCA_000233595.1 0.04 0.008 

Roseburia_hominis_A2_183 GCA_000225345.1 0.015 0.0014 

Shigella_dysenteriae_Sd197 GCA_000012005.1 0.003 0.0035 

Shigella_dysenteriae_1617 GCA_000497505.1 0 0.0144 

Shigella_flexneri_5_str_8401 GCA_000013585.1 0 0.0095 

Shigella_flexneri_2a_301 GCA_000006925.2 0.018 0.001 

Streptococcus_salivarius_57_I GCA_000305335.1 0.03 0.0065 

Streptococcus_salivarius_CCHSS3 GCA_000253335.1 0.009 0.045 

Streptococcus_salivarius_JIM8777 GCA_000253315.1 0.12 0.016 

Streptococcus_salivarius_strain_HSISS4 GCA_000448685.2 0 0.012 

Streptococcus_salivarius_strain_NCTC_8618 GCA_000785515.1 0 0.0042 

Streptococcus_suis_D9 GCA_000231885.1 0.033 0.0015 

Streptococcus_suis_ST3 GCA_000204625.1 0.1 0.0085 

Streptococcus_suis_05HAS68 GCA_000168355.3 0 0.082 

Streptococcus_suis_JS14 GCA_000186405.1 0 0.012 

Streptococcus_suis_T15 GCA_000494895.1 0 0.07 
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2) CAMI Data set: 

Within the CAMI challenge (https://data.cami-challenge.org) (Sczyrba et al., 2017), we selected a benchmark data set of 

medium complexity, which is provided for testing tools, with a ground truth of taxa proportions being available (‘2. Toy Test 

Dataset Medium_Complexity’). It comprises two 15 gb samples each holding about 150 million paired-end reads of 100 bp 

length based on HiSeq sequencing. A total of 225 bacterial and archaea genomes are present in both samples. Different 

clusters of strains with high sequence similarities are present within the 128 genera and 199 species. The relative abundances 

of the taxa range from 0.00009% to 8% in a medium complexity environment with median values of 0.1% and 0.08% for the 

samples, respectively. Comparison of the two samples yields taxa fold changes with a large span from 0.0009 to 1024. 

However, no ground truth is given for differential abundance classification and only fold change accuracy can be evaluated.  

Therefore we extend the data set by simulating spike-in data: we selected 30 new strains from genera already present in the 

original set. A total of 20 million reads per sample are simulated from the new references based on a defined abundance 

given for each sample. Simulations are conducted using Mason (Holtgrewe, 2010), with error profiles matching the original 

reads, and are subsequently merged with the original set. Abundances of the added taxa are defined such that a ground truth 

of 15 differential and 15 non-differential events is created for additional differential assessment.  

Mason parameters: 

- Total number of simulated reads: N.sim = 20,000,000 

- Read length: 100 bp 

- Seed: 22 

- Mismatch probability (begin): 0.005 

- Mismatch probability (avrg):   0.01 

- Mismatch probability (end):    0.03 

* Mismatch probabilities are assessed by a pre-processing script which conducts a quick read-subset mapping for an approximate mismatch 

inference (refer to DiTASiC manual) 

Merge ‘simulated set’ with ‘original set’: 

Total number of reads (original CAMI set):  N.org = 149,136,946 

Factor =  N.org / (N.org ~ N.sim) = 0.882   

 Relative abundance values (ground truth) of original CAMI reads are normalized by Factor 

 Relative abundance values (ground truth) for simulated reads created to sum up to (1-Factor) = 0.118 

 

Taxa abundance list of the simulated 30 taxa (spiked into original CAMI set): 

GenBank accession 

number 

Ground Truth:  relative taxa abundance 

for sample 1 ~ 2 

    

 Set 1 

Set 1 –  

normalized values for 

Mason Simulation 

Set 2 

Set 2 –  

normalized values for 

Mason Simulation 

GCA_900094705.1 0.005 0.04237288 0.005 0.04237288 

GCF_000020965.1 0.01 0.08474576 0.005 0.04237288 

GCF_000222305.1 0.0072 0.061016947 0.0072 0.061016947 

GCF_000333455.1 0.003 0.025423728 0.0045 0.038135592 

GCF_000385945.1 0.0015 0.012711864 0.0015 0.012711864 

GCF_000428765.1 0.004 0.033898304 0.0023 0.019491525 

GCF_000429685.1 0.013 0.110169488 0.013 0.110169488 

GCF_000463735.1 0.003 0.025423728 0.0017 0.014406779 

GCF_000470655.1 0.0055 0.046610168 0.0055 0.046610168 

GCF_000471625.1 0.002 0.016949152 0.0048 0.040677965 

GCF_000585495.1 0.0082 0.069491523 0.0082 0.069491523 

GCF_000716525.1 0.001 0.008474576 0.0028 0.023728813 

GCF_000817975.1 0.004 0.033898304 0.004 0.033898304 

GCF_001298525.1 0.0033 0.027966101 0.0063 0.053389829 

GCF_001402715.1 0.002 0.016949152 0.002 0.016949152 

GCF_001418395.1 0.0066 0.055932202 0.003 0.025423728 

GCF_001418715.1 0.004 0.033898304 0.004 0.033898304 

GCF_001484195.1 0.0024 0.020338982 0.005 0.04237288 

GCF_001485005.1 0.0015 0.012711864 0.0015 0.012711864 
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GCF_001514055.1 0.012 0.101694912 0.002 0.016949152 

GCF_001514495.1 0.0044 0.037288134 0.0044 0.037288134 

GCF_001544695.1 0.001 0.008474576 0.0027 0.022881355 

GCF_001546055.1 0.003 0.025423728 0.003 0.025423728 

GCF_001591345.1 0.0025 0.02118644 0.004 0.033898304 

GCF_001591385.1 0.0013 0.011016949 0.0013 0.011016949 

GCF_001592205.1 0.002 0.016949152 0.0015 0.012711864 

GCF_001606025.1 0.0017 0.014406779 0.0017 0.014406779 

GCF_001636425.1 0.0007 0.005932203 0.0023 0.019491525 

GCF_001720585.1 0.001 0.008474576 0.0066 0.055932202 

GCF_900044055.2 0.0012 0.010169523 0.0012 0.010169523 

Sum: 0.118 1 0.118 1 

 

 

3) Illumina 100 (i100) data set by Mende et al. (2012): 

We applied the i100 benchmark data set provided in the publication by Mende et al., consisting of a total of 53.33 million 

single reads (~26.6 million paired reads) of 75 bp length following Illumina read characteristics. The reads are derived from 

100 unique bacterial genomes and were originally simulated by the iMESSi metagenomics simulator. 

Reads: 

According to the publication, we retrieved the paired read sample ‘illumina_100species.1.fq’ and ‘‘illumina_100species.2.fq’ 

from the link: http://www.bork.embl.de/~mende/simulated_data/ 

Reference sequences: 

We refer to Table2 (Genomes Used in the Medium Complexity Metagenome and Estimated Coverage (100 genomes)) of the 

Supplementary Material of Mende et al. As stated in their description, the dataset includes all chromosomes of the genomes 

as well as all plasmids. Chromosome and additional plasmids sequences were retrieved according to the provided accessions 

for the i100 data available from http://www.bork.embl.de/~mende/simulated_data/bacterial_data.txt. 

Ground Truth of Abundance Proportions: 

We refer to a slightly corrected version of the i100 ground truth table provided by Schaeffer et al. (2017), named 

‘i100_truth.csv’ available from https://github.com/pachterlab/metakallisto. The table follows the format species, abundance, 

counts, and genome size. Thereby, ‘counts’ corresponds to the column ‘Est_proportion of total sequence’ of the table by 

Mende et al. with minor corrections. The given ‘counts’ are used as ground truth ( named GT.counts). 

DiTASiC calculation 

parameters used for the matrix calculation (default settings), defined parameters: 

- Read length: 75 bp 

- Mismatch probability (begin): 0.007 

- Mismatch probability (avrg):   0.013 

- Mismatch probability (end):    0.036 

* Mismatch probabilities are assessed by a pre-processing script which conducts a quick read-subset mapping for an approximate mismatch 

inference (refer to DiTASiC manual) 

Note: DiTASiC uses the reads as single end reads 

kallisto calculation 

kallisto quant command, only parameter: - l 75 (length) 

Note: kallisto is run in paired end read mode  
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Evaluation 

 

Parameter outputs kallisto (paired mode) DiTASiC (single mode) 

n  (number of taxa (exact genome level)) 100 100 

T  (number of reads processed;  

     see also in .json output file of kallisto) 

26667004 53334008 

A  (number of aligned reads) 26202326 46516552 

μ   (true absolute counts, ground truth GT) ‘GT.counts’ 

(see description above, 

sum(GT.counts) = T ) 

[GT.counts / sum (GT.counts)] * T 

 

(scaled for the number of single reads) 

t   (absolute count estimate) kallisto count estimates DiTASiC count estimates 

 

𝐴𝑉𝐺𝑅𝐸 =  
1

𝑛 
 ∑

|𝑡𝑖 ∗
𝑇
𝐴 −  𝜇𝑖|

𝜇𝑖

𝑛

𝑖

                            𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  √
1
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 ∑ (
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𝑇
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𝑛

𝑖=1
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𝑡𝑖

𝐴
 −

 𝜇𝑖

𝑇
)

2

 

Evaluation values computed: 

 Exact Genome  level 

 
AVGRE RRMSE SSE 

DiTASiC 0.86 2.19 8.23 e-06 

kallisto (reproduced) 1.09 * 5.38 * 5.62 e-05 

 

 

Compare to Table 1 provided in the publication by Schaeffer et al.: 

 Exact Genome  level 

 
AVGRE RRMSE 

kallisto 0.97 * 5.42 * 

Bracken - - 

CLARK - - 

GASiC 7.21 19.31 

eXpress 2.57 11.92 

-  CLARK and Bracken results are reported by Schaeffer et al. to be missing as “they do not output strain level counts.” 

* Evaluation values of kallisto reproduced in our computed i100 study and evaluation values given by Schaeffer et al. are 

shown to be very similar. The minor value differences observed might be explained by minor changes in reference sequences 

of new or older versions available in NCBI.  (NCBI download of this study: 03/15/2017) 
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Zusammenfassung

Die Fortschritte der Hochdurchsatz-Technologien in der Genomik und Proteomik haben das bio-
logische Forschungsfeld revolutioniert. Die verbesserte technische Auflösung hat den Fokus auf
quantitative Analysen verstärkt und die hohe Parallelisierbarkeit in den Instrumenten ermöglicht
nun die Quantifizierung gesamter Genome und Proteome. Das Forschungsfeld bietet eine Viel-
falt an Anwendungen, welche mit vielen bioinformatischen Herausforderungen verbunden sind und
mit einem großen Bedarf an neuen Quantifizierungs-Analyse Programmen einhergeht.Quantitative
Analysen sind komplex. Sie umfassen zahlreiche Schritte, angefangen von der Probenaufbereitung,
der Daten-Erfassung, das Daten-Prozessieren, bis zur finalen quantitativen Schätzung. Mehrere
Schritte innerhalb des Prozesses können eine Verzerrung der quantitativen Werte verursachen.
Die korrekten Mengen in einer biologischen Probe zu erfassen, bleibt eine schwierige Aufgabe und
fordert ständig neue Methodenentwicklungen, um systematische Fehler und Verzerrungen in den
Daten zu reduzieren.

In dieser Doktorarbeit werden neue bioinformatische Strategien zur Verbesserung der Quan-
tifizierung von Daten aus Hochdurchsatz Anwendungen vorgestellt. Ziel der Arbeit ist es, sys-
tematische Fehler zu korrigieren und die Varianz von quantitativen Schätzungen zu minimieren.
Dabei ist die Erfassung der potenziellen Fehlerquellen und der vorliegenden Datencharakteristiken
entscheidend. Teil der Arbeit ist es gemeinsame Fehler und Lösungen verschiedener omik Analy-
sen und Datentypen zu identifizieren. Ein weiteres Ziel ist es die Genauigkeit der quantitativen
Schätzungen statistisch zu erfassen. Bei der Quantifizierung von Hochdurchsatz-Daten mangelt es
grundlegend daran wie man die Güte quantitativer Schätzungen misst und angibt, dies gilt vor
allem in der quantitativen Proteomforschung. Viele statistische Methoden für umfangreiche Daten-
analysen wurden vor allem in der Microarray Zeit entwickelt. Grundlegend gilt, dass unabhängig
von zugrundeliegenden Technologien, resultierende quantitative Werte aus statistischer Perspek-
tive oft gleiche Eigenschaften haben. Es liegt ein großes Potenzial darin Parallelen zwischen den
verschiedenen omik Feldern zu erfassen und etablierte statistische Methoden zu übertragen. Glei-
chermaßen wichtig ist es, jedoch, auch spezifische Datencharakteristiken und technisch bedingte
Fehler zu erkennen und zu integrieren. Zusammengefasst: quantitative Analysen sind extrem he-
terogen und die Suche nach einer alles erfüllenden Methodik wäre nicht passend.
Die vorliegende Doktorarbeit umfasst drei Hauptprojekte, welche drei verschiedene biologische
Fragestellungen und Datentypen von drei quantitativen Hochdurchsatz Techniken behandelt. Es
werden neue Ansätze vorgestellt zur Prä-Prozessierung von Daten, zur quantitativen Inferenz und
Auflösung von verzerrten Messungen, sowie Methoden für quantitative Vergleichsstudien.

Ziel des ersten Projektes ist die Identifikation von Protein-Protein Interaktionen unter Anwen-
dung einer Affinitätschromatographie in Kombination mit einem Massenspektrometer (AP-MS).
Dabei werden quantitative Mengen eines Proteins aus einem Pull-down Experiment mit Prote-
inmengen von negativen Kontrollexperimenten verglichen, mit dem Ziel echte Interaktionen von
falsch-positiven Detektionen zu trennen. Gegenwärtige Methoden für AP-MS Analysen nutzen
meist ein Punkteverfahren zum Ranking von potenziellen Interaktionsproteinen. Es gibt dabei je-
doch keine Angabe wie der Cutoff zur Auswahl von Interaktions-Kandidaten am besten zu setzen
ist und auch eine Einschätzung zur Anzahl von falsch-positiven Identifizierungen fehlt. Statisti-
sche Daten Prä- und Post-Prozessierung ist ein selten behandeltes Thema in AP-MS Analysen. In
dieser Arbeit wird ein umfassend statistisches Rahmenwerk vorgestellt, welches um jedes Punk-
teverfahren gelegt werden kann und durch Anwendung eines Permutationsprinzips das Ersetzen
von Punkten durch statistische P-Werte ermöglicht. Zusätzlich wird ein Zwei-Stufen Poisson Mo-
dell, welches von RNA-Seq Daten zu AP-MS Daten angepasst wird als alternative Methode zur
Erfassung von Interaktionen vorgeschlagen. Für die Prä-Prozessierung werden verschiedene Norma-
lisierungsmethoden und ein statistischer Filterprozess mit entsprechender Anpassung für AP-MS
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Daten betrachtet. Verschiedene Experimente veranschaulichen wie die Detektion von wahren In-
teraktionen signifikant gesteigert werden kann, während gleichzeitig die Falsch-Detektions Rate
kontrolliert wird.

Das zweite Projekt beschäftigt sich mit der genauen Schätzung von Proteinmengen. Bei einem
Massenspektrometer werden die Messungen auf Peptid Spektrum Ebene durchgeführt. Obgleich
man erwarten würde, dass all Peptid-Spektren die einem Protein zugeordnet werden ähnliche
Intensitäts-Werte aufweisen, existiert in der Tat eine starke Werte Heterogenität. Diese Heteroge-
nität entsteht aufgrund von zufallsbedingten und systematischen Fehlern. Intelligente Strategien
zur Inferenz der zugrundeliegenden Proteinmengen sind gefragt. Aktuelle Methoden basieren fast
ausschließlich auf quantitativen Informationen. Diese Arbeit vertritt die Hypothese, dass eine Fülle
von weiteren Peptid Merkmalen verfügbar ist, die die Zuverlässigkeit von Spektren-Werten wieder-
geben. Verschiedene Merkmale werden hier mit der beobachteten Varianz Heterogenität korreliert
und ihr Zusammenhang mit der Wertegenauigkeit in Spektren erforscht. Als Ergebnis wird eine
neue Peptide-Protein Inferenz Methode vorgestellt, welche als iPQF (isobaric Protein Quantifi-
cation based on Features) bezeichnet wird. Die Methode integriert Peptide Merkmale zusammen
mit quantitativen Werten für die Proteinquantifizierung. Die Wertung von Peptid Spektren ent-
sprechend ihrer Merkmale ist neu. Eine umfangreiche Evaluierung von iPQF im Vergleich zu neun
anderen Inferenz-Methoden belegt den Zugewinn der Merkmalsnutzung, um die Protein Quantifi-
zierung zu verbessern.

NGS basierte Quantifizierung beruht ebenfalls auf der Messung vieler Sequenzfragmente und
erfordert Methoden zur Zusammenfassung. Das dritte Projekt beschäftigt sich mit präziser Quan-
tifizierung von Organismen aus metagenomischen Proben. Besondere Herausforderungen stellen
sich bei Analysen von Sub-Spezies Ebenen aufgrund der Präsenz vieler sehr ähnlicher Referenz-
genome. Diese führen aufgrund von Mehrfachzuordnungen von Reads zu einer starken Verzerrung
in der Quantifizierung. Generell herrscht ein großes Interesse an feinerer Auflösung von mikrobi-
ellen Proben, aber nur wenige Methoden erlauben eine tiefere quantitative Erfassung als die der
Spezies-Ebene. In dieser Arbeit wird DiTASiC (Differential Taxa Abundance including Similarity
Correction) als ein neues Tool zur Quantifizierung von Organismen und differentiellen Analyse in
metagenomischen Proben vorgestellt, welches auf exaktem Genomlevel anwendbar ist. Ein neues
generalisiertes lineares Modell zur Auflösung der Mehrfachzählungen der Reads wird eingeführt,
welches zusätzlich einen Fehlerterm zur Abschätzung der Quantifizierung enthält. In einem neuen
statistischen Ansatz wird die Quantifizierungs-Varianz integriert und quantitative Verteilungen
abgeleitet, welches wichtig für ein differentielles Testen auf Sub-Spezies Ebene ist. Untersuchungen
auf den neusten Testdaten zeigen präzise quantitative Schätzungen bis zu Sub-sub-Spezies Ebenen
und eine verbesserte Detektion differentiell vorkommender Organismen.

Zusammengefasst tragen alle drei Projekte zur Verbesserung des gegenwärtigen Repertoires
von bioinformatischen Methoden in der Hochdurchsatz-Quantifizierung von omik Daten bei. Die
Arbeit verweist auf die Komplexität von Quantifizierungs-Analysen. Zum einen betont sie die um-
fassende Nutzbarkeit und den Transfer von etablierten statistischen Konzepten zwischen verschie-
denen omiks Feldern. Gleichzeitig wird auf die Wichtigkeit verwiesen, zugrundeliegende Daten-
Charakteristiken zu adressieren und auf die Notwendigkeit individuelle Strategien zu entwickeln,
um eine hohe Quantifizierungs-Genauigkeit zu erreichen.
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